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PREFACE 

On August 10, 1978, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute was awarded a National 
Evaluation Program contract by the National Institute of Justice (formerly, the 
National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice), U.S. Department of 
Justice, to conduct a study entitled "Phase 1 Assessment of Automated Correctional 
Data Systems." 

The results of the study are, for the most part, contained in three formal reports: 
an J.nterim Report, a Final Report, and a Summary Report. The Interim Report was 
published in July 1979; it was based on work undertaken during the first nine months of 
the study. In terms of content, the results documented in the Interim Report have, of 
course, been updated, expanded, refined and included in the Final Report. Additionally, 
the Final Report contains a discussion of pertinent evaluation-related issues, as well as 
other supplemental information. The Summary Report can be regarded as an abridged 
version of the Final Report; it does not, for example, include the completed data 
collection instrument for the 49 state, county and federal level automated correctional 
data systems that were reviewed in the conduct of this study. 

During the course of the study many individuals have been contacted either by 
telephone, in person or through written correspondence; they have collectively contrib
uted to the state of knowledge that is reflected herein. Appendix B of the Final Report 
contains a list of those individuals contacted. Additionally, the authors would like to 
acknowledge the invaluable direction and support provided by Ms. Jan J. Hulla, the 
government monitor for this study; the guidance and help provided by Mr. Bernard 
Shipley, a member of the Bureau of Justice Statistics and the government monitor for 
the Offender-Based State Corrections Information System program; and the input and 
advice provided by Mr. Larry Greenfeld, a member of the National Institute of Justice, 
and Dr. Charles M. Friel, a Professor of Criminal Justice at Sam Houston State 
University. The study has likewise benefited from the input provided by Mr. Billy L. 
Wayson, Ms. Gail Funke and Mr. Thomas A. Henderson, all of whom are associated with 
the Correctional Economics Center of the Institute for Economic and Policy Studies, 
Inc., an organization which served as a subcontractor to this study. The study 
consultants --Dr. Roland J. Chilton, Dr. Harland L. Hill, Dr. Lawrence W. Sherman and 
Dr. Leslie T. Wilkins -- have also contributed to the contents herein; they provided 
both advice and critical reviews. Internally, the authors would like to acknowledge the 
related efforts of other faculty members (Dr. Herbert Freeman, Dr. Reginald L. 
Hendricks, Dr. Kang G. Shin, Dr. Yao-Chung Tsao, and Dr. William A. Wallace); the 
assistance of graduate students (Mr. Raymond C. Ellerman, Ms. Angelica Kamiyama, 
and Mr. Cyril M. Theccanat); and the editing and typing support provided by Ms. 
Rosanne M. Blackman and Ms. M. Madonna Taurinskas. 

Finally, it should be noted that this study reflects an assessment of automated 
correctional data systems, as they existed during the two-year period of study. The 
growing pace of computer technology and the changing political and economic environ
ment can, of course, affect the direction and progress of the assessed systems. 
However, although the systems described herein may have changed in character, the 
assessment results -- including issues raised and lessons learned -- remain valid; they 
should be heeded in any future development or redevelopment of automated correction
al data systems. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

All but a handful of the 50 states in the U.S. have implemented or are in the 
process of implementing some version of an automated (ie., computer~based) correc
tional data system (ACDS); in fact, many systems have been upgraded or changed 
several times since their inception, which, in some cases, date back to a dozen years or 
more. The creation of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) in the 
Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Street Act of 1968 has significantly accelerated the 
development and proliferation of ACDSs. 

An obvious question is whether ACDSs are effective or, more precisely, cost
effective? It is, of course, the purpose of this National Evaluation Program (NEP) 
Phase I assessment to answer this question or, at least, to begin to answer the question. 
Unfortunately, the paucity of available information and knowledge about ACDs 
prevents us from providing an explicit answer at this time; indeed, there has, to date, 
been no impact evaluation or cost-effectiveness analysis of the ACDS. Moreover, 
although there are many potential effectiveness-related benefits of an implemented 
ACDS, they are typically very difficult to both quantify and measure. Additionally, 
cost-related data are also not readily available. Nevertheless and in the spirit of an 
NEP Phase I study, we have been able to i} define and detail pertinent ACDS issues, il) 
identify gaps in the present state of knowledge, and iii) make recommendations 
concerning future development and evaluation activities (including an NEP Phase II 
study) which should be undertaken to filJ those gaps. Thus, in addition to meeting the 
policy needs of the NEP, the contents of this report should also be helpful to those 
corrections agencies which are contemplating a development, upgrade or redevelopment 
of their ACDS. 

In this executive summary, we highlight our study approach, identify the status of 
the various ACDSs, discuss several system issues (including our recommendations 
concerning their amelioration), consider some t'elated issues, and then conclude with our 
suggestions for future ACDS-related activities and our responses to specific ACDS
related policy questions. 

STUDY APPROACH 

In an attempt to be responsive to the NEP Phase I requirements, our study 
reflects a review or general assessment of existing ACDSs, rather than an analysis or 
intensive assessment of ACDS evaluations, which, as stated earlier, are non-existent. 
The review has been sensitive to 1) the need to Identify the current status of ACDSs, ii) 
the need to review pertinent ACDS issues, and iii) the need to develop a viable ACDS 
evaluation design. Inasmuch as these three needs require different types and levels of 
data, we have addressed each need by considering a different sample of ACDSs. Thus, 
our study approach -- which is similar to that of two other NEP Phase I studies __ is 
based on three different study samples; specifically, 

o Preliminary Sample. In applying Criteria Set A to the universe of potential 
ACDSs, 47 systems were selected; they contributed to our understanding of the 
current status of ACDSs. 

o Analysis Sample. In applying Criteria Set B to the universe of potential ACDSs, 
26 systems were selected; they contributed to our understanding of pertinent 
ACDS issues. 
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o Assessment Sample. In applying Criteria Set C to the Analysis Sample: of ACDf)S 

5 systems were selected; they contributed to our development of, a vlabl~ AC 
evaluation design (which is detailed in the body of the report and IS not dIscussed 
in this executive summary). 

Criteria Set A insured that the Prelimi~lary Sample would contain correctional da~a 
systems that are at least partii3:lly a~tom~ted (i.e.~ Criterion A.I), a~d woul~ no~ contal)n 
local systems which deal prImanly wIth detamed offenders (I.e., CrItenon ~.2. 
Additionally, systems which do not contain offender-based data are excluded (I.e., 
Criterion A.3) since, although processing of non-offender related data (e.&., payroll 
data) provides a service to corrections, it alone would not constitute a correctIOnal data 
system and could therefore be .ass~ssed outsid~ of the c~rre,ctional contex~. , In 
obtaining the Analysis Sample, Criterion B.l reqUlr7d th~t CrItena Set A be s~tl~fle~, 
while Criterion B.2 insured the inclusion of certam unique systems (e.g., ~lchlgan s 
distributed ACDS) and also certain large rE~gional systems (i.e., syste:ns belongmg to ,St. 
Louis County, San Diego County, the federal government a~d ,Washmgton, D.C.~whlCh 
possess characteristics that are more in common with a majority ?i state ACD.Js than 
some state systems which contain data on a very small populatIon of off~nders. In 
addition to requiring that the Analysis Sample be balanced and representatIve of the 
existing ACpSs (i.e., Criterion B.3), ~e had hOP7d t~at they would be well ~ocumented 
(i.e., Criterion B.4-); unfortunately~ thIS latter cnterion coul,d not be met, _ .. ,mstea~, we 
had to site visit all 26 of the Analysis Sample of ACDSs m order to ootam pertment 
information. Finally, in selecting the Assessment Sample, Criterion <?1 required t~at 
Criteria Set B be satisfied. Further, we wanted the sample to contam system~ Whlc:h 
had had some monitoring and/or evaluation experienc~ (i.e., Criterion, C.2); agam, thIS 
criterion could not be met --instead, we selected fIve systems WhICh expressed an 
interest in evaluation. 

A key and very useful aspect of our study approach was the devel~pment of an 
extensive, 212-question Structured Data Collection Instrument (SDC!), Whlc:h served i3:s 
a common collection point for all three of our sources of data. That IS, as we ,~) 
reviewed the pertinent literature (including project reports and memoranda), 11) 
undertook telephone interviews, and iii) conducted site visits, we first integrated the 
data from these three sources and then entered them in the appropriate SDCI. By 
integrating or combining data from several sources" v.:e . were ac~ually e~ploying a 
multi-measurement approach, which can be shown to mmlmlze certam data bias ~hrea~s 
to the study's validity. In total, 49 SDCIs were completed: , they are co~tamed In 

Appendix C of the Final Report, and they, of course, constItute the basIs for o~r 
findings, conclusions and recommendations. A summary of the SDC! collected data IS 
included in Appendix A of this report. 

Three remarks should be made regarding the SDCr data. First, because of the 
limited number of ACDSs involved and the gaps in the data, no statistical analysis is 
made· however we believe that the data are valid and that their implications are 

, , h h' significant. Second, although the original NEP Phase, I sOlicitation, stated t at t IS 
study "can be initiated without extensive data collectIon and analysIs efforts through 
reviewing completed evaluation projects ... and by conducting a limited numb~r of site 
visits", extensive data collection effort has been necessary, as there are neIther any 
ACDS evaluations nor any detailed ACDS documents. Indeed, most of the available 
documents are nothing more than progress reports mandated by the LEAA as part of the 
OBSCIS grant requirements. For this rea~on, we under~ook ,a large number of ~ite 
visits, about twice as many as would typIcally be requIred In NEP Phase I studIes. 
Third, because the SDCIs were filled out by members of the study team, and not by the 
various ACDS staff, the SDCI data can be considered to be relatively consistent. 

iv 

SYSTEM STATUS 

This section provides a summary of the state of development of the various 
ACDSs; it also lays the groundwork for the later discussion of ACDS issuel'. The ACDS 
environment, characteristics and applications are considered in the following three 
subsections, respectively. 

System Environment 

All the corrections agencies examined in this study have one aspect in common: 
responsibility for incarcerated, sentenced offenders. Beyond this, they vary widely in 
areas of responsibility, activity levels, data processing experience and many other 
aspects. Several agency characteristics which may affect the development and 
operation of an ACDS are identified below. 

o State or Authority and Agency Name. In 31 states and the District of Columbia, 
the corrections agency is an independent department. In 16 states, the correc
tions agency is a part of a social services umbrella agency. In 5 states and the 
federal government, the corrections agency is a part of a criminal justice 
umbrella agency. 

o Agency Responsibility: Number of Offenders. While this study is directed at only 
those corrections agencies responsible for incarcerated, sentenced adults, many of 
these agencies have additional responsibilities. 2~; agencies are also responsible 
for probation supervision; 38 (including the D.C. Department of Corrections) are 
responsible for parole supervision; and 6 (including the D.C. Department of 
Corrections) are responsible for detainees. The wide variation in the numbers of 
offenders for which the agencies are responsible, and the proportions of proba
tioned, detained, incarcerated, and paroled provide some indication of the range 
of different needs and problems faced by the various agencies in their automation 
effort. 

o Agency Responsibility: Number of Facilities. Most of the agencies have from 3 
to 10 facilities or institutions, with a median number of 9 and a maximum of 81. 
The sizes of the facilities vary from agency to agency and within agencies as well. 
Different sizes of facilities and different numbers of facilities present different 
management problems. As examples, more institutions provide more opportuni
ties for inmate transfer (thus inmate tracking may be more of a problem), while 
facilities with smaller sizes have less need for a computer to keep track of empty 
beds. 

o Incarcerated Activity Levels. Growth in the incarcerated popUlation of an agency 
can be gauged by the amount that admissions exceed releases, as they do in all 
cases except Alabama, Hawaii, Louisiana, Maine, Minnesota, Mississippi, and 
North Dakota; several of these states had a popUlation decrease due to court 
orders to reduce overcrowding. 

o Years Since the First ACDS. State corrections agencies have a total of 311 years 
of ACDS experience, with an average of 6.2 years and a median of 5.0 years. If 
those 8 states which do not have ACDSs or have them in a test mode are not 
considered, the average becomes 7.4 years and the median 7.0 years. These 
figures are significant in that the field of automation is one in which experience 
counts. Freqlently the first system installed by an agency is subject to special 
problems resulting from the fact that agency staff have not yet learned what the 
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computer can do for them. Subsequent systems are often more successful due to 
the added sophistication of both users and data processing staff. We have in 
general found this observation to be true, in that many agencies approached the 
development of their second system with much more realistic goals and much 
more concrete ideas of what they expected from the system. 

o Current ACDS Status. 40 states, Washington, D.C., the Federal Bureau of Prisons 
and numerous regions and localities (of which two, St. Louis County and San Diego 
County, are included in this study) have ACDSs which are operational. By 
operational, we mean that at least one offender-based application is operating and 
Officially in use by the appropriate agency staff. It should be noted that most 
systems are constantly being modified and upgraded, if not slated for replace
ment; this fact does pose a problem for the conduct of an ACDS evaluation. 

o Development Funding Sources. In 22 states, the first ACDS development was 
initiated with LEAA funds, 14 of those received Offender-Based State Corrections 
Information Systems (OBSCIS) program grants and 8 received block grants or 
other LEAA funds. 28 of the currently operating systems were developed with 
LEAA funds, 21 of those under the OBSCIS program. Five additional states are in 
the process of developing ACDSs using OBSCIS funds. In our extensive review of 
the Analysis Sample of ACDSs, we found that ACDSs developed without LEAA 
funds are no different than those developed with LEAA funds, nor are those 
developed under the OBSCIS program any different than the non .. ·OBSCIS funded 
ACDSs, although the variation within each of these groups is quite large. The 
reasons for the lack of impact of the funding source on the nature and type of 
system developed are 1) the fact that all corrections agencies have a core of 
similar needs, ii} the fact that OBSCIS materials are available to all agencies, 
regardless of their funding source, and iii) the fact that strict adherence to the 
OBSCIS program requirements has not been enforced. 

o Date of First OBSCIS Funding. 35 states and Washington, D.C. have received 
$11.9 million in oascIs funding, with an average of about $331,000 per site. One 
of these, Arkansas, returned all but $20,000 of its OBSCIS grant, due to internal 
political reasons. Another state, Nevada, received an OBSCIS grant that was 
awarded to the Department of Parole and Probation rather than to the Depart
ment of Prisons; the award was used to upgrade the existing manual system rather 
than to develop an automated system. 

System Characteristics 

The ACDSs which have been developed in the environments described in the 
previous section are as diverse as those environments. Some of the more important 
characteristics of these systems are identified below. 

o Mainframe(s). Although ACDSs run on a wide variety of different central 
processing units or mainframes, the IBM 370 and its look-alikes (such as Amdahl 
or Itel equipmem) dominate the field, with 28 installations. Six states have, in 
addition to their large mainframe, minicomputers located in their institutions: in 
most cases, these are used for peripheral applications such as inmate fund 
accounting or psychological test scoring. 

o Mainframe Location. 30 of the ACDSs are located at state data centers. Only six 
agencies have their own ACDS computers, and another six have minicomputers 
which are used for peripheral applications (e.g., inmate fund accounting and 
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psychological test scoring). The minicomputers are usually located at the records 
or business office of the institution. 

o Num~er of Interactive Terminals. Although most systems have fewer than 20 
termmals, a few of the larger states (i.e., Illinois, Michigan, and New York) and 
the Bureau of Prisons have more than 50 terminals. The average number of 
interactive terminals per ACDS is 19. 

o Source ?f. Programming ~upport. Programming support does not always come 
from withm the correctIons agency. In 16 cases, the programming staff is 
employed by the state data center, the state planning agency, or some other 
~gen~y ~xternal to the department of corrections. This fact has important 
Impllcatlons for the future of the ACDSs in those states, since the impetus for 
further deve~opment often seems to come from the programming staff. It also 
coul~ result m a mangement control problem, since the corrections agencies have 
no dIrect control over how much staff or which individuals are assigned to their 
needs. For example, two states reported problems because data center staff 
assigned to the project were frequently reassigned to other projects. 

o So~rce o.f ACDS Software. The majority of the ACDS software programs were 
WrItten m-house by programming staff within the corrections agency. Those 
ACDSs which were developed by contractors or the state data center or other 
agencies extern~l to the corrections agency were typically subject to additional 
problems resultmg from the need to coordinate and control staff outside the 
agency, and .sometimes from the lack of knowledge about corrections on the part 
of the outSIde contractors. ~or example, one state data proces~;:lg manager 
remarked that he would not hIre a contractor because an outsider could never 
know the needs of the agency as well as insiders. 

o Syste?1 Software Package(s). Commercially produced system software may be 
used m support of the ACDS software. As examples, the states of Connecticut 
and South Dakota use IBM's CIeS telecommunication software along with the 
Basic OBSCIS Software Package, and the states of Oregon and Nebraska use the 
EASYTRIEVE package to extract data and write reports from their ACDS files. 
One type of system software package which is becoming more common is the data 
base m~na&ement system (DBMS). A DBMS is a set of programs which organize 
and mamtam the data base and provide the ACDS with access to it. IBM's IMS 
and Univac's DMS are two examples of DBMSs. 19 agencies are using DBMSs; 'in 
four of those, the system is not yet Officially operational. Systems which make 
use of DBMSs may not be easily transferrable to installations which do not have 
the same packages available. 

o Software Language(s). The majority of the ACDSs are written in COBOL' some 
have parts written in assembler language as well. Four of the systems are ~ritten 
all or partly in FASTER. This has been a problem in that the FASTER language is 
no longer supported by the vendor (IBM) and very few programmers have 
knowle~ge of the language. Although it is currently a part of the LEAA 
regulatIons t~at grantees ~rite all application programs in ANS COBOL or 
FOR~RAN ,(WIth the ~xceptlOn that programs for mini- and microcomputers may 
be WrItten m BASIC), It does not appear that these regulations have been strictly 
enforced. As examples, California's system is written in PL/I Florida uses META 
for a part of its system, New Hampshire uses BASIC, and ~everal systems use 
some assembler language, as well as the four written in FASTER. 
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o Extent of On-Line Processing. On-line processing refers to the ability to interact 
with the computer system throl\gh a terminal device such, a,s a teletype, or a 
cathode ray tube (CRT). The functions of data entry, d?-ta e,dItmg! data retl"lE7val~ 
and data or file updating may be performed either o~-lme (I.e., VI~ ,the termmal) 
or through batch processing. Most systems only provIde the capabIlIty for one, or 
the other but in a few cases both are available. 35 of the currently operatmg 
systems i~ this study have some degree of on-line cap~bility; that ,is, at l~ast one 
of the above four stated functions can be performed VIa the termI~al. 18 o~ ~he 
29 systems now under development will have some degree o~ on-lme capabIlIty. 
The function of data or file updating deserves further explanatIon. When a system 
has on-line file updating {i.e., the files are modified at the time that the ~ata are 
entered) it is known as a real-time system. Real-time systems provIde the 
advanta~e that data can be retrieved and used as Soon as it is entered, rather than 
being unavailable until the batch file update takes place., Thus, If dat~ are 
entered in a timely fashion, real-time systems can pro,,":Ide up-to-the-mmute 
information. Real-time systems are quite costly, however, m that they are much 
more complex to program and require higher levels of data security. 

o Interface With Other Criminal Justice Systems. An interface exists between two 
systems if data derived from one system are transmit,ted t? the o,ther. That 
interface is said to be automated if the data are transmItted 10 machme readable 
form· otherwise the interface is manual. In terms of automated interfaces, the 
high~st form of interface is, of course, by electronic signals: only one state 
(Alabama) -- where the corrections, pardons and parole systems ~hare the same 
data ba.se -- could claim such an interface. All other automated 10terfaces ,have 
been by magnetic tape or punched cards, which, of course, would still requIre a 
certain amount of human assistance. 

System Applications 

The potential value of an ACDS can be partially gauged by the nu~ber and types 
of applications it can perform. Based on our Structured Data CollectIOn Instru:nent 
(SDCI) which consIdered 30 offender-based applications, some 20 of the more promment 
applications are considered below; they include the set ~f, <?BSCIS supported, o~f~nder
based applications, although some of the OBSCIS d~fm~tIOns h~ve been modIf~ed or 
expanded to reflect more accurately the actual applIcatIOns WhICh have been Imple
mented. 

o Admission Reporting. This refers to the recording and reporting of admission 
activity by offender and corresponds to the OBSCIS application of the same name. 
Nearly all of the projects either have or are planning this application. 

o Offender Record Retrieving. This corresponds to the OBSCIS application known 
as cross index retrieval and refers to the ability to retrieve an offender's records 
using keys other than the agency's a~~igned identification num~er ~e.g., name or 
FBI number}. 30 systems have this abIlIty and 12 more are plannmg It. 

a Classification/Program Assignment Reporting. This encompasses and extends the 
OBSCIS offender profile application. It consists of the maintenance of offender 
profile data in a form in which it can be promptly retrieved and used as a basis for 
assessment, classification, and/or program assignment. It also includes the 
production of other reports such as a listing of programs for which an individual Is 
eligible or a listing of individuals due to be reclassified. For example, in one state 
(Texas) this application consists of a computerized inmate job matching system 
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which matches inmate's skills and training to jobs available throughout the prison 
system. This is one of the few applications which may directly benefit the 
offender, in the form of improved cla.ssifications and assignments; at least one 
(Missouri) of the twelve states having this application has reported such a result. 
16 additional states are planning this application. 

o Problem/Special Needs Monitoring. This application is an expansion of the 
OBSCIS diagnostic problem reporting application. It involves the production of 
reports identifying medical or psychological problems or special situations (e.g., 
enemies, educational ski11s, and religious dietary requirements) which may affect 
the placement and/or assignment of offenders. Four systems have some form of 
this application (i.e., reporting on some subset of the possible problems or needs) 
and 13 are planning to add it. 

o Test Scoring. This corresponds to the OBSCIS application of the same name and 
refers to the automatic scoring of answer sheets for psychological, vocational, 
and intelligence tests. It is interesting to note that five of the 11 systems which 
have this application run it on a separate microcomputer system (using a 
proprietary softwar,! package), which is not linked to the main ACDS. Five 
systems are planning to add this application. 

o Reporting of Program Participation. This corresponds to the OBSCIS program 
reporting application and refers to the collection of information on program 
participation and the reporting of program participation by program and/or by 
offender. 22 states have this application and 14 more are planning it. It is an 
important application in that, in addition to meeting administrative needs, it 
p~ovides potentially useful information for program evaluation. 

o Disciplinar:y Reporting. This corresponds to the OBSCIS application of the same 
name and involves the collection and reporting of data on disciplinary infractions. 
Although associated with the individual offender's records, the information 
collected for this applicatin has also been used to pinpoint trouble spots in the 
institution. 18 systems have this application and 13 are planning to add it. 

o Offender Tracking. This also corresponds to the OBSCIS application of the same 
name and covers data gathering and file updating for records reflecting changes in 
the status and location of offenders. This application is present in 35 systems and 
planned for 10 m(';'"·· I' for many of them, it represents the core or primary function 
of their ACDS. 

a Movement Reporting. This corresponds to the OBSCIS application of the same 
name and includes the reporting of offender movement between institutions and 
between .c;tatus categories. Nearly all the systems either have this application or 
are planning it. 

a Transportation Scheduling. This involves scheduling and/or reporting of transpor
tation of inmates transferring both within the correctional systems and outside of 
it (e.g., to court, to a doctor's appointment, etc.) Only three states have even a 
limited form of this application and each of these only produces a transfer report; 
no explicit scheduling is done. Five states are planning to develop this 
application. 

a Parole/Discharge Eligibilitv Date Calculation. This corresponds to the OBSCIS 
application of the same name and involves the partial or complete computer 
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calculation of dates on which the individual offenders are eligible for parole bor 
. h h' f t' n is too complex to e discharge. Although many agencies claIm t at t IS unc 10 . 

computerized 20 agenries have done so and 9 more are planrung to do so. In mosJ 
cases not ali calculations can be" done by the system; the more complex an 
invol~ed calculations must be done by hand. This application has reportedly been 
a major time saver for at least four agencies. 

o Legal Status Reporting. This corresponds to the OBSCIS application. of the same 
name and includes the reporting of offenders eligible for pa:ole he.anngs o~ other 
review processes and the provision of relevant status and hIstory mforr:natlOn f~~ 
those hearings. 37 systems have this application and .3 more are planning to a 
it. 

o Parole Hearing Scheduling. This could involve scheduling of parole hearings 
and/or reporting of outcomes of those hearings. It extends and bUilds on the le?al 
status reporting application. 19 systems have this application and 13 are planmng 
to add it. 

o National Statistical Reporting. This corresponds to the OBSCIS ap~lication ?f the 
same name and involves the generation of data for the Na~lO!,al Pnsoner 
Statistics (NPS) and/or Uniform Parole Reports (UPR) programs; It IS one o~ the 
special requiremetns of the OBSCIS program. The data may be generated eIth~r 
in the form of printed reports or in machine readable form. 28 systems have thIS 
applicati.on and 10 more are planning to add it. 

o Inmate Accounting. This involves the processing of in~ate bank accounts a~d 
commissary purchases. 12 state agenci.es .a~d San DIego County have thIS 
application; however, in six of these agencIes It IS a separate sys~em rath~r than ,a 
part of the ACDS, a situation which is not unreasonable smce. an mmate s 
financial records are generally not relevant to most purposes for WhICh the ACDS 
is used. 

o Health Services Tracking. This includes the recordin? o~ medic~l ~reatm~nt 
received by individuals. Of late, there has been a growmg mterest m Improvmg 
the quality of health care in corrections. Five systems have developed suc~ a 
component (one of which has a separate health care system) and 13 are plannmg 
for this application. 

o Visitor Control Reporting. This includes the tracking o! who is allowed to .visit an 
offender and/or how many visits an offender has receIved. Three agencIes now 
have this application and five are planning it. 

o Victim Restitution Reporting. This includes the recording and tracking of an 
offender's participation in a victim restitution program. In. many states there are 
no victim restitution programs and where programs do eXlst they are frequently 
administered by agencies other than the correctio~s. age~cy. . Of. the 12. st~te 
department of corrections or public sa~et~ adml~Ist:rmg vI~tIm. restltutl~n 
programs, six of these states have the vIctlm restltutlOn applicatlOn on theIr 
ACDS while four more are planning to. 

o Probation Status Reporting. This involves the tracking and repo:ting of the stat~s 
of individual probationers, including violations. lit state agencles plus St: Louls 
County and San Diego County have this application; all of the 16 ag.encles ha~e 
responsibility for probation supervision. Five more states are plannmg for thls 
applica tion. 
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o Parole Status Reporting. This corresponds to the OBSCIS application of the same 
name and involves the tracking and reporting of the status of individual parolees, 
including violations. 22 of the 33 corrections agencies responsible for parole 
supervision and having an operational ACDS have this application. 

SYSTEMS ISSUES 

The issues contained in this section are based on our collation and analysis of the 
SDCI results (which are summarized in Appendix A); they represent a culling and 
systematizing of the more important issues that were initially identified in the 
Preliminary Sample of 1t7 ACDSs and subsequently detailed in terms of the 26 systems 
in the Analysis Sample. While we address some three dozen ACDS issues in this section, 
there are, of course, many more possible issues that can be considered; some of these 
are also alluded to in the SDCI summary in Appendix A. 

We have found it convenient to group the ACDS issues into four categories __ input, 
process, outcome and systemic. 'lThe input issues focus on the system's background and 
development; the process issues focus on the system's operation or performance; the 
outcome issues focus on the system's immediate impacts, especially in relation to its 
users; and the systemic issues focus on the system's broader impacts, as gauged from a' 
total systems viewpoint.) This four-category framework is not only logical from an 
ACDS development perspective, but also from a program evaluation standpoint. 

In discussing the four sets of issues in the next four subsections, respectively, it 
should be noted that while our observations are not based on extensive evaluations, we 
do feel that they are valid, at least valid enough to be considered as test hypotheses in 
any formal ACDS evaluation. It should also be noted that for each issue we first 
identify the issue and then state our recommendation regarding what could be done to 
mitigate its negative impact. 

Input Issues 

11 issues are considered in this subsection: they are grouped into ACDS planning, 
ACDS design and ACDS implementation issues. 

ACDS Planning 

o Issue: The absence of a formal needs assessment (and related functional 
specification) effort has been a major reason for ACDSs -- especially their earlier 
versions -- to have failed or not to have lived up to expectation. Recommenda
tion: Inasmuch as ACDSs, like other automated systems, are constantly being 
redeveloped or modified, a needs assessment/functional specification effort is 
never too late, and the resultant document should be constantly updated. 

o Issue: The lack of user involvement throughout the ACDS development process 
H.e., planning, designing, testing, implementing, operating and maintaining) has 
resulted in a lack of user support of ACDS at both the data input and data 
utilization ends of the ACDS. Recommendation: User involvement should not 
only be encouraged but mandated at every stage of the ACDS development __ and 
redevelopment -- process. 

o Issue: While LEAA -- i,n particular OBSCIS -- funds have been critical in the 
development of ACDSs, they have not prevented the "reinventing of the wheel". 
Recommendation: Despite the demise of LEAA, the federal government should 
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continue to help states by funding i) basic ACDS research and de.velopment 
efforts, ii) ACDS-related technical assistance assignments to requestmg states, 
iii) a national clearinghouse for ACDS-related information (including a yearly 
national meeting for ACDS administrators to meet each other and to be exposed 
to recent ACDS developments), and iv) an ACDS-related evaluation program. 

o Issue: While SEARCH Group, Inc., has carried out its LEAA/BJS-funded activities 
(to support OBSCIS and related developments) with diligence, it has had this role 
since 1973. Recommendation: The federal government (i.e., the Bureau of 
Justice Statistics) should every five years award -- on a competitive basis -- two, 
five-year grants to carry out the above recommended activities: one grant to 
carry out the first three activities; the second grant to carry out the fourth 
evaluation activity. 

ACDS Design 

o Issue: Several problems can occur when the corrections agency does not have 
direct control over its ACDS mainframe. Recommendation: As some are 
currently planning, corrections agencies should consider the use of mini- and 
microcomputers (especially in a linked network of distributed processors) -- the 
impact and potential of these new technologies need to be evaluated. 

o Issue: Several problems can occur when data elements and procedures are not 
first clarified, codified and/or standardized. Recommendation: Data elements 
and procedures should be continually clarified, codified, and/or standardized, and 
a manual should be produced and updated accordingly. 

o Issue: In regard to data base design, problems can occur if data files are 
sequential; if the data base management system (DBMS) is not well understood; if 
the historical data file cannot be directly accessed by statistical analysis 
packages; and if no purging criteria exist for historical data. Recommendation: 
Data files should be structured for random access; DBMSs should be comparative
ly evaluated by using a "benchmark" testing procedure; historical data should be 
aggregated in a manner that allows direct access by statistical analysis packages; 
and suitable purging criteria should be developed. 

o Issue: Creation of an initial data base for an ACDS is a major undertaking and 
one whose difficulty has frequently been underestimated. Recommendation: The 
manual records should be in good condition before attempting a conversion, which 
may require the hiring of some extra, temporary data processing help. 

ACDS Implementation 

o Issue: User involvement and elaborate approaches to ACDS system testing have 
been minimal. Recommendation: User involvement should be a requirement in 
system testing; and the above recommended benchmark (i.e., a test package with 
known results) for comparative DBMS assessment could also be used in system 
testing. 

o Issue: System documentation has been poor to nonexistent, causing problems in 
system operation and maintenance. Recommendation: Documentation should be 
mandated, and documentation standards should be added to the requirements of 
any future funding in the ACDS area. 
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o Issue: M~st agencies have not carried out intensive user training, which in turn 
has contributed to decreased user ~upport. Recommendation: User training 
should be intense and should be given to all members of the agency. 

Process Issues 

9 issues are considered in this subsection: they are grouped into ACDS support 
and ACDS performance issues. 

ACDS Support 

o Issue: ACDS p~rforma~c.e has been negatively affected by the relatively low rank 
of data processm& ad~'llnIstr~to:s, the high turnover of data processing staff, and 
frequent reorganiZatIons wIthm the corrections agency. Recommendation: 
Record~ and data processing staff should report to the same administrator· data 
pr~cessmg staff should receive industry-level pay; and ACDS developers ~hould 
bulld a broad base of support within the corrections agency. 

o Issue: ACDS operation has been negatively affected by impractical designs 
progran:'mers reassigned to other tasks, and contractors who are unfamiliar with 
c~rrectIOns •. Recommendation: Data processing staff should include individuals 
WIth correctIOns background; corrections should negotiate for administrative 
control over programmers assigned to do its work; and contractors should be 
closely supervIsed and required to produce good documentation. 

o Issue: Lack ~f softwar~ maintenance has resulted in some severe problems. 
Recom:nendat~on: Techniques (e.g., modular programming and structured pro
grammmg) WhICh make t~e software easier to maintain should be employed, and 
good system documentatIon, as well as explicit administrative procedures for 
system maintenance, should be developed. 

o Issue: System security has been quite lax and the potential for misuses and abuses 
of offender data exist. Recommendation: A minimum set of security require
ments should be required of all ACDS. 

o I~sue: Re1iab~e system cost data hCive been uniformly unavailable. Recommenda
tIOn: CorrectIons agencies should separate out ACDS-related costs. 

ACDS Performance 

o Issue: Altho~gh for legal and practical reasons the manual files must duplicate at 
l~ast a portIon of the ACDS files, redundant manual files (which could be 
dIsplaced by the AC.DS) .have been maintained. Recommendation: User training 
and .better commUniCatIon between users and data processing staff should be 
requIred. 

o Issue: Real-time (versus delayed) file updating and local (versus central) data 
entry have been topics of controversy. Recommendation: Real-time file updating 
and local data entry should both be evaluated. 

o Issue: Although improving, data quality -- in terms of factual accuracy entry 
accuracy, completeness, and timeliness -- has been a problem. Recommendation: 
Th~ ~CDS should .be designed to be useful to those who enter data into it; user 
trammg should be Improved; thorough system testing should be undertaken; those 
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entering data into the ACDS should be held accountable; pro.ce~ures ~hould be 
established for reporting and correcting program errors; and perIodlc audlts of the 
ACDS files should be conducted. 

Outcome Issues 

7 issues are considered in this subsection: they are grouped into ACDS output and 
ACDS impact issues. 

ACDS Output 

o Issue: Most offender-based applications have been operating at the "data" level, 
producing llstings or summaries of data. Recommendat~on: Offe~der-based 
applications (including inmate count taking and transportatlon scheduling) should 
operate at the "information" level where the power of the computer could be used 
to produce timely and relevant information. 

o Issue: While the operational or tactical needs of corrections are being met (at 
least partially), the more strategic needs of planning, r:search and management 
have,for the most part, not been met. Recommendatlon: ACDS development 
should continue to meet the tactical needs of corrections but should also 
concentrate. on meeting their strategic needs. 

o Issue: While they have been reporting to the NPS and UPR reporting program~, 
corrections agencies have problems with the reporting formats and see no bene~t 
in return for their efforts. Recommendation: The NPS and UPR should c.lan .. y 
and standardize the reporting formats and should produce timely and reliable 
summaries of t~e data provided them. 

ACDS Impact 

o Issue: While the ACDS applications have resulted in significant time savings for 
corrections staff, they have barely begun to make use of the power of the 
computer. Recommendation: ACDS should continue to be developed in th~se 
areas which would potentially yield the most time savings as well as those WhICh 
make the most use of the computer's power. 

o Issue: The attitudes of users toward ACDS have, for the most part, not been 
positive, primarily because of a lack of perceived benefits of the ACDS. 
Recommendation: More user involvement and user training should be initiated 
and carried out. 

o Issue: The attitudes of some administrators toward ACDS have been less than 
positive and have caused some severe problems. Recommendation: ACDS 
developers should, if possible, secure the support of most, if not all, corrections 
agency administrators. 

o Issue: ACDS goals have been surreal, ambiguous and not measurable; their 
attainment have been mixed. Recommendation: ACDS goals should be realistic, 
specific and measurable. 
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Systemic Issues 

6 issues are considered in this subsection; they are grouped into ACDS environ
ment, ACDS influence and ACDS evaluation issues. 

ACDS Environment 

o Issue: Very few ACDSs have interfaced with other criminal justice information 
systems. Recom,mendation: An ACDS should be automatically interfaced with 
other criminal justice information systems, with special attention paid to security 
and privacy issues. 

o Issue: Transfers of ACDS technology have been few (i.e., mostly of the Basic 
OBSCIS Software Package) transfers with mixed results. Recommendation: 
Transfer of ACDS technology should be encouraged and the above recommended, 
federally-funded, technical assistance contractor should assist in such transfers. 

o Issue: There has been no technology transfer from other environments similar to 
that of corrections. Recommendation: ACDS developers should look into the 
possibility of accessing the data systems technology from other similar environ
ments, especially hospitals. 

ACDS Influence 

o Issue: Except in helping to prove fair treatment in a handful of litigation cases, 
ACDSs have not been used to protect an offender's right to have adequate and fair 
treatment. Recommendation: ACDSs should develop and implement applications 
which can protect an offender's right to have adequate and fair treatment. 

o Issue: Except in a few cases, ACDS data have not been used to shed light on 
corrections issues, and ACDSs have not assisted in the monitoring of an agency's 
compliance with correctional standards. Recommendation: ACDS data should be 
analysed to shed light on contemporary issues in corrections, and ACDSs should be 
used to monitor an agency's compliance with correctional standards. 

ACDS Evaluation 

o Issue: It should be noted that i) ACDS evaluations are nonexistent; ii) ACDS staff 
are unfamiliar about program evaluation; iii) ACDS goals are ambiguous; iv) 
ACDS, as a program intervention, lacks integrity; v) ACDS environment is not 
well defined; and vi) ACDS benefits are hard to quantify. Recommendation: A 
purposeful, systemic evaluation design should be able to mitigate the various 
threats to the validity of an ACDS evaluation. 

RELA TED ISSUES 

While the previous sections contain a discussion of issues specific to our 
Preliminary and Analysis Samples of ACDSs, this section addresses critical policy
oriented issues that draw upon not only our understanding of ACDSs but also our 
experience with developing user-supported information systems, our recognition of the 
general cut-back in federal funding of public programs, our knowledge of privacy and 
security issues, our awareness of the difference between data and information, and our 
vision of what an effective automated correctional. information system could be. Thus, 
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in this section, we consider the ACDS-related issues of user support, federal support, 
privacy and security, data versus information, and an alternate system. 

User Support 

In this study, as well as in our previous experience with automated data systems, 
we have frequently seen implemented systems which are operating ,without the support 
of their users. This problem is so important that it has also receIved a great deal c:f 
attention in the literature. Organizations cannot derive the benefits planned from theIr 
automated systems if those systems do not have user support. 

In fact, implementing an automated data system without user support can have 
far reaching detrimental effects. When employees have a negative att~t~de reg,arding 
the system, error rates increase and acts of sabotage may occur. SpecIfIcally, 1) data 
are not supplied to the system (eventually the files become out-of-date or inaccurate); 
ii) the system is not used or is used improperly; and iii) staff continue to use the old 
methods while being expected to keep up the new system (thus they feel overworked 
and their resentment of the new system is increased). These conditions may cause 
morale to drop and staff turnover to rise, ultimately decreasing the productivity of the 
organization. 

The problem of lack of user support stems from the way in which an autom?'lted 
system is implemented, the effects of an automated system on the organization, and 
the users' perceptions of the system and its effects. It has long been recognized that 
any change in the organization creates uncertainty which generates resistance. In the 
introduction of an automated system, there are other causes of resistance as well. 
Among them is the fact that automation or computerization always necessitates the 
transfer of some power from the user department to the data processing department. 
Also, managers resist because functional lines, which were formerly clear, become 
blurred by the introduction of the automated system. Further, the increase in volume 
of data brought about by computerization overloads managers with data and data 
processing-related tasks, causing a decrease in their job performance, at least by 
traditional standards. Users at all levels of the organization are afraid of the way in 
which the system may change their jobs, especially when their skills (which have been 
developed over the years) are no longer needed and new skills must be developed. In 
addition, the automated system may make the users' work harder: the users are 
frequently inadequately prepared for the changes beforehand; they do not understand 
how the system works; they feel the system is not compatible with their way of doing 
things; and they do not have confidence that the system works properly. Furthermore, 
the users frequently feel that the system has been imposed upon them from above and 
that it provides no benefits to them as individuals. The user may be justified in these 
complaints in that, particularly in government, automated systems may be introduced 
because of requirements by state or federal legislatures or other government agencies, 
without support from the installing agency's administration. Similarly, within the 
organization, impetus for the development of systems may come from the data 
processing department which has become a "skill bureaucracy", and thus powerful 
enough to introduce a system which may not be desired by the users. Finally, certain 
characteristics of the automated system itself Inay tend to irritate users and thus 
reduce their support; among them are rigidity of the system, obscure input and output 
codes, and errors in the system. 

The many conditions just detailed which cause a lack of user support need not 
occur. Various steps can be taken to mitigate or eradicate these problems; they can be 
grouped into i) those that apply through all the phases of planning, developing and 
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implementing the automated system, ii) those that apply principally at, the planning 
phase, iii) those that apply principally at the development phase, and IV) those that 
apply principally at the implementation phase. While those steps are detailed in the 
report, it should be noted that if they had been followed in the development of the 
exi~itii1g ACDSs, many of the observed problems would not have occurred. 

Federal Support 

It is helpful to first summari.ze the impact that the federal -- mostly LEAA -
support has had on ACDS development to date. We can state without qualification that 
federal support for ACDS-related activities during the past decade has been very 
beneficial; the number of ACDSs would not be as many and the state of ACDS 
development would not be as advanced if it were not for federal support. Where would 
the number and state of ACDSs be if there had been no federal support? Our best 
estimates are that there would only be half as many ACDSs and only a third as much 
advancement of ACDS technology. Certainly, the limited support -- an estimated 20 
million dollars of LEAA support (which includes 11.9 million dollars for the OBSCIS 
program) -- provided by the federal government could not have by itself resulted in such 
widespread impact: indeed not, what the federal support has been able to do has been 
to leverage state and local spending in this area. Thus, in this case, the federal role has 
been quite appropriate and effective; it has not only stimulated state and local interest 
in ACDSs, but also provided direction and support. 

While the federal money has, for the most part, been effectively spent, two 
activity changes would have, in our opinion, enhanced this effectiveness. First, in 
terms of the OBSCIS program, the OBSCIS guidelines -- in particular, the implementa
tion-related guidelines -- should have been better enforced; this would have prevented 
ACDS developers from falling into the same problem areas and subsequently "reinvent
ing the wheel". Second, the technical assistance provided to the states should not only 
have included ACDS audits or reviews, but also more basic assistance (e.g., needs 
assessment, functional specifications, hardware specifications,' proposal review, and 
software debugging). This type of assistance, although costly, would have been cost
effective in the long-run, since many ACDS developers have been "learning by doing"; 
basic technical assistance would have shortened this learning process and, again, 
prevented much "reinventing of the wheel". 

Given the demise of the LEAA and the general cut-back in federal funding of 
public programs, what should the federal role be in supporting ACDS development? Our 
recommendation is that the federal government should support four types of ACDS
related activities. First, the federal government should continue to support basic ACDS 
research and development efforts, including the research of correctional data needs and 
the development of offender-based application modules (that is, basic application 
programs which must be modified to meet the specific needs of a particular agency). 
Second, the federal government should expand its support of technical assistance 
assignments to states which require them; the assignments could range from general 
ACDS audits or reviews to more basic assistance, as defined above. Third, the federal 
government should expand its support of a national clearinghouse for ACDS-related 
information; the clearinghouse should actively seek out information and should also 
sponsor a yearly national meeting for ACDS administrators to meet each other and to 
be exposed to recent ACDS developments. Fourth, the federal government should 
institute an ACDS-related evaluation program, which would provide the needed 
feedback with regard to what works, what doesn't work, and why. 
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In regard to a mechanism for carrying out the above four ac;tivities, we 
recommend that the federal government (i.e., the Bureau of Justice .Sta~istlcS). award -
on a competitive basis -- two five-year grants: the first to an. org.amzat~on WhlCh would 
carry out the first three activities; and the other to an orgamzatlOn WhICh would carry 
out'the fourth evaluation activity. 

Privacy and Security 

For any modern society to function, even somewhat efficiently, Vast amounts of 
information must be collected, analyzed, and the results utilized for t~e proper 
functioning of institutions within the society. The increas.ed bureaucratlzatlOn of 
modern society has resulted in larger data systems and wlth them have e~e~ged 
potential problems concerning the misuse and abuse of such syst~ms. And .wl~h~n a 
democracy government must concern itself with the proper balancmg of the mdlvldu
aI's "right to privacy" and the government's (and society's) "right to know". ~hus, any 
data system must be comprehensive and accurate; it must be secure from mlsuse and 
abuse; and it must protect the privacy of the individuals. 

Ever since the establishment of statewide correctional institutions, correctional 
data systems have always existed, both t~ track inmates ~ith~n the system ~s well as 
for administrative and other functions. W.lth the computerIZatlon or automatH~n of the 
correctional data system, access to inmate information is quicker, if not eaSler, thus 
compounding the privacy and security concerns. It should, however, be noted .that 
security and privacy are concerns in any data system, manual or computerized, 
correctional or other. 

In regard to ACDSs, we note that while no' significant privacy ?n~ se.curity 
problems have occurred to date, the potential is there, since system security IS la~. 
Further, privacy and security problems could become. even .more exarc~bated m 
situations where an ACDS is automatically or electromcally mterfaced wlth other 
automated data systems, including other criminal justice systems. Fortunately, as one 
systems designer at a correctional institution said, "there just does not seem to be much 
market value for stolen offender data". If adequate privacy and security measures are 
not implemented and this "market value" rises, then it is quite possible that the 
frequency of privacy and security abuses would go up. 

Data Versus Information 

Although it is proper english to use the words "data" and "information" in~er
changeably, it is instructuve to distinguish between the two words ~rom a computer1~a
tion or automation perspective. Data reflect the most baSIC knowledge whlle 
information reflects a higher level of knowledge: information is data put through some 
type of analysis or processing -- or, in our words, information is "analysed or processed 
data". 

In terms of the operational and management (including planning and research) 
needs of corrections, it is obvious that both data and information are needed. The 
operations staff at the institutions must be able to access the raw offender-based data 
for a number of reasons; they may, for example, require a listing of the names of all the 
inmates -- a simple data utility program can perform this function. In another example, 
they may require the names of all the inmates in a specific prison program; although 
this is also a listing, it would require an application program to go through the offender
based data base to extract the names of those inmates whose records indicate that they 
are enrolled in the specified program. The particular application program is, in 
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essence, an analyser or processor of data; thus, its output is information. Consequently, 
the operational need to make tactical decisions require both data and information. 

The management (including planning and research) need, on the other hand, is 
more strategic in nature: it requires, almost exclusively, information rather than data -
- that is, management's strategic decisions would typically concern groups (or may be 
the entire population) of offenders rather than individual offenders. It should obviously 
be noted that when we say that only information is required, we do not mean that data 
would not playa role (indeed, it does, since information is analysed or processsed data), 
but we simply mean that a higher level of knowledge is required. 

Given our definitions for data and information, what are possible analysers or 
processors of data? We have already indicated that application programs serve to 
process data into information; thus, the application programs which respectively 
support all the various offender-based applications are data processors. There is, 
however, a more powerful and more general data processor, called a data base 
management system (DBMS). Although there are several available DBMSs (e.g., IBM's 
Information Mangement System OMS), MRI's System 2000, Cullinane Corporations's 
Integrated Database Management System (IDMS), Cincom System's TOTAL, Software 
AG's Adaptable Data Base System (ADABAS», their objectives are the same: namely, 
to facilitate data organization and data access. A DBMS offers a number of advantages 
over a basic data utililty program, including i) a user's view of the data that is usually 
quite different from the way data are stored in the computer; ii) a data language which 
allows the user to retrieve, update, insert, and delete data from the data base; iii) data 
independence, whereby the application programs are protected from changes in the 
hardware, operating system, and data storage devices; iv) data sharing, whereby all the 
applications use one copy of the data base; v) security, whereby only authorized 
individuals, terminals, ancf programs can perform specific functions; and vi) data 
integrity, whereby hardware and software defects would not make the data base 
inconsistent. 

In considering the historical development of ACDSs, we have, in general, noted a 
gradual, three-phase process. First, the corrections agency loads a selected set of 
offender-based data (usually, just an offender's name and a few other identifiers) on an 
available (usually belonging to the state data center) central processing unit (with 
operating system); the outputs are restricted to simple listings made available by a 
basic data utility program that is typically provided as a part of the operating system. 
Then, after some experience and the allocation of an explicit budget for data processing 
activities, the agency enters into a second phase in which the data base is expanded to 
include many more offender characteristics and programmers are hired (or loaned from 
the state data center) to develop special application programs for specific analyses or 
applications. Most agencies with ACDSs are obviously in this phase of their ACDS 
development. Some agencies, however, having had more experience and having 
allocated a larger budget for data processing activities, are entering into a third phase 
in which they acquire a DBMS so as to facilitate the organization of an ever-increasing 
data base, as well as to minimize the need to write application programs for an ever
increasing number of demands. 

In overlaying our concepts of data and information on the three-phase ACDS 
development process, we can state that a phase one automated system is clearly a data 
system, a phase three system is clearly an information system, while a phase two 
system represents a hybrid version of the two indicated systems. We feel that an 
information system should have some sort of a DBMS which would allow for an easy 
access to and processing of the data; further, we feel that an information system should 
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~ . , have some capability of on-line, ad hoc queries (for which DBMSs are ~s~ecially well 
suited). Given this more stringent definition for an information system, It IS clear that 
most, if not all, ACDSs are indeed data systems; it should be noted thc:t, none of tht: 19 
ACDSs which possess DBMSs have implemented a systems~wide capabillty for on-Im~, 
ad hoc queries (a few have this capability for central offIce staff only). However, It 
should just be a matter of time before one or more of the current ACDSs become a 
complete automated correctional information system (ACIS). As an ,ACIS, t~e system 
would serve both the operational and management needs of correctlOns, whIle, as an 
ACDS the system would primarily serve the operational need (although not half as 
effectively as would an ACIS). Consequently, we recommend :hat, subject :0 budgetary 
constraints and individual needs, the current ACDSs (WhICh are tactlc~lly _ .. or 
operationally --oriented) should grow into ACISs (which would be bot~ tactlc~l~y and 
strategically -- or management -- oriented) so as to be of maXImum utillty to 
corrections. 

Actually, the above recommendation that ACDSs become ,ACISs is nothing more 
than recommending that the power of the computer be used. WhIle ACDSs are, for the 
most part, automated analogs of previous manual procedures and processes, ACISs ~re 
more proactive and attempt to improve on t~~se pr~cedur~s and pr?cesses, by making 
available useful (i.e., timely and relevant) decISIOn-Oriented infOrmatIon. 

Finally, it should be cautioned that our strong endorsement of a, DBMS-based A~IS 
should be tempered by cost considerations~ A DBMS is, cost~y. to lmplement, an~ I~S 
maintenance would require an almost full-tIme data base adminIstrator. Further, It IS 
unclear as to which type or which available DBMS is best suited for correcti?ns. 
Consequently, we recommend that an evaluation be undertake~ to assess the van~us 
DBMSs· this would first require the development of an appropnate and comprehensIve 
correc;ional "benchmark" which could then be employed to comparatively evaluate the 
performance of the various DBMSs. 

An Alternate System 

In this subsection we attempt to answer the question: Given our current 
knowledge of ACDSs, what could be an effective automate? correctional informat~on 
system? Since the effectiveness of current ACDSs seems mIXe?" at best, we have tried 
to identify an alternate approach to ACDS developmen~. Our dnvIn,g force has, been the 
realization that current ACDSs lack user support. ASIde from takmg the variOUS steps 
which would gain and maintain user support, we have noted,that i) users have a need f~r 
decision-oriented information (not just listings or summaries of data elements), and 11) 
users have a need to "control" their data (and not to give it up to a distant data storage 
device that is under someone else's -- most likely data processing's -- jurisdiction). The 
latter need is based on the perception that data constitute power, a perception that is 
held in many organizations, both public and private organizations. 

Fortunately, the state of computer technology is such that the above two needs 
can be very appropriately met. First, the DBMS can be a very effective analyser or 
processor of data into information. Seco,nd, a distributed network of compute:s 
(including mainframes, minicomputers and mlcrocomputers) can allow for a data base In 

which data are geographically distributed, with each data set residing in a computer (or 
"node") at or near the location where it is entered; yet, all the data in such a network 
can still be viewed as one data base and are available from all nodes, subject to the 
access constraints of the network. Further, the processing of data can also be carried 
out locally, on a distributed basis. In sum, the system that we feel would be effective 
in the corrections environment, especially in a large environment, is a distributed 
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automated correctional information system (DACIS). 
DACIS, if properly implemented, would enhance user 
been able to fully develop this alternative system; 
recommended • 

Although we are confident that 
support, we have obviously not 
such a developmental study is 

A key consideration is whether and how to interface DACIS with other criminal 
justice data systems. We feel that any automated correctional system should be 
electronically or automatically interfaced with other criminal justice data systems, 
especially if they require some of the same data elements. The problems of privacy and 
security, although real, can be overcome by limiting access and monitoring all 
interchanges between systems. In regard to a DACIS interface with another criminal 
justice data system, DACIS could treat the other system as just another node (if it 
contains just one computer) or another network (if it itself is a distributed system); 
thus, one day an automated criminal justice information system could be characterized 
as a multi-network system. 

FUTURE ACTIVITIES 

Two development and four evaluation activities are recommended. All six 
activities deserve immediate attention; they should be funded by the federal govern
ment and carried on in coordination with each other. It should be noted that either one 
or all four of the evaluation activities could be carried out as an NEP Phase II effort. 
Alternatively, the 'NEP Phase II study could be an intensive evaluation of any ACDS. In 
sum, we strongly recommend that an NEP Phase II effort be carried out: we must begin 
to evaluate ACDSs so that we can determine what works, what doesn't, and why. 

Development Activities 

We recommend the development of a benchmark for ACDS testing purposes and a 
detailed design for a distributed automated correctional information system (DACIS). 

Benchmark 

One of the most striking findings of our study is the absence, in almost every 
case, including the prototype OBSCIS system, of an element which could be an 
extremely valuable tool: a prototypical test package or benchmark. Testing, at the 
system level, serves a multitude of purposes. The one most commonly thought of is to 
verify that the programs are free of bugs; however, a well designed benchmark should 
also serve i) to assure that the system performs as the users expect it will; ii) as a 
vehicle for training users and generating their trust in the system; iii) as a test of 
associated manual procedures as well as the computer programs themselves; iv) to 
monitor system performance and accuracy as changes are made in the course of normal 
maintenance; v) as an aid to debugging when problems arise; and vi) as an aid to 
evaluating different systems (e.g., DBMSs). 

The benchmark mark should have three components: input data, processing 
instructions, and expected results. The input data should be carefully constructed to 
include the most common examples of all types of offender-based transactions, all 
possible valid field values, and all types of errors, each in every possible combination. 
The processing instructions should be extremely complete and explicit; they should 
include all data cards and/or control cards to be changed, the names and locations of all 
files, and any other information which might be needed. The preparation of the 
expected results should be closely coupled with the preparation of the test input, and 
may constitute the major portion of the test development. In addition, the benchmark 
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should contain tests for batch, on-line, and, possibly, real-time applications. Further, 
the benchmark itself should be field tested as a part of this development effort. 

DACIS 

In order to provide a detailed DACIS design? it is obvious that a specific 
corrections environment must be identified; it should be an appropriate corrections 
agency which has a genuine interest in implementing such a design. The design 
developer should take into consideration such issues as types of network, type of 
computers, number of computers (not every institution need or should have a computer), 
system-wide procedur'es and protocols, maintenance, training, security, privacy, and 
cost. 

Evaluation Activities 

We recommend the evaluation of i) DBMSs, ii) DACIS, iii) real-time offender
based applications, and iv) data entry location. 

DBMSs 

Using the benchmark produced as a result of the above recommended development 
activity, various DBMSs should be evaluated in their respective ACDS environments. 
Since 19 states have DBMSs, it should not be difficult to select a representative sample 
of DBMSs (say, six) to carry out a comparative evaluation. It should be noted that what 
we are recommending here is a performance -- not systemic -- evaluation; our purpose 
is to compare the available DBMSs to see which one(s) is(are) best suited for the 
corrections environment. 

DACIS 

Three states (Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota) are planning to implement a 
distributed system. Although their systems may not be the same type of DACIS that is 
produced as a result of the above recommended development activity, it would still be 
worthwhile to evaluate one or more of these systems, so that an initial base of 
knowledge about distributed systems can be established. 

Real-Time Offender-Based Applications 

Real-time file updating could be beneficial in certain offender-based application 
areas (e.g., inmate count taking and transportation scheduling), but, on the other hand, 
it is costly to support. Consequently, we are recommending a cost-benefit or cost
utility type of evaluation in this case. 

Data Entry Location 

As stated earlier, there is controversy about where the data should be entered 
into the computer: locally or centrally. In order to help resolve this controversy, we 
recommend conducting an evaluation of a corrections agency which is planning a data 
entry location change (most likely, from central to local). 

POLICY QUESTIONS 

Finally, in this section, we answer some key policy questions, being as brief as 
possible and without attempting to address the underlying reasons, which can, of course 
be found in the body of the report. 
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What has been the size of federal support for automated correctional data 
systems (ACDSs)? 

Our best estimate is that, during the past decade, the size of the federal -
almost exclusiveiy, the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) -
support for ACDS development has been about 20 million dollars, which includes 
11.9 million dollars for the Offender-Based State Corrections Information System 
(OBSCIS) program. 

What has been the impact of this support~ 

We can state without qualification that federal support for ACDS-related 
activities has been very beneficial; the number of ACDSs would not be as many 
and the state of ACDS development would not be as advanced if it were not for 
federal support. Further 1 federal support has been able to leverage state and 
local spending, in this area. 

How many jurisdictions have ACDSs? 

Depending on how far along in its development before a system can be 
called an ACDS, no more than 46 states have an ACDS; also, the Federal Bureau 
of Prisons, several counties and several municipalit.'tes have an ACDS. Our study, 
however, has concentrated on state level ACD5s. 

What is the state of ACDS development? 

Some ACDSs have as few as two offender-based applications (while others 
have 10 times that number); some have on-line capabilities (while the majority do 
not>; some have data base management systems (while the majority do not>; and 
some have minicomputers (while the majority do not). In general, we feel that 
most ACDS applications are no more than automated analogs of previoLls manual 
operations, and the power of the computer has not been used to improve on those 
operations. However, ACDS development is continuing, although it is being set 
back by the demise of the LEAA. 

Given the demise of the l.EAA and the general cut-back in federal funding of 
public programs, what shoula the federal role be in supporting ACDS .:fevelop
ment? 

The federal government should support four types of ACDS-related activi
ties. First, the federal government should continue to support basic ACDS 
research and development efforts, including the identification of correctional 
data needs and the development of offender-based application modules. Second, 
the federal government should expand its support of technical assistance assign
ments to states which require them; the assignments could range from general 
ACDS audits or reviews to more basic assistance (e.g., some types of software 
debugging). Third, the federal government should expand its support of a national 
clearinghouse for ACDS-related information; the clearinghouse should actively 
seek out information and should also sponsor a yearly national meeting for ACDS 
administrators to meet each other and to be exposed to recent ACDS develop
ments. Fourth, the federal government should institute an ACDS-related evalua
tion program, which would provide the needed feedback with regard to what 
works, what doesn't, and why. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

All but a hrandful of the 50 states in the U.S. have implemented or are in the 
process of implementing some version of an automated (i.e., computer-based) correc
tional data system (ACDS)*; in fact, many systems have been upgraded or changed 
several times since their inception, which, in some cases, date back to a dozen years or 
more. The creation of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) in the 
Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Street Act of 1968 has significantly accelerated the 
development and proliferation of ACDSs. It is estimated - based on an extrapolation 
of data contained in the LEAA Grant Management Information System --that close to 
20 million dollars of LEANs total budget have been expended on ACDSs. Together with 
substantial state level funding, the total estimate of ACDS related spending could be 
well in excess of 200 million dollars. Further, the adoption of ACDSs by certain 
counties (e.g., St. Louis County and San Diego County) and local jails (e.g., Washington, 
D.C.) would also serve to bolster this conservative estimate. 

An obvious question is whether ACDSs are effective or, more precisely, cost
effective? It is, of course, the purpose of this National Evaluation Program (NEP) 
Phase I assessment to answer this question or, at least, to begin to answer the question. 
Unfortunately, the paucity of available information and knowledge about ACDs 
prevents us from providing an explicit answer at this time; indeed, there has, to date, 
been no impact evaluation or cost-effectiveness analysis of the ACDS**. Moreover, as 
highlighted in Section 5.1, although there are many potential effectiveness-related 
benefits of an implemented ACDS, they are typically very difficult to both quantity and 
measure. Additionally, cost-related data are also not readily available. Nevertheless 
and in the spirit of an NEP Phase I study~ we have been able to i) define and detail 
pertinent ACDS issues, H) identify gaps in the present state of knowledge, and iii) make 
recommendations concerning future research and evaluation activities (including an 
expanded NEP Phase II study) which should be undertaken to fill those gaps. In addition 
to meeting the policy needs of NEP's sponsor, the National Institute of Justice (NIJ), 
the contents of this report should also be helpful to those correctional agencies which 
are contemplating a development or redevelopment of their ACDS. 

In the remainder of this introductory section, some pertinent background issues 
are briefly considered in Section 1.1, while the study approach is detailed in Section 1.2 
and the scope of the report is outlined in Section 1.3. 

1.1 BACKGROUND ISSUES 

As the name implies, an automated correctional data system focuses on the 
intersection between corrections and automated data systems. Consequently any ACDS 
study or assessment must first be sensitive to the critical issues in these two individual 
areas before considering the third intersecting or overlapping area of ACDS. 

* A glossary of abbreviations and acronyms follows Section 6 of this report. 
* * Actually, an NEP Phase I assessment of a topic area is typically based on a 

systematic analysis of previous evaluations in the area; in this ACDS area, however, we 
have been limited to information obtained from 1) a review of the literature (including 
project reports and memoranda), ii) telephone interviews, and iii) site visits. 
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CORRECTIONS 

As reflected in Exhibit 1, criminal justice is big business, and, in ter!11s ?f to~al 
expenditures corrections account for nearly a quarter of that business, WhICh IS bemg 
supported, f~r the most part, by state and local revenues. Corrections may be defined 
as the "community's official reactions to the convicted offender whether adult or 
juvenile" (National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice -Standards and Goals 1974, 
p. 2). This definition includes the probation and parole functions as part of corr ~ctions 
but excludes the responsibility for those detained and for those who pass through ~he 
juvenile court system (which is considered non-criminal in most states and from WhICh 
no convictions can result). The precise definition of corrections varies from state to 
state, usually excluding probation and somewhat less often excluding parole as well. 
For the purpose of this study, corrections refer to those organizations responsible for 
the incarceration of sentenced offenders. However, certain automated data systems 
dealing with probationers, detainees, or parolees have been included in this study: these 
are systems which have been implemented as a part of or in conjunction wIth systems 
dealing with incarcerated, sentenced offenders. 

The field of corrections is "currently a battlefield of ideas and ideologies" 
(Schwartz et al., 1980, p. 1). On the one hand, correctional institutions are perceived as 
merely a means of housing society's rejects; this is reflective of the "hard line" 
approach to crime control, which includes drastic curtailment of the rights of criminal 
suspects (Radzinowitz and Wolfgang, 1971; Inban and Carrington, 1971). Such a narrow 
and severe viewpoint may also have a detrimental effect on the reintegration of 
offenders when they are released from these institutions. On the other hand, other 
criminal justice experts believe in the capacity of lawbreakers for lawful behavior 
(Skoler, 1971; Fox, 1972). That is, one of the purposes of actions taken agaInst 
lawbreakers should be to "give society an opportunity to attempt to transform 
lawbreakers into law-abiding citizens" (President's Commission, 1967, p. 7). Although 
the conservative wind that is currently sweeping the nation seems to support the hard 
line, "just deserts" approach to crime control, there are three ciitical reasons why the 
field of corrections will continue to remain in a state of conflict and flux. 

First, the underlying social forces (i.e., life-styles, demographics, economics, 
politics, and technologies) are in a constant state of change and uncertainty; thus, 
society's perception of such issues as crime control and corrections will reflect these 
uncertainties. Moreover, the emergence of "new crimes" (i.e., electronic crimes, 
personal privacy violations, tax evasions, white collar frauds, political influence bribes, 
and high technology thefts), coupled with the persistence of the "traditional" offenses, 
will pose additional problems for the field of corrections. Second, the fact that 
"corrections inherits any inefficiency, inequity and improper discrimination that may 
have occurred in any earlier step of the criminal justice process" (National Advisory 
Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, 1974, p.5) is another reason why 
the goals of corrections cannot be developed in a vacuum and remain unchanged. Third, 
because the deterrent and/or rehabilitative effects of corrections have not been 
empirically established, the corrective aspects of corrections remain in doubt and 
subject to criticism. 

In order to better understand corrections and to help resolve the conflicting 
viewpoints, it is necessary to approach corrections from a consistent policy-oriented 
perspective. Exhibit 2 depicts such a policy-oriented model; it is seen that the goals 
and standards of corrections must be i) sensitive to prevailing social values, ii) 
cognizant of legal requirements, and iii) constrained by available public resources. 
Additionally, in budgeting, managing and operating correctional facilities, it is impor-
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Exhi bit 1 

Direct Criminal Justice Expenditures by Level of Government and Activity 
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(a) Direct Expenditures Over Time and by Level of Government 

Dollar Amount in Billions {ROW %/Column %) 
Activity Federa 1 State Local Total 

Police Protection 1 .952 1.892 9.261 13.105 
(14.9/63.2) (14.4/28.3) (70.7/64.7) (100/54.4) JUdici'al 0.295 1.013 1.727 3.035 
(9.7/9.6) (33.4/15.1) (56.9/12.1 ) (100/12.6) 

Legal Services and 0.216 0.386 0.867 1.469 Prosecution (14.7/7.0) (26.3/5.8) (59.0/6.1) (100/6.l) 
Public Defense 0.209 0.098 0.217 0.524 

(39.9/6.8) (18.7/1.5) (41.4/1.5) (100/2.2) 
Corrections 0.331 3.177 2.008 5.516 

(6.0/10.7) (57.6/47.5) (36.4/14.0) (100/22.9) 
Other Criminal 0.087 0.123 0.228 0.438 Justice (19.9/2.8) (28.1/1.8) (52.0/1.6) (100/1.8) 
Total 3.090 6.689 14.308 24.087 

(12.8/100) (27.8/100) (59.4/100) (100/100 ) 

(b) Direct 1978 Expenditures By Activity 

SOURCE: Bureau of the Census, 1980 
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Exhi bit 2 

A Policy-Oriented Model for Corrections 
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tant not only to provide the necessary services (i.e., reactive programs) but also to 
experiment with innovative and potentially effective programs (i.e., proactive pro
grams). An essential aspect of our policy-oriented model for corrections is the 
feedback provided by the evaluation component; sound policy decisions should always 
take into consideration evaluative information. Some of the unanswered questions or 
issues in each of the model components are listed in Exhibit 3. Data -- or, more 
specifically information (which can be thought of as analysed data) -- must be employed 
to shed light on these issues. The degree to which automated data systems have helped 
to address these issues is, of course, an ob ject of our study. 

AUTOMATED DATA SYSTEMS 

Data systems can range from a completely manual to a completely computer
based or automated system. In terms of storing, retrieving and analyzing data, an 
automated system is presumably superior to a manual one, especially when the amount 
of data is large. Despite these advantages, an automated system can develop problems 
in regard to the security, privacy and confidentialilty of data. In the case of manual 
systems, the safeguard measures could be relatively straightforward. However, it 
would appear that greater caution is needed for automated systems because large 
amounts of information may now be collected, processed and shared. Thus, automation 
seems to have accentuated the privacy issue. Many individuals have been apprehensive 
about the rapid developments in computer technology, especially because it could result 
in organizations collecting more extensive personal data on individuals. On the other 
hand, Westin and Baker (1972) have stated that there is a limit on the information that 
can be collected and shared. 

Exhibit I.j. contains a list of issues which should be considered in bOttl the design 
and/or evaluation of an automated data system. Several issues deserve morE:. discussion. 
One of these is the "learning capabilityH of an automated system; this is the ability of 
the system to identify operating deficiencies and to diagnose system malfunctions. The 
results could be accomplished by having the system monitor its own performance. 
Specific internal system checks could be provided in the basic system design to detect 
failures or errors (Tien, 1973). For example, system monitors could be warned when 
expected events do not occur or when the system finds itself in an unusual state. In 
addition, this could serve as a security measure, and knowledge of this monitoring 
activity could deter individuals from indulging in misuse or abuse of the system . 

The adaptive capabililty is an important corollary to the learning capability. 
After identifying an operating deficiencys the system must be able to be adaptively 
modified to correct or compensate for the deficiency. In more general terms, 
adaptability implies a flexibility to provide smooth man-machine interactions, to meet 
peak load and other unexpected demands, and to cope with system growth and a 
changing environment (Tien, 1973). Any evaluation must assess the system's adaptive 
capabili ty. 

In the context of adaptability it is also important to determine whether provisions 
have been made for the system to grow and adapt to a changing environment. Whatever 
initial installation is made, changes required as the system matures should not produce 
chaos or necessitate huge reprogramming efforts. Major sections of hardware and 
software should be capable of being replaced or substantially modified with a minimum 
of perturbation on the rest of the system. In this respect, modularization should be the 
basic design concept. The operating software elements should be programmed as 
separable sub-routines. New hardware and software modules should be implemented 
and debugged without compromising the operating system. It is expected that 
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Exhi bit 3 

Issues in Corrections 

~~Q.!....'!2.1.!!..~ 

Are society's views changing with respect to such issues as sentencing, 
imprisonment, con.nunity-based corrections, probation, parole. 
rehabil I tatlon, treatment and restl tution? 
Is incarceration more desirable than supervision (i.e., probation and 
parole) in achieving society's aims for the offender? 
To what extent is corrections merely reacting to the actions of other 
criminal justice system components (i.e., police, prosecution, 
judicial, probation, and parole)? 
Would corrections be more effective with greater cOlllllunity involvement? 
lIow is the future of correctional institutions affected by the conf! ict
ing vie~/points of most cOIlMllunities (I·/hich oppose establ ishment of insti
tutions in their vicinity) and most criminologists (who favor the 
establishment of institutions near cOlJnllunities)? 
Ilow does public opinion influence correctional operations and programs? 

~Regu i remen ts 

Should sentences be determinate? 
Are offenders' records adequately protected from unauthorized access 
by other offenders or by people outside the corrections agency? 
What services are required to ensure offenders' rights regarding i) 
due process and the administration of discipline within the prison, 
ii) due process and the granting and revocation of parole; iii) 
censorship of incoming and outgoing mail, iv) adequate medical and 
dental care, v) visitation, vi) racial discrimination, vii) employ
llIent and payment for such employment, and viii) religious freedom? 

r~I!ill.£ Resources 

Should more money be allocated to corrections? 
Hhat is the impact of budget limitations (e.g., California's 
Proposition 13 and Massachusetts Proposition 2-1/2) on corrections? 
Should prison industries be allowed to compete with private 
industry? 
Should prison industries pay wages comparable to private industry? 

Goals and Standards 

What is the primary goal of corrections -- retribution, rehabilitation, 
incapacitation, or deterrence? 
Should corrections be an independent agency, part of an umbrella 
social services agency, or part of an umbrella criminal justice agency? 
Should probation and/or pal"ole be impl icitly integrated within 
corrections? 
What should the required interactions and links be between corrections 
and other criminal justice system components? 
Would integration of juvenile and adult correctional services -- not 
integration of the juvenile and adult populations -- result in improved 
management efficiency? 
Should local correctional agencies be organized so that the population 
can be redistributed to cornllunity-based, locally operated prisons? 
Should correctional officers' role be primarily custodial or 
reha b iii ta t i ve? 
Should higli level corrections administrators bp. political appointees? 

Goals and Standards (Cont'd) 

What is an appropriate prison size? 
• Are available offender classification methods valid? 

Should there be explicit standards (e.g., those promulgated by the 
American Correctional Association) for correctional institutions? 
lIow could compl iance with available standards be encouraged or enforced? 

Budgeting and Management 

lIow should the correctional budget be ;,'located between providing security 
and providing services to the offender? 
Should existing prison facilities be expanded and/or new facilities be 
bui It? 
Is the allocation and scheduling of capacity and services efficient and 
effective with respect to offender type and length of sentence? 

Facility Operation 

In tenns of the individual offender or inmate, what procedures are 
employed for carrying out an inmate's admission, examinations (both 
physical and mental), classifications, program assignments, intra-facility 
transfers, inter-facility transfer~ fund accounting, special needs, 
visitations, and parole hearings? 
In terms of information requirements, what procedures are employed to 
lIIeet the information needs of such diverse groups as inmates, managers, 
researchers, national reporting agencies, judges, prosecutors, and 
national policy makers? 

Reactive Programs 

What services or programs are mandated by law and/or correctional 
standards? 
Which, if any, of the various available programs (e.g., educational, 
vocational training, work release, group or individual psychotherapy, 
victim restitution, etc.) have a beneficial effect on offenders and/or 
society? 

ProactiVe Programs 

Should long-term Inmates participate in programs different than those 
for short-term inmates? 
Are there other innovative and potentially effective programs? 

p_!"ogram Evaluation 

Is recidivism rate a valid measure of program effectiveness? 
• Is there any relationship between recidivism and types of rehabil itative 

pro!Jrams? 
What data requirements are necessary in order to olltain pertinent 
evaluative information? 
lIow could the goals and standards specification, budgetary, management 
and facility operation processes be upgraded? 
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Exhi bit 4 

Issues in Automated Data Systems 

~'ys~e!'!5_R~~L!:~!!lent~ 

\oIho are the users and what are their needs? 
Hhat kinds of appl ications and analyses does the system need to pe"form? 
Hhat kind of system is apP"opriate (i.e., degree of computerization, 
data base management programs, analyses capabilities, etc.)? 
Hhilt budgetary. organizational and political constraints must the 
system satisfy? 
/l0\~ much personal information should be stored in tlte system? 
Should information be purged after fulfill ing its initial objectives. 
and. if so. how? 
Hho should have access to what information? 

~~ t~'!...Des i.9!! 

Are appropriate data items included? 
lIow much coding is required pel' data element? 
I~hat hardware, software. and COIOOlllllication items are needed? 
IIO\~ should the system be configured? 
Hhat are thl' file structure and thei,· file items and do they meet 
the requirements for data collection? 
Hha tare the secur i ty and va I ida t i on p,'ocedures in connec t i on wi th 
collection, conversion and use of data? 
Hhat report generating capabHity does it have? 
Hhat is the extent of the systl~m's "learning capability" (i.e., the 
ability to identify operating deficiencies and to diagnose system 
mal functions)? 
Hhat is the extent of the system's "adaptive capability" (i.e .• the 
ahility to correct or compensate for an identified operating 
deficiency)? 
lIow does one safeguard against misuse and abuse of the data system? 

Sys.t~!I!..JJ..Ev~lpp.!~ll.~ 

Has a functional analysis performed before system development? 
Are there any institutional or management constraints in the develop
ment and implementation of the system? 
What are the advantages/disadvantages of a tailor-made system as opposed 
to a gellera I i zed da ta base management sys tem? 
/low is the system's potential adaptability to both data growth and 
technological develoJlment (i.e .• microcomputers and distributed 
processing)? 

Sys tell!..!pera ti on 

flow is lhe system's security and privacy of data maintained? 
Are the reliability and maintainability of the hardware and software 
of the system adequate relative to system performance? 
!low are data validated for accuracy? 
~Ihat kind of back-up system is available to ensure smooth and 
efficient system operation? 
flow does file structure affect system operation? 
Are the operating procedures well documented? 
Are explicit transactions (i.e .• transactions by the users) relatively 
straightforward? 
What is the level of implicit transactions (i.e., transactions by the 
computer)? 
Are inquiries and updates easy to perform? 
What are the operational (recurring and non-recurring) costs? 
What is the benefit and cost-effectiveness of the system? 

System Interface 

/low compatible is the system in terms of man-machine interaction? 
Can the system's data be interfaced with other data sets? 
Can the system's hardware and software be Interfaced with those of 
other systems? 
/low is the organizational structure (including the distribution of 
power) affected by the introduction of the automated data system? 

.. 



modularization would increase system costs, but it may be well justified in the long-run, 
especially in the wake of microcomputers and distributed processing. 

The effect of maintainability and reliability on the performance of the automated 
data system is another aspect which should be evaluated. The system must operate 
satisfactorily over a range of conditions with a high probability that it will perform its 
intended function whenever needed. Hardware and software must be easily maintain
able. All maintenance requirements and costs must be clearly identified. Furthermore, 
preventive maintenance should be regularly scheduled and carried out during periods 
when low activity is anticipated. 

A key element of reliability is that when a failure of a component occurs and the 
system performance degrades, it must remain intact and operational. Nicknamed 
graceful degradation, this reliability feature is a consequence of the modularity 
concept. In addition, sufficient redundancy and interchangeability could also ensure 
reliable operation when particular elements of the system fail. 

A related area which should be considered is the back-up capability of the data 
system. No matter how much reliability is built into a computer system, there is a 
finite probability that a failure could cause the entire system to become inoperative for 
long periods of time. During these periods, users must revert to a manual back-up 
system. The switch-over from automatic to manual control and back again should be 
smooth. 

AUTOMATED CORRECTIONAL DATA SYSTEM 

The earliest automation efforts in corrections began in the 19505; they consisted 
of card files which were processed by electronic card sorters and printers. The few 
systems which employed a computer were also card-oriented and very simple. Indeed, 
most of today's ACDSs remain quite basic and, in most cases, they are no more than an 
automated analog of a part of the existing manual data system. However, for the 
purpose of this study, we include all state level ACDSs, no matter how technically 
unsophisticated they may be; our study approach is further detailed in the next section. 

In regard to some background information concerning our NEP Phase I topic area, 
Exhibit 5 summarizes the major ACDS-related activities which have occurred during 
the past decade; they include studies dealing with ACDS requirements, federal grants 
for ACDS development, studies which assess related criminal justice data systems, and 
national programs for the reporting of ACDS-related statistics. Inasmuch as these 
studies, grants and programs are referred to and discussed at appropriate points 
throughout this report, we refrain from further discussing them here, except to remark 
that the federal government -- in particular, the LEA A - has provided substantial 
funding for the development of ACDSs. 

1.2 STUDY APPROACH 

In an attempt to be responsive to the NEP Phase I requirements, our study 
reflects a review or general assessment of existing ACDSs, rather than an analysis or 
intensive assessment of ACDS evaluations, which, as stated earlier, are non-existent. 
The review has been sensitive to i) the need to identify the current sta.tus of ACDSs, li) 
the need to review pertinent ACDS issues, and iii) the need to develop a viable ACDS 
evaluation design. Inasmuch as these three needs require different types and levels of 
data, we have addressed each need by considering a different sample of ACDSs. Thus, 
as indicated in Exhibit 6, our study approach -- which is similar to that of two other 
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Exhibit 5 

Major ACDS-Related Activities 

Rec.jl!!~~~lIents _Studies 

Correctionetics: ~'odulilr Approach to An Advanced Correctional Informa
tion System [llill and Woodall, 1972] 

Funded by the National Institute of ~'ental lIealth, this six-volume 
report provides a framework for ACDS development. 

Offender-lJased State Corrections Information System (OIJSCIS) [SEARCII 
Group, Inc., 1975] 

Funded by the LEAA and conducted by Project SEARCII (now, SEARCII 
Group, Inc.), this study resulted in a design for an o-module (i.e., 
admissions, assessment, institutions, parole, movement status, 
legal status, management and research, national reporting) ACDS. 

State Corrections Resource Nanagement Systems [SEARCIl Group, Inc., 1980] 
Funded by the LEAA, this study provided the impetus for expanding 
the offender-based OIJSCIS into a Corrections Management Information 
System (CMIS). 

Correctional Data Analysis Systems [Friel et al., 1980] 
Funded by the LEAA, this study describes the nature of the informa
tion needed to plan, manage, monitor, evaluate and analyse cor
rectional activities and identifies tl'ansferable technologies which 
can assist in meeting this need. 

~deral Develor~~ent Grants 

Comprehensive Oata Systems (CDS) Program (1976-1980) 
funded by the LEAA, this program provided grants to states which 
wished to establ ish and/or upgrade (including automating) their 
Offender lJased Transaction Stat istics (OBTS), Computerized 
Criminal lIistories (CCII) , and Uniform Crime Reports (UCR) [lEAA, 
1976). (Statistical analysiS centers were also funded by this CDS 
program. ) 

Offender-lJased State Corrections Information System (OBSCIS) Program 
(1974-1900 ) 

Funded by the LEAA, this program provided grants to states which 
intended to establish and/or upgrade theirACDSs in consonance with 
the SEARCII-developed, OBSCI'; guidel ines. 35 states and Washington, 
D.C. have received OBSCIS grants. (A Oasic OOSCIS Software Package, 
developed jointly by 10~la and SEARCIl Group, Inc., was later trans
ferred to Connecticut, Utah, South Dakota and Alaska, while a nrini
computer version of the package was implemented in Kansas and Idaho.) 

Corrections Management Information System (CMIS) Program (1979-Present) 
Funded by the LEAA, this fll'Ogrilm allows SEARCII Group, Inc., to pro
vide limited ACDS-related technical assistance to states and to 
develop CHIS modules. The first two modules currently being devel
oped are visitor control and inmate fund accounting; other modules 
being contemplated include prison industries, food management, 
transportation, and inventory cOlltrol. 

Information Technology and Urhan 11dna'lement in the United States 
[I:raemer et a 1., 1976] 

Funded fly the National Science Foundation. this study obtained find
in45 rcqill'dillg automated urhan data syst(,'ms thal, for the most part, 
rio not (olltradil.t our ACOS findillljs. 

Asses~.!'~e.!l.t Studies (Cont'd) 

Evaluation of the Accomplishments and Impacts of the Programs of LEAA 
in the Areas of Information Systems Development and Statistics 
Services [McMullan and Ries, 1976] 

Funded by the lEAA, this study obtained findings regarding auto
mated criminal justice data systems that, for the most part, do 
not contradict our ACDS findings. 

Criminal Statistics: Federal Efforts to Produce Statistical Informa
tion about Crime and Criminals in the United States [Chilton, 
1978] 

hmded by the lEAA, th iss tudy conc 1 uded tha t mos t au toma ted 
criminal justice data systems -- including OOSCIS -- do not auto
"~tically contribute to the national statistical reporting programs. 

Two Related National Evaluation Program Phase I Studies [Kreindel et 
al., 1977; Brounstein et al., 1979] 

funded by.the LEAA, these studies obtained findings regal'ding 
automated courts [Kreindel et al., 1977] and prosecution management 
[Ilrounstein et al., 1979] information systems that, for the most 
part, do not contradict our ACDS findings, including the fact that 
there are no available evaluations of automated systems. 

Evaluation and Interface of Four Criminal Justice Information Systems 
[Calpin et al., 1979] 

Funded by the LEAA, thi s study found tha t the interface among four 
automated criminal justice data systems -- including CCIt and 
OOSCIS -- is very limited. 

National Statistical Reporting Programs 

National Prisoner Statistics (NPS) 
• Uniform Parole Reports (UPR) 

'y";:;" . 
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Exhibit 6 

Study Approach: Sample Selection Process 

Universe of Sample Selection Criteria ACDSs 

A.l Include systems that are at least partially automated .... ~ A.2 Include (but not limited to) systems with data on 
~ r-. convicted and sentenced adult offenders 

Systematic A.3 Include systems containing offender-based data 
Analysis of Avail 
a b 1 e I n forma t ion 

from: Preliminary 

o 

· Pertinent 
Sample B.l Satisfy Criteria Set A, except when in conflict with 

(4 ) a below criterion Literature 
(Including B.2 Include certain unique systems, as well as 2 regional 
Project Reports systems, the Federal SENTRY system, and the 
and Memoranda) .... ........ 

Washington, D.C. system 
". I'11III 

B.3 Include systems which as a group are representative 
· Telephone of eXisting systems 

Interviews B.4 Include systems that are well documented and willing 
(Structured) to be site visited 

Analysis 
• Site Vi sits S1~~Je (Structured) 

... ....... C.l Satisfy Criteria Set B, except when in conflict with 
a below criterion ". I'11III C.2 Include systems with some monitoring and/or evalua-
tion experience 

\ Assessment 
S(~)le 
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NEP Phase I studies (Tien, 1979; Colton et al., 1981) -- is based on three different study 
samples; specifically, 

o Preliminary Sample. In applying Criteria Set A to the universe of potential 
ACDSs, 47 systems were selected; they contributed to our understanding of the 
current status of ACDSs. 

o Analysis Samp),e. In applying Criteria Set B to the universe of potential ACDSs, 
26 systems were selected; they contributed to our understanding of pertinent 
ACDS issues. 

o Assessment Sample. In applying Criteria Set C to the Analysis Sample of ACDSs, 
5 systems were selected; they contributed to our development of a viable ACDS 
evaluation design. 

Criteria Set A insured that the Preliminary Sample would contain correctional data 
systems that are at least partially automated (i.e., Criterion A.I), and would not contain 
local systems which deal primarily with detained offenders (i.e., Criterion A.2). 
Additionally, systems which do not contain offender-based data are excluded (i.e., 
Criterion A.3) since, although processing of non-offender related data (e.g., payroll 
data) provides a service to corrections, it alone would not constitute a correctional data 
system and could therefore be assessed outside of the correctional context. In 
obtaining the Analysis Sample, Criterion B.2 insured the inclusion of certain unique 
systems (e.g., Michigan's distributed ACDS) and also certain large regional systems (i.e., 
systems belonging to St. Louis County, San Diego County, the federal government and 
Washington, D.C.) which possess characteristics that are more in common with a 
majority of state ACDSs than some state systems which contain data on a very small 
popUlation of offenders. In addition to requiring that the Analysis Sample be balanced 
and representative of the existing ACDSs (i.e., Criterion 5.3), we had hoped that they 
would be well documented (i.e., Criterion B.4); unfortunately, this latter criterion could 
not be met -- instead, as indicated in Exhibit 7, we had to site visit all 26 of the 
Analysis Sample of ACDSs in order to obtain pertinent information. Finally, in 
selecting the i\ssessment Sample, we had hoped that it would contain systems which had 
had some monitoring and/or evaluation experience (i.e., Criterion C.2); again, this 
criterion could not be met -- instead, we selected five systems which expressed an 
interest in evaluation. The composition of each of the three study samples and their 
data sources are summarized in Exhibit 7. 

A key and very useful aspect of our study approach was the development of an 
extensive, 212-question Structured Data Collection Instrument (SDC!), which served as 
a common collection point for all three of our sources of data. That is, as we 1) 
reviewed the pertinent literature (including project reports and memoranda), ii) 
undertook telephone interviews, and iii) conducted site visits, we first integrated the 
data from these three sources and then entered them in the appropriate SOCI. By 
integrating or combining data from several sources, we were actually employing Tien's 
(1979) multi-measurement approach, which can be shown to minimize certain data bias 
threats to the study's validity. ln total, 49 SDCls were completed: they are contained 
in :\ppendix C of the Final Report, and they, of course, constitute the basis for our 
findings, conclusions and recommendations. A summary of the SDCI collected data is 
included in i\ppendix /l... 

Obviously, not all questions on the SOCI are answered for each .';CDS, even if 
they were applicable. One reason is that the range of subjects dealt within the 
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I Exhibit 7 

ACDS Study Samples and Data Sources 

ACDS STUDY SAMPLES DATA SOURCES 

Prel iminary Analysis Assessment Pertinent Telephone 
Sample Sample Sample Literature Interview Site Visit 

ALABAMA X X X X X X 

ALASKA X X 

ARIZONA X X X X X 

ARKANSAS X X X X X 

CALIFORNIA X X X X X 

COLORADO I X I X X X X X 

CONNECTICUT X X X X X 

DELAWARE X X X X 

FLORIDA X X X X X 

GEORGIA I X X X X X X 

I . 
HAWAII X X X X X 

IDAHO X I X 

ILLINOIS X I I X I 
INDIANA I x X 

IOWA X X X I X 

KANSAS I X X X X X 

KENTUCKY I X X I X X X , 
LOUISIANA X X 

f.1AINE 1 X X 

f-1ARYLAND X I X 

MASSACHUSETTS i X I X X X I X 

MICHIGAN I X I X X X I x 

MINNESOTA I X I X I I 
MISSISSIPPI I X X X I 

I X 1 X I I X I X t~ISSOURI I 

I I I i 
. , 

I t~ONTANA X X X I X ! X 

NEBRASKA I X I -+-x I X I I 
NEVADA I 1 1 I X I I 
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NEW HAMPSHIRE 

NEW JERSEY 

NEW MEXICO 

NEW YORK 

NORTH CAROLINA 

NORTH DAKOTA 

OHIO 

OKLAHOMA 

OREGON 

PENNSYLVANIA 

RHODE ISLAND I 
SOUTH CAROLINA 

SOUTH DAKOTA 

TENNESSEE 

TEXAS 

UTAH 

VERMONT I 
VIRGINIA 

WASHINGTON 

WEST VIRGINIA I 
\HSCONSIN 

WYOMING 

WASHINGTON, D.C. I 
I FEDERAL BUREAU I OF PRISONS 

ST. LOUIS COUNTY I 

SAN DIEGO COUNTY I . 
I 

TOTAL I 

Exhibit 7 
(Page 2 of 2) 

ACDS STUDY SAMPLES 

Preliminary Analysis Assessment Pertinent 
Sample Sample Sample Literature 

X 

X 

X X 

X X X 

X X X X 

X 

X I 
X 

X I X 

X I 
X X 

X X 

X 

X X X 

X 

X 

X X X 

X X X 

I 
X x 

I 
X X 

X X 

X X 

X ! X 

I I 
47 26 I 5 29 
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DATA SOURCES 

Telephone 
Interview Site Visit 

X 

X 

X 

X I X 

X 

X 

X 

I x I l 
X 

X 

x 

x 

x I 
X 

X y 

X 

X I 
X X 

X x 

I X I I i 

y I 
X 1 

X X 

X X 

X I X 
I 

X I X 
I 

--1 
52 26 I 



instrument is .. :uffici~ntly broad that in many systems or agencies, no one individual 
c?~ld be ~am1l1ar wtIh all aspects of the system. Although we attempted in our site 
VISItS to mteract with several individuals (including administrative,' data processing, 
research, records office, and institutional staff and users), we were not able to do this 
in every case; nor did time permit us to conduct extensive telelphone interviews. 
Another reason is the lack of historical perspective caused by staff turnover. In many 
agencies, nearly all the staff associated with the injtial ACDS development and 
implementation had left. A third reason is the fact that the collected data were by 
necessity that which were readily available within the agencies; that is, we took no 
measurements or surveys for the agencies. Consequently, there are many areas where 
data were simply not available. For example, many agencies have no idea what the 
error rate in their data files is. In order to determine the error rate, a sample of 
c?n:puter recor~5 would have to be compared with the corresponding manual records. 
SI~llarly, a valld assessment of user support would require a general survey of user 
attItudes. Although such a survey instrument is included in the SDCI, it was not 
practical to conduct and process such a survey as a part of this study; we were, 
however, able to assess its viability by reviewing its content with the Assessment 
Sample of ACDS agencies. 

Three final remarks should be made regarding the SDCI data. First, because of 
~he limited number of ACDSs involved and the gaps in the data, no statistical analysis 1: n:a?e; however, we believe that the data are valid and that their implications are 
slgmficant. Second, although ,the original NEP Phase I solicitation stated that this 
stu~y '~can be initiated with~ut ext~nsive data collection and analysis efforts through 
r~~le;;mg completed evaluatlOn proJects ••. and by conducting a limited number of site 
VISItS ~ (NIJ, 1978, p. 2), extensive data collection effort has been necessary, as there 
are neIther any ACDS evaluations nor any detailed ACDS documents. Indeed, most of 
the available documents are nothing more than progress reports mandated by the LEA A 
as part of ~he ?~SCIS grant, requirements. For this reason, we undertook a large 
number of sIte VISitS, about tWIce as many as would typically be required in NEP Phase I 
studies. Third, ?ecause the SDCls were filled out by members of the study team, and 
not ?y the variOUS ACDS staff, the SDCI data can be considered to be relatively 
consIstent. 

1.3 SCOPE OF REPORT 

The scope of this report can best be viewed in terms of the sample selection 
proc~s~, as indicated in Exhibit 6. Following this introductory section, Section 2 
IdentIfIes the status of, ACDSs ,based on information obtained from the Preliminary 
Sample of systems, while the Issues addressed in Sections 3 and 4 are based on 
~nformation o?tained, from the Analysis Sample of systems. The evaluation design that 
is developed m SectlOn 5 was guided by information obtained from the Assessment 
Sample of systems. ~astl~, ,the conclusio~s section, Section 6, summarizes the present 
state of knowledge, identIfIes the gaps m the knowledge base, and outlines future 
research and evaluation activities which could be undertaken to fill those gaps. 

, As noted i~ the Preface, the Summary Report can be regarded as an abridged 
verSion of the Fmal Report. However, the Final Report also includes two additional 
appendices. The first, Appendix B, contains a list of individuals with whom we came in 
contact during, the course of thi~ study: their contributions are acknowledged. The 
second, Appendix C, as stated earlIer, contains the completed SDCls for 49 ACDSs. 
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As also noted in the Preface, this study reflects a general assessment of ACDSs, 
as they existed during the two-year period of study. If we had to pick a point in time at 
which the information contained in'this report can be considered to be up-to-date, we 
would cautiously specify July 1980 as the most reasonable date. This date should also be 
considered to be the reference date for such statistics as "years since first ACDS" (see 
Exhibit 8 in Section 2.1). 

Finally, the content of this report should be of interest to correctional adminis
trators and planners, as well as to professionals engaged in the technical aspects of 
designing, installing or maintaining an automated correctional data system. The 
administrator or data processing manager who is concerned wtih establishing or 
upgrading an ACDS should read Section 6; the planner or computer specialist who is 
developing an ACDS should read Sections 2, 3 and 4; while the planner who is interested 
in evaluating an ACDS should, of course, peruse the entire report. 
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2 SYSTEM STATUS 

The purpose of this section is to summarize the state of development of ACDSs 
and to lay the groundwork for the more detailed discussion of ACDS issues in Sections 3 
and 4. The ACDS environment, characteristics and applications are considered in the 
following three subsections, respectively. 

2.1 SYSTEM ENVIROl\'MENT 

As stated in Section 1.2, all the corrections agencies examined in this study have 
one aspect in common: responsibility for incarcerated, sentenced offenders. Beyond 
this, they vary widely in areas of responsibility, activity levels, data processing 
experience and many other aspects. Exhibit 8 contains several agency characteristics 
which may affect the development and operation of an ACDS. An explanation of and 
comments on each column of the exhibit follow. 

~tate or Authority and Agency Name 

o In 31 states and the District of Columbia, the corrections agency is an 
independent department. 

o In 16 states, the corrections agency is a part of a social services umbrella 
agency. 

o In 5 states and the federal government, the corrections agency is a part of a 
criminal justice umbrella agency. 

Agency Responsibility: Number of Offl7nders 

o The figures shown are as reported for July 1, 1979 to the American 
Correctional Association (Travisono, 1980). In some cases, we have verified 
these figures with the agencies involved. 

o Whi.i;,~ this study is directed at only those corrections agencies r"esponsible for 
incarcerated, sentenced adults, many of these agencies have additional 
responsibilities. 25 agencies are also responsible for probation supervision; 38 
(including the D.C. Department of Corrections) are responsible for parole 
supervision; and 6 (including the D.C. Department o'f Corrections) are respon
sible for detainees. 

o The wide variation in the numbers of offenders for which the agencies are 
responsible, and the proportions of probationed, detained, incarcerated, and 
paroled provide some indication of the range of different needs and nroblems 
fac~d by the various agencies in their automation effort. 

Agency Responsibility: Number of Facilities 

o The facilities or institutions are broken down by size and the numbers include 
all security levels, women's institutions, community-based institutions, etc. 
Juveni.ie !flstitutions are not included due to the fact that in almost every case 
they are unc..!~ ... the jurisdiction of a different agency. Another way to view the 
facilities is by security level. This is less clear cut than by size, however, as 
many institutions include multiple security levels. 
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Exhibit 8 
ACDS Environment 

-.. - .... ",-'---' - . - - -- ~ ... ------ "- ... "-.~-~ --- -.---------.-----~-.-- . , -... " .. " . - •... _------ --,---" 

State or Agency Name 
Au thori ly 

ALABAHA S td te BOd I-d 0 f Co rrec ti ons 
Dept. of Health & Social ServIces 

ALASKA Division of Corrections 

ARIZONA Dept. of Corrections 

ARKANSAS Dept. of Corrections 
I/ealth & Welfare Agency 

CALIFORNIA Deet. of Corrections 

COLORADO Dept. of Corrections 

J;PWIEqICUT Dept. of Corrections 

OHAWARE Dept. of Corrections 

FLORIDA Dept. of Corrections 

GEOR§lA Dept. of Offender Rehabilitation 
Dept. of SoclalServices & Ilous-

HAWAII inq, Corrections Division 

.l£lMlQ.._ Dept. of Corrections 0 

.JlLlNOI S Dept. of Corrc.:tions 

INIJIANA Dent. of Corrections 

IOW~_ .. ___ • __ 
Dept. of Social Services 

Jliv. of Adult Corrections 

KANSAS De\lt. of Corrections ------- Dept. of Justice 
KENTUCKY Bureau of Corrections 

LOUISIANA Oe~t. of Corrections 

IO~OUSCIS, l"Otlier LEAA, S=Stilte, X-local 
~ Incl uded \lith lhe pl'oba lionel's 
lIncluded 11ith the incarcerdted 

Agency Responsibility Incarcerated 
-~- ------. -- ---- --_._----

Activity levels: No. of No. of 
Offenders: Fac i1 it i es 1976 

1979 (less than 50 
~ 

(proba t i oned ; offenders; be-
detained; tween 50 and Popula-

incarcerated; 250; more Admis- tion 
paroled) than 250) sions Level Releases 

,NA; NA; 
3779; NA 2; 14; 5 1605 4430 2993 
IU!lU; un~; 
577; 2 2; 7; 0 .205 207 182 

NA; 14A; 
3378; 543 0; 6; 3 1622 2654 1419 
till; NA 

2863; 2608 2; 2; 3 1825 2i63 1556 
INA; NA; 
22557; 15455 :-m-; tlA; 

0; 0; 12 9658 17328 8841 

2540; 1349 0; I; 3 1582 2045 1382 
ltlA; 1 ; 

4434; 1297 0; 4; 6 1634 1856 1560 
!1l4~; 'unK; 
1254; 3176 0; 4 ; 2 447 583 345 
35159; NA; 
i 20279' 8008 0; 6; 21 9742 15327 7264 
129248; NA; 

10402 12217; NA 0; 7; 10 5336 4623 
!NA; un/(. 
898; NA 6. 2; I 124 336 133 
1762. NA; 
890' 270 O' 2' I 659 579 557 
NA; NA. 
11356; 3499 O. 0; .10 6530 7862 4652 
NA; NA; 
5167; 3229 5 5; 3; 4 2444 3891 2138 
N~; NA; 
2578; 1196 0; 5; 2 956 1787 851 
NA; NA; 
2346; 1345 2; 4 ; 2 1746 1691 1353 
3617; NA; 
3555; 2405 2 ; 6. 2 2914 3254 2503 
D481; NA. 
7472; 1830 2; 7; 7 1464 4763 1631 

~All but $20K was returned 
~Includes Juveniles 

oJ 

Yeal's 
Since 
First 
ACDS 

9 

0 

7 

8 

24 

4 

10 

0 

10 

B 

5 

3 

5+ 

9 

2 

I 

2 

7 

~------- ---

Develop-
ment 

Current ACDS Status 
Funding 
Sources I 

( initial 
systeml First 
current OBSCIS 
system) Funding 

oj.lerational since 1978 0/0 11177 

under developfnent 0/0 3/79 

op~rational since 1976 SID 7/75 

operational since 1976 S/S 12/76' 
,OBSC I S opera t lOna I 
since 1976 510 11/74 
operat1onal sInce 1976, 
new system Aug. 1980 0/0 11/74 
operatlOnal s1nce 1917, 
new system Aug. 1980 SIS 6/77 

operating in test mode 010 1/78 

operational since 1978 SID 7/75 

operational since 1976 SLO 7174 
opera tIona I s lIlce 1976 
new system under dey. D,l/D,l 12/74 
operational since 197& 

S/S OBSCIS under dey --
operational since 1975 S/l D 7175 

suspended since 1975 l/ -- --
oj>erational since 1978 010 1/78 

operational since 1979 OLO 5!7B 

operating in test mode SIS --
operational since 1973 l/L --
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... - .. _---- - ---------"-- ~." - - - .-. -~- ---~-----

Slate or Agency Name 
Authority 

Dept. of Mental Health & Correc-
MAINE tions, Bureau of Corrections 

~IARYLAND 
Dept. of Public Safety & Correc-
t ional Services, Div. of Correction 
Executlve Offlce of Human Ser-

~SSACIIUSETTS vices, De~t. of Correction 

HICIIIGAN DepL. of Corrections , 

HINNESOTA Dept. of Corrections 

MISSISSIPPI Dept. of Corrections 
Dept. of Soclal Servlces, 

IHSSOUHI Division of Corrections 

NONTANA 
Dept. of Institutions, 

I Cocre!;;t iv.D.S Jli vi s i on 

NEBRASKA IDeut. of Correctional Services 

NEVADA DejJL. of Prisons 

NEW IIAMPSIIIHE New lIampshire Slate Prison 

flEW JERSEY Dept. of Corrections 

NEW MEXICO 
Criminal Justice Dept., 
Corrections Division 

NEW YORK Delll. of Correctional Services 

NORTII CAROLI NA Dept. of Corrections 

.J!ORTII DAKOTA Director of Institutions 

01il0 
Dept. of RehabilitatlOn and 
COl'rec t ions 

OKLAIIO~ De~ COrt'eel ions 

10-085CIS, L~Other LEAA, S~Stdte, X~Local 
"Included with the probationer~ 
J 11Ic.1 uded ~ti tit lite inca l'cerated 

Exhi bit 8 

(Page 2 of 3) 
---~----.. - ~--.---- -.- .. -~-. - .... -.--. ------

Agency Respons i b il ity Incarcerated 
~No.-o-f--'· -Ni:i:-'o(--- Activity Levels: 

Offenders: Fac il it i es 1976 
1979 (less than 50 r----

( proba t i oned ; offenders; be-
detained; tween 50 Jnd Popula-

incarcerated; 250; more Admi s- lion 
paroled) than 250) sions Level Releases 

12"222; NA; 
873; 253 0; 1; 2 749 611 782 

INA; NA; 
8121; NA 0; 13; 6 5654 6966 4707 

INA; NA; 
3082; 3948 1 ; 2; 4 2094 2241 1685 

I 253B'9T'ID\ ; 
17015; 6103 0; 2; 13 6745 10835 5135 

IJI/H; NA; 
2145; 7603 1 ; 5; 2 1176 1682 1237 

14447; NA; 
3305 i 1569 4 ; 0; 1 1378 2414 1665 

INA; NAi 
5285; NA 0; 5; 4 2722 4381 2096 
1675; NA 
741; 489 l' 2' 1 479 42B 357 

NA; NA; 
1423' 357 0; 2' 2 936 1251 749 

INA; NA; 
1501; NA 1 ; 1; 2 552 849 447 
NA; NA; 
270; NA 2; 0; 1 260 249 262 
NA: NA; 
4158; 8819 1 1 ; 2 ; 6 3861 5671 3858 
2287 i l i 
171B; 725 1 ; 3; .J 889 1002 668 

INA; NA; 
20843; NA 2; 12; 19 9737 16044 8103 

I ]b!:d9; NA; 
15824; 6855 3; 73; 5 8661 10994 8084 

INA; NA; 
276; NA 1 ; 1; 1 173 173 184 

INA; NA; 
14246; 7413 0; 0; 8 7563 11432 6459 
I'IIJ!'!; NA; 
3460; 1444 2; 8; 13 2339 3136 1823 

~All but $20K was returned 
ilncludes juveniles 

---- .- -----
Oevelop-

ment 

Current ACOS Status 
Funding 
Sources l 

Years (initial Since systeml First First 
ACOS current OBSCIS 

system) Funding 

12 operational since 1979 QLO 9/76 
!HILES since 1967, 

13 OBSCIS under dev. SIS 10/75 
operational since 1972, 

8 OBSCIS under dev. S,LS U77 
operatlonal since 1967 

12 OBSCIS in test morle SIS 10/76 

15 o~erational since 1978 SID lQ04 

2 operational since 1978 S,LS 
operational Slnce 1975 

5 OBSCIS under dev. L/L 8/77 

4 ooera ti ona lsi oce 1978 OLO ; 11175 

2 ooerational since 197.1 L1i --
0 No ACOS -- --

1 operational since 1979 010 5/78 
operational since 

16 OBSCIS under dev. 
1976. 

S/L 10/76 

3 operational since 1977 o LID L 91]5 

5 operational since 1978 S,LO U75 

13 opera tiona I since 1967 SIS --
0 no ACDS -- --
7 operational since 1978 S,LO 1176 

5 opera tiona 1 since 1978 LIS -- i 

if{.1 

, 
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Exhi bit 8 

(Page 3 of 3) 

~~ - ,'" :----................. -.~ .. ~ ~-~-- .. ~ .... ...,.- , 

~- --'- -- *-_ .. _-. ---- ------.----------.. --------------- -.-~- ----------- --------._--- ----- -- -----

State or Agency Name 
Authority 

Dept. of Uuman Resources 
i-DREGON Corrections Division 

Dept. of Justice 
.l'EHriS.Y1MfUA Bureau of Corrections 

..Jll1ill1Ll SLAHL-__ Deot. of C('Irrections 

i-.SmLIH CAROLINA D!ill t. of Corrections 

.2!illIIL D-AWJ:A Board of Charities & Corrections 

_TUHlliSfE Deot. of Correc t i OilS 

!-TaAS " DeEt. of Corrections 
Dept. of Social SerV1ces 

.J1IAlL- Division of Corrections 
Agency of Uuman Serv1ces 

-Y.EROOIIT Dept. of Corrections 

....\'lJllillil A Dept. of Corrections 
Dept. of Social&llealth SerV1ces 

.... !ffi.slll NGlorl Adult Corrections Division 

_ WEST VIRGIIlIA Dept. of Corrections. 
Dept. of flea I th & SocIa I Servlces 

~.oNSIN Division of Corrections 

WYOI1!NG Board of Charities & Reform 

WASil I NGTO!! .. ..Q.'-~ ~Qt. of Corrections 
FEDERAL BUREAU U.S. Dept. of .Justice 
OF PRISON~ ___ Federal Bureau of Prisons 

~91ona 1'"""J"USHEe-Tilforma t ,on 
ST. LOUIS COUNTY System ,tREJIS) 

L..?~LQ! [GO COUNTY San Diego Coufl~.L __ 

10cOBse1S, L=Other LEAA, S=State, X"l.ocal 
'Included with the probationers 
llncluded with the incarcerated 

Agency Responsibility Incarcerated ----"- ----- Activity levels: No. of No. of 
Offenders: Fac il it i es 1969 

1969 (less than 50 ---- -" 
(proba ti oned; offenders; be 

deta ined; tween 50 and Popula-
incarcerated; 250; more Admis- tion 

paroled) than 250) sions level Releases 
I !/:JZ:r;W/\ ; 
3120; 2055 0; 5; 2 1017 2473 1438 
NA; NA; 
8381; NA 0; 2; 7 4018 5986 3344 

15217 ; 3 ; 
591; 263 2; 5; 0 309 409 227 

INA; NA; 
6400; NA 4; 23; 5 3967 5610 3134 

INA; NA; 
639; 146 1 ; 2; 0 415 338 275 
Ib979; NA; 
6568; 2500 0; 6; 7 2914 4555 2503 

INA; riA; 
25076; NA 0; 0; 15 10854 18965 9074 
7\00; "A; 
1383; 652 5; 2; 1 383 657 292 

IJb83; NA; 
424; 418 3; 3; 0 301 245 238 
1176"!J;"RiI ; 
8679; 3124 3; 34; 12 3819 5400 3136 
, "J,2;NJ\; 
8866; 2748 1 ; 7; 2 2190 3373 1678 

Ib:rgs; NA; 
1330; 610s 4 ; 5 ; 2 656 1266 633 
14816' NA' 

1470'" '2806 7' 2' 8 1959 .. 2.990 165? 
NA; NA; 
467j NA 3; 2; 1 203 308 170 
tlA; Unk; 
4024; Unk 0; 1; 6 3984 2312 3987 
NA; NAi 
26799'0; NA 

llA; J ; 

6; 7; 37 34416 24128 31748 

1600; NA Total: 4 NA NA NA 
NA; 1 ; 
1500; NA O' _.--"-1 2 • , I rIA NA NA 

" A 11 bu t $20K \~a 5 re turned 
'Includes juveniles 

Develop-
ment 

Current ACDS Status 
Funding 
Sources I 

Years (initial 
Since sys tem/ First 
First current OBSCIS 
ACDS system) Fundin~ 

11 opera ti ona I since 1976 SIS --
operational since 1970 

10 OBSCIS under dev. SIS 8/80 

0 scheduled for Aua.19BO S'" --
4 operational since 1976 0/0 7175 

0 under develooment 0/0 7179 

0/0 11176 2 oEerational since 1978 
operational since 197~ 

10 new under development LIS 7175 
operational since 1976 

4 new under development III 9178 
sma 11 sepa ra te sys tems 

5 oper., OBSC I Sunder dev III 8/79 

8 opera ti ona 1 since 1978 SID 11/75 

12 operational since 1978 SIS,l --
0 no ACDS -- --

opera tiona 1 since 1970s 
10 new system planned SIS 3179 

0 no ACOS -- --
12 ollerational .s ince 1973 S/" 1178 

10 operational since lq7A -- --

5 Nfl III --
13 INA X/X --

, l 
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o Most of the agencies have from 3 to 10 facilities or institutions, with a median 
number of 9 and a maximum of 81. 

o The sizes of the facilities vary from agency to agency and within agencies as 
well. Different sizes of facilities and different numbers of facilities present 
different management problems. As examples, more institutions provide more 
opportunities for inmate transfer (thus inmate tracking may be more of a 
problem), while facilities with smaller sizes have less need for a computer to 
keep track of empty beds. 

Incarcerated Activity Level~ 

o The figures shown are the admissions, population level and releases for the 
year 1976 (Parisi et al., 1979); they include only those inmates with sentences 
of more than one year and thus would be low for those states which have 
jurisdiction over detainees and/or offenders with shorter sentences -- this is 
not the case, however, for most states. 

o Growth in the population can be gauged by the amount that admissions exceed 
releases, as they do in all cases except Alabama, Hawaii, Louisiana, Maine, 
Minnesota, Mississippi, and North Dakota; several of these states had a 
population decrease due to court orders to reduce overcrowding. 

o The ratio of popUlation to releases provides a relative estimate of average 
length of stay, assuming that i) sentencing and paroling practices remain 
constant and ii) all offenders are incarcerated for at least one year. Because 
the latter is not valid for many states, such an estimate would be high, 
especiaUy for agencies with jurisdiction over detainees. 

Years Since the First ACDS 

o This figure indicates the number of years since the first automated system 
using computer programs (as opposed to unit record equipment) was installed. 
In some cases, we have been unable to determine precisely when the first 
computer programs were installed due to the fact that no one now working in 
the agency was present at the time; these are indicated by a number followed 
by a plus sign (+), implying at least that many years. 

o State corrections agencies have a total of 311 years of ACDS experience, with 
an average of 6.2 years and a median of 5.0 years. If those 8 states which do 
not have ACDSs or have them in a test mode are not considered, the average 
becomes 7.4 years and the median 7.0 years. 

o This figure is significant in that the field of automation is one in which 
experience counts. Frequently the first system installed by an agency is 
subject to special problems resulting from the fact that agency staff have not 
yet learned what the computer can do for them. Subsequent systems are often 
more successful due to the added sophistication of both users and data 
processing staff. According to Rosove (1967), the experience, knowledge, and 
software products gained during construction of one system are passed on to 
the development of subsequen'i: systems. We have in general found this 
observation to be true, in that many agencies approached the development of 
their second system with much more realistic goals and much more concrete 
ideas of what they expected from the system. For example, in one state 
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(Missouri) the user committee involved in the development of, the first system 
did not have enough data processing knowledge to make any useful suggestions. 
By the time of the development of the second system, the users had enough 
experience to know what they wanted from the system. This is not to suggest 
that every flrst automation effort is doomed to be a failure, only that an 
agency's prior experience with automation tends to be a positive influence on 
any subsequent ACDS development. 

o Of the 40 state corrections agencies operating ACDSs as of July 1980, 25 are 
operating their first system, and 10 of these 25 are actively involved in 
developing new systems. One of the 25 is running both its first and second 
systems in parallel, and three others are running highly modified versions of 
their original system. At least two and possibly more of the remaining 15 
agencies are on their third or subsequent system. 

Current ACDS Status 

o 40 states, Washington, D.C., the Federal Bureau of Prisons and numerous 
regions and localities (of which two, St. Louis County and San Diego County, 
are included in this study) have ACDSs which are operational. By operational 
we mean that at least one offender-based application is operating and 
officially in use by the appropriate agency staff. 

o It should be noted that most systems are constantly being modified and 
upgraded, if not slated for replacement; as discussed in Section 5.1, this fact 
does pose a problem for the conduct of an ACDS evaluation. 

o One state, Indiana, had, an ACDS, the operation of which was suspended in 
1975 for lack of funds; there are no plans to reinstate the system at present. 

o 4 states are now in the process of developing their first ACDS and 4 states 
have no ACDS and no plans to develop an ACDS in the near future, although in 
the latter category we have included Nevada, which does have an inmate 
finance accounting system. 

Development Funding Sources 

o This column identifies the funding source(s) for the development of the initial 
ACDS and the current ACDS. In the cases where the current system is the 
initial system the funding source(s) is repeated. 

o In 22 states, the first ACDS development was initiated with LEA A funds, 14 of 
those received OBSCIS grants and 8 received block grants or other LEAA 
funds. 28 of the currently operating systems were developed with LEAA 
funds, 21 of those under the OBSCIS program. Five additional states are in the 
process of developing ACDSs using OBSCIS funds. 

o In our extensive review of the Analysis Sample of ACDSs, we found that 
ACDSs developed without LEAA funds are no different than those developed 
with LEA A funds, nor are those developed under the OBSCIS program any 
different than the non-OBSCIS funded ACDSs, although the variation within 
each of these groups is quite large. The reasons for the lack of impact of the 
funding source on the nature and type of system developed are i} the fact that 
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all corrections agencies have a core of similar needs, ii) the fact that OBSCIS 
materials are available to all agencies, regardless of their funding source, and 
iii) the fact that strict adherence to the OBSCIS program requirements has not 
been enforced. 

Date of First OBSCIS Funding 

o 35 states and Washington, D.C. have received $11.9 million in OBSCIS funding, 
with an average of about $331,000 per site. One of these, Arkansas, returned 
all but $20,000 of its OBSCIS grant, due to internal political reasons. Another 
state, Nevada, received an OBSCIS grant that was awarded to the Department 
of Parole and Probation rather than to the Department of Prisons; the award 
was used to upgrade the existing manual system rather than to develop an 
automated system. 

o A discussion of the issues surrounding the OBSCIS funding program can be 
found in Section 3.1. 

2.2 SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 

The ACDSs which have been developed in the environments described in the 
previous section are as diverse as those environments. Exhibit 9 summarizes some of 
the more important characteristics of these systems. An explanation of and comments 
on each column of the exhibit follow. 

Mainframe{s} 

o Although ACDSs run on a wide variety of different central processing units or 
mainframes, the IBM 370 and its look-alikes (such as Amdahl or Itel 
equipment) dominate the field, with 28 installations.· Six states have, in 
addition to their large mainframe, minicomputers located in their institutions; 
in most cases, these are used for peripheral applications such as inmate fund 
accounting or psychological test scoring. 

o Idaho, Kansas, and Oklahoma each have their entire ACDS running on a single 
minicomputer. 

o Michigan has 3 Burroughs 1860 minicomputes, and plans call for linking these 
machines in such a way that one serves as a central processor and the other 
two as front-end processors. 

o Illinois has local inmate tracking systems on minicomputers at five institu
tions; although they are not linked to each other, they are able to receive 
inmate records from the statewide ACDS which is on the IBM 370 at the state 
data center. 

o Wisconsin and Minnpsota plan to introduce distributed processing through the 
use of minicompute. s, which, in addition to running certain functions locally, 
would be linked to the central computer. These plans are further discussed in 
Section 3.1. 

Mainframe Location 

o 30 of the ACDSs are located at state data centers. Only six agencies have 
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Exhi bit 9 

ACDS Characteristics 

IIARDWARE SOFTWARE 

No. of Source of Soul'ce of System Extent of Interface WI th 
Inter- Progranmi ng ACDS Software Software On-line Other Crimi na 1 

Malnframe(s) Ma inframe active Support Software Package(s) Language(s) Processing' Justice Systems 2 

Location Tenni-
nals 1 2 3 4 

State Data Corrections Crlm. Just. Info. 
Univac/OMS 

10BSTS(A), CCUrHJ, 
ALABAMA UNIVAC 90/80 tenter 10 Aoenn Ctr , Contractor COBOL 0 0 0 o Probation/Parole(A) 

IBH 3031 State Data Corrections Ilasic OBSCIS OBTS/CCII \~A), 
ALASKA lfult ~et Ull} [Center 0 Aoencv 1h:om..S.a.utllJld k.o..tJ1 ClCS COROI CP lop lop IlP Courts {A 

2 ITEL AS/4, Dept. of Con"ect ions COBOL, 
ARIZONA OG Nova PulilJc Sa fetv 9 Ag,enl'v I fnnt '"ill' tnr INnn .. AlGQl o 0 o R ~II{A), Pol ice Sta te Oa ta State Data Contractor, State IBM/lMS, COBOL (A) • 
ARKANSAS IllM 3701155 Millter 105 CenieL.- Data Center CICS Assedlld er 0 0 0 o Probation (A) 

Sta te Oa ta Corrections Corrections PLl, 
0 
CALIFORNIA IBM 370068 [Center 20 I1gency Agency AOABAS COIlOL 0 0 0 o None 

Univac 1100/82 Dept. of Corrections Con"ec t Ions COIlOL, 
COLORADO IIlM 3033 ICon"ections 9 AQency AQency OMS RPG II 0 0 0 o None 

IBM 370/168, State Data Corrections ~as1c OIlS~IS FASTER, 
CONNECTICUT IBM 3032 Center 18 Agency from Iowa CICS COBOL 0 0 0 Il None 

TIate Data Sta te Dati! 
DELAWARE IBM 370/1513 Center 0 Center Ifnntrilctnr~ IAQABAS ~QIlQL OP OP lop B None 

,ffiff37G/l<15, Jus ti ce Oil ta Correc ti ons Contractors, Cor- I~~(I~S , rLORIOA IBM 4341 Cen ter 8 Allencv r~!,;tIQDS ~oencv MA K V FORTRAN 0 B 0 13 OBTS/CCII (A) 
Sta te oa ta Sta te Oa ta Contractors. Stat 

GEORGIA Un i VilC 1100/82 Center 7 Center Data Center Univac/DMC COBOL 0 0 0 B None 
I- State Data Corrections Correc ti on s 
IIAI~AII IBM 370/168 Center 0 Agency IAQencv None COIlOL Il B 13 13 None 

Dept. of Corrections Carrec ti ons COBOL, 
IDAIIO - IBM S~ste/ll/34 Correc t ions. 7 ..8gencv Agenc~ None RPG II 0 13 0 Il None 

State Data Corrections Contractors, Cor-
II.L1NOIS 2 liP 3000 Center 107 AQencv rec tI ons Agenc~ CICS IIPJDBHS COBOL 0 0 0 o None 

State Data 
1110 lANA None Center 0 NA Contractors None NOlie Il i} 13 13 None -

State Data Umbrella Correc t ions OBTS/CCI('l~M) , 
IOWA IBM 370/158 Center' 0 Aoencv Agency None COBOL 13 Il B BPolice M -/Jept. of Corrections Basic OBSCIS COBOL, 
KANSAS IBM S~stemL34 orr'ec t i OilS Unl: .Agens;~ I (froDI I OVIS!) INone RPG II 0 0 0 B None 

Sta te Oa ta Corrections Correc ti ons I Br~/lMS, 113M COBOL, 
KEIlTUCKY 181,' 370Ll68 Irenter UIII: Al\encv Anellcv Justice OU Assembler OP OP ~ ~ None 

Dept. of Corrections ffisposi bon Report-
'!:QIJISIAIIA Univac 1110 __ lighwus ____ ...£L_ .1I.ngnc v Er.2!!LlL.L Univac/OMS COUOL 0 0 0 0 ing System (A) -. 
1'~lJata Entry. 2~Data Editinq • .3-lJala Retrieval, tJ~D<1til or rile Updating; B=Batch. Q=On-line. P=Planlied 

'OllTSOffelider Based Tracking System. CCII=Computel'ized Criminal "'story; (A)=Autolll<1led Interface. (M)-Hanual Interface 
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Exhi bit 9 

(Page 2 of 3) 

I 
ItARDWARE SOFTWARE 

No. of Source of Source of System Extent of I nterface With Inter- Progranming ACDS Software Software On-Line Other Criminal Hainframe(s) Mainframe active Support Software Package( s) Language(s) Processing l Justice Systems' Location Terrni -
nals 1 2 3 4 

State Data Corrections ~~,rrectjons MAINE 1I0nevwell 6000 Center 10 Aoencv encv None COBOL 0 B 0 B None Sta te Data Umbrella Umbrella 
MARYLAND IBM 370/145 Cer ter 30 Aaencv Aoencv CICS COBOL 0 0 0 o Pol ice {A} Criminal Corrections Corrections 
MASSACIIUSETTS Burroughs 6700 111 s torY Board 0 Agencv Agencv None COBOL B B B B None 3 Burroughs Dept. of Correction:. Correc t ions 
MICIlIGAN IB60 Corrections 78 Aoencv Aoencv None COBOL OP OP OP B None IBM 370/158, State Data State Data Stilte Data COBOL, MINJ1ESOTA IBM 370/168 Center 17 Center Center TOTAL . Assembler 0 0 0 o OBTSlCCIl (Ml I IlM 370/158, Sta te Oa ta Correc ti ons Corrections COBOL, r11SSISSIPPI Amdahl V6-2 Center 5 ...Agencv Agenql None Assembler a B B a None 

Umbrella Corrections 
MISSOURI IBM 370/158 Itiohwav DeDt. 15 Aoencv Aoenc\:: TOTAL COBOL 0 0 0 o None State Data Corrections State Data CULPRIT 

B Police (A) 
f10NTAtlA 2 IBM 370/158 Center 21 Aoencv Center I(reoort writer. COBOL a B 0 Sta te Da ta State Data State Data IBM/IMS, NEBRASKA 1B'~370/135 Center 13 Cent.er Center EASYTRIEVE COBOL 0 0 0 o None .-

Bur':;oughS !l80e Dept. of COBOL, NEVADA ,lBrl Sys tem/34 Prisons Unk Unk Unk None RPG II .' State Data Sta ti s tica I Crime 
NEW IJAf1PSili RE lIon'eywe II 600Q Center I Ana Iys i s Center COllvlIi s s ion None BASIC 0 0 0 o None Dept. of Dept. of Dept. of 
NEW JERSEV !TEL AS/5 Publ ic Safety I Publ ic Safety Pub I ic Safety None COBOL 0 B B B None IBM 370/145, S ta te Oa ta Sta te Da ta Sta te Oa ta IBM/otiS II, NEW MEXICO IBM 370/158 Center 5 Center Center CICS COIlOL 0 0 0 B None 

State Data Correc ti ons Co rrec tl on s 
NEW VORl: Joneywe II 6000 Center 56 Agency Aoencv None COBOL 0 0 0 o OaTS (M) ----_. 

Dept. of Corrections Corrections 
NORTII CAROLtNA Jlli vac 90/60 Corrections Unk Agenc}' Aoellcv NOlie FORTRAN .. B B 0 B P~ubation/Parole(A) 

NORTII DAKOTA NOlie riA 0 NA NA None None 
S ta te Da ta Sta te Oa ta S ta te Oa ta BAL, 01110 Univac 1100 Center 3 Center Center Univac/OMS COBOL C 0 0 o None 

"\ 
OG 230, Dept. of Corrections Correc t ions 

-.--1 None 
cOlloL, OKl.AIIOMA ,OG Nova Correc t ions 44 Aqenc~ IAqellc:i FORTRAN (C 0 13 None 

II-Data lntry, 2=Data Editing, 3~Oata Retrieval. 4=Data 01- File Updating; 1l=l3alch, O"On-Line. "=Planned 

,'OflTS=Offender Based Tracking System, CCII=Computeri7ed Criminal lIistory: (A)=Autolllated Inlerface, (f·l)=fo1anual Inlel'face 
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Exhibit 9 

(Page 3 of 3) 

.. -
IIARDWARE SOFTWARE 

No. of Source of Source of System Extent of Interface Wi th 
Inter- Progranrni ng ACOS Software Software On-Line Other Criminal 

~'a in frame ( s) ~'a f nframe active Support Software Package( s) Language(s) Processing l Ju slice Sys terns 2 
Location Termi-

nals I 2 3 4 
Dept. of Corrections Correc ti ons COBOL, -~ 

OREGON IBM 303? Human Service~ a Auencv AQenc~ EASTRIEVE BASIC B B B B None 
Univac System [Prison Correc t i or.s I~risoll I;)dustry 

PlNNSYLVAIlJA flO I ndus tries a Agency Inmates None COBOL B 13 B B None '---' ~ta te '[)a ta State JudIcial S ta te JUOI cIa I 
RHODE lSlAUD 113M 3U33 Center Unk Info. SYstem Info. System CICS COBOL a 0 0 o None 

State Data Correct ions From III inoi s BAL, 
SOUTH CAROLINA IBM 360/65 Center 24 A;'~. Iviil Ohio CICS COBOL 0 0 a 13 None 

5til te Da ta S ta te Oa ta 
Basic OBSCIS SOUTII DAKOTA IBM 370/158 Center 3 Center cles COBOL 0 0 a B NOlle 

II uRj707T5u. State Data Corrections Corrections 
TENNESSEE Amdahl 470 Center 13 Anencv Agency IBMIIMS COnal 0 B 0 B None 1-- . 

Dept. of Corrections Corrections CClI (M) 
TEXAS IBM 4341 Corrections 27 Anencv Aoencv None COBOL 13 B a B Pal'ole (A) . 

/TEL ASI5, State Data Corrections Correc t ions 
IITAII Amdilhl V6 Center a Anenrv Anenr'v CICS COBOL B 13 B 13 OBTS (A) -- Sta te Oa td Corrections Corrections 

t-'{ERMOIH IBM 370/158 Center a Anencv Anencv NO.ne COBOL { [ r r Ilone . 
IBM 370/158, State Data Correc t ions Corrections -

VIRGII/IA 1!II1 3033 Center 13 Aoencv ..Agencv IBWI~'S COBOL C E ( [ Police (A) 
Stilte Data Correc t ions Corrections COBOL, 

.~SII IIIGTON __ Univac 1100/82 Center 4 A<!~llCY Aoency {Inmates) None FORTRAN C ( ( [ None 

WEST VIRGINIA • 11;.1'1 3033 Unk a NA NA I None .Ji2ne 
Dept.of Ilea I th Umbrella Umbrella COBOL, 

1-11 SCOlIS I II 1131,' 3033 & Soc. Servo a Aqency .I\oencv None RPr, Ii 13 H /I Il_None ---_. __ ._ .. 
WYIlHIUG ! Bli379 __ Unk Unk Unk link None CORm -----.- - . - Correc t ions Corre,tions . COBOL, 
I·/ASII I tlG}ON , D.C. luri 370/158 ____ ~Q!l.£f...~t. 34 _8ggncv A!lency._ .ilrr RPG Ii ( ( ( ( None 

~l"!1lrlm BURrAU ",., 370ll," jO'Pl. 0' Corrections Corrections 
or PR I SOflS 2 Allldil II I V 7 Jus t i ce 63 )\oencv Agency JJlMLl nM'; ..J:.OIlDL (l (l (' o None 
------ TBM 370/158-;--' 
2!..:...lOLJIS COUNTY IB~l 370/l5S EfJIS 6._ REJ~==kLS.AL£RT FflSTEL._ _J 0 a OPOli~ 

--1sao Diego San 0 eqo Conal, Police A 
~r~~Q!.!:[~.iQurHy. I~t:!..1?0/l~8 £Qll!!tL __ _,;L_ iOUlltx,__ San Oi('90 Coun!:LJ~LfEL___ FAS!ER a o 0 o Prosecut ion lB.L-.. 
'I Diltil [otl-Y, c"Data lditinq, 3'Datil Retrieval, 4=Data 0" Fi Ie Updatinq; n Batch, O'On-Line, P=Planned 

Dill) Offelldel' lJased Tl'tH.kin'J S-ystelll, f.CII~Colllpllte,·iled Criminal IIistory; (A) I\lItollklted Interface, U1)~Manllal Intel'face '-
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their .own ACDS cemputers, and anether six have minicemputers which ar:e 
used fer peripheral applicatiens (e.g., inmate fund acceunting and psychelegl
cal test scering). The minicemputers are usually lecated at the recerds .or 
business .office .of the institutien. 

There is .one case .of a system being run en a cemputer net .owned and epera~ed 
by a gevernment agency: the inmate infermatien pertien e~ the, FlerId,a 
system is run .out .of the cemputer center at the Flerida State Uruversity. ThiS 
system is new being cenverted te run at the Justice Data Center. 

There is .one case (Pennsylvania) in which the ACDS cemputer is 
respensibility .of the prisen industry, which serves as a service bureau te 
department .of cerrectiens. 

the 
the 

The impact .of the lecatien .of the mainframe en the develepment .of ACDSs 
and en ether related issues is discussed in Sectien 3.1. 

Number .of Interactive Terminals 

.0 

.0 

The number .of interactive terminals (i.e., devices capable .of beth input and 
.output functiens) is previded te give an idea .of the size .of the netwerk 
supperted by individual ACDSs. 

Altheugh mest systems have fewer than 20 terminals, a few .of ~he larger 
states (i.e., Illineis, Michigan, and New Yerk) and the Bureau .of PrIsens have 
mere than 50 terminals. The average number .of interactive terminals per 
ACDS is 19. 

Seurce .of Pregramming Suppert 

.0 Pregramming suppert dees net always ceme frem within the cerrectiens 
agency. In 16 cases, the pregramming staff is empleyed by the state data 
center, the state planning agency, .or seme ethe~ ag~nc~ external to the 
department .of cerrectiens. This fact has impertant ImplicatlOns fer the future 
.of the ACDSs in these states, since the impetus fer further develepment .often 
seems te ceme frem the pregramming staff. It alse ceuld result in a 
mangement centrel preblem, since the cerrectiens agencies have n,e direct 
centrel ever hew rTluch staff .or which individuals are assigned te their needs. 
Fer example, twe states reperted preblems because data ~enter sta~f ~ssigne,d 
te the preject were frequently reassigned te ether preJects. This issue is 
further discussed in Sectien 3.2 

Source .of ACDS 52ftware 

.0 The majerity of the ACDS seftware pregrams were written in-~euse by 
programming staff within the cerrectiens agency. These ACDSs ,WhiCh were 
developed by centractors .or the state data center .or ether agencIes external 
to the cerrections agency were typically subject te additional preblems 
resulting from the need te coerdinate and centrel staff ,.outside the agency, and 
semetimes frem the lack .of know ledge abeut correctlOns en the part of the 
.outside centracters. For example, .one state data precessing manager remark
ed that he weuld not hire a centracter because an .outsider ceuld never knew 
the needs .of the agency as well as insiders. Issues dealing with the use of 
centracters are further discusssed in Sectien 3.2. 
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.0 One agency (Kentucky) made use .of the cerrectiens pertien .of an IBM preduct 
knewn as Justice Data Base. Altheugh the data base design .of this package 
was unaltered, many .of the pregrams were replaced or extensively medified. 

.0 Recently, six states (Alaska, Cennecticut, Idahe, Kansas, Seuth Daketa and 
Utah) have transferred in the Basic OBSCIS Seftware Package (BOSP), which, 
as mentiened in Exhibit 5, was jeintly develeped by Iewa and SEARCH Greup, 
Inc. The package is eperatienal in .only .one .of these states (Kansas) at this 
time, but sheuld shertly be in use in Cennecticut. 

.0 Aside frem these receiving the BOSP, .only twe .of the ACDSs new .operating 
were transferred frem ether agencies. Leuisiana tran~~·f.erred in the CRISYS 
system frem the D.C. Department .of Cerrectiens, and Seuth Carelina is 
running an Illineis-eriginated system that was transferred in frem Ohie (where 
it was feund te be prehibitively expensive te run and eventually drepped). 
Beth .of these systems had te be extensively medified se that the transferred 
versien bear little resemblance te the .original system. 

System Seftware Package(s) 

.0 Cemmercially preduced system seftware may be used in suppert .of the ACDS 
seftware. As examples, the states .of Cennecticut and Seuth Daketa use IBM's 
CICS telecemmunicatien seftware aleng with the Basic OBSCIS Seftware 
Package, and the states .of Oregen and Nebraska use the EASYTRIEVE package 
te extract data and write reperts frem their ACDS files. 

.0 One type .of system seftware package which is beceming mere cemmen is the 
data base management system (DBMS). A DBMS is a set .of pregrams which 
.organize and maintain the data base and previde the ACDS with access te it. 
IBM's IMS and Univac's OMS are twe examples .of DBMSs. 19 agencies are 
using DBMSsj in feur .of these, the system is net yet .officially eperatienal. 
Systems which make use .of DBMSs may net be easily transferrable te 
installatiens which de net have the same packages available. Issues invelving 
DBMS use are discussed in Sectien 3.1. 

Seftware Language(s) 

.0 The majerity .of the ACDSs are written in COBOL; seme have parts written in 
assembler language as well. 

.0 Feur .of the systems are written all .or partly in FASTER. This has been a 
preblem in that the FASTER language is ne lenger supported by the vender 
(IBM) and very few pregrammers have knewledge .of the language. 

.0 It is currently a part .of the LEAA regulatiens (LEAA, 1979a) that grantees 
write all applicatien pregrams in ANS COBOL .or FORTRAN, with the 
exceptien that pregrams fer mini- and micrecomputers may be written in 
BASIC. It does not appear that these regulatiens have been strictly enforced 
(or perhaps because they are a recent additien), since Califernia's system is 
written in PL/l, Flerida uses MET A fer a part .of its system, New Hampshire 
uses BASIC, and several systems use seme assembler language, as well as the 
feur written in FASTER. 
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Extent of On-Line Processi!:!,& 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

On-line processing refers to the ability to interact with the computer s)ystem 
through a terminal device such as a teletype or ~ cathode ray tube ~CRT. ~he 
functions of data entry, data editing, data retneval, a~d data or file updatmg 
may be performed either on-line (i.e., via the, ~ermmal) or through batch 
processing. Most systems only provide the capability for one or the other, but 
in a few cases both are available. 

35 of the currently operating systems in this study have some degr~e of on-line 
capability; that is, at least one of the above four stated functIons can be 
performed via the terminal. 

18 of the 29 systems now under development will have ,some deg~ee of on-line 
capability. One of them (Vermont) is only in the earlIest plannmg stage and 
the decision has not yet been made. 

It is interesting to note that a few of the systems having on-line data entry do 
not edit the data as they are entered, apparently because of the ,added exp~~se 
involved (even though a substantial advantag,= ?f on-:l~ne processmg, the ability 
to correct errors as data are entered, is not bemg utilized). 

The function of data or file updating deserves further explanation. , When a 
system has on-line file updating (i.e., the file.s an~ modified at th,e tIme that 
the data are entered), it is known as a real-time system. Real-tIme syst,en:s 

provide the advantage that date: can be :etrieved and, used as soon as It IS 
entered rather than being unavailable untIl the batc~ file update takes pla~e. 
Thus if data are entered in a timely fashion, real-tIme systems can provIde 
up-t~ .. the-minute information. Real-time systems are quite costly, however, 
in that they are much more complex to progra~ and requi:e higher, levels, of 
data security. The issue of real-time systems IS further dIscussed m SectlOn 

3.2. 

Interface With Other Criminal Justice Systems 

o 

o 

o 

o 

An interface exists between two systems if data derived from one ~ystem are 
transmitted to the other. That interface is said to be automated if the data 
are transmitted in machine readable form; otherwise, ~he interfac~ is manual. 
A terminal in a corrections office which can retrieve data from a l~w 
enforcement system, or vice versa, does not constitute ~n interface accordmg 
to our definition, as data are not being directly transmItted from one system 
to another. 

Interfaces with parole or probation systems are not indicated when parole or 
probation applications are part of the ACDS. 

In terms of automated interfaces, the highest form of interface is, of co~rse, 
by electronic signals: only one state (Alabama) -- where the correctlOns, 
pardons and parole systems share the same data base -- could clai,m such an 
interface. All other automated interfaces have been by magnetIc tape or 
punched cards, which, of course, would still require a certain amount of human 
assistance. 

There are surprisingly few interfaces betwee,n OBSC,IS and other automated 
systems __ surprising because one of the specIal reqUIrements of the OBSCIS 
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program is that "the State must assure that OBSCIS will interface with other 
State level criminal justice information systems, including OBTS/CCH, SJIS, 
and SAC (Statistical Analysis Centers), where such systems are being imple
mented or are operational" (LEAA, 1978a). The reasons for this are discussed 
in Section 3.4. 

2.3 SYSTEM APPLICATIONS 

The potential value of an ACDS can be partially gauged by the number and types 
of applications it can perform, as summarized in Exhibit 10. Based on our Structured 
Data Collection Instrument (SOC!) which considered some 30 offender-based applica
tions (see SOCI, 4.3*), Exhibit 10 highlights 20 of the more prominent applications; they 
include the set of OBSCIS supported, offender-based applications (SEARCH Group, Inc., 
1975), although some of the OBSCIS definitions have been modified or expanded to 
reflect more accurately the actual applications which have been implemented. Addi
tionally, some of the applications in Exhibit 10 are also being considered for CMIS 
development (see Exhibit 5). Before providing a statistical summary of Exhibit la, we 
define and briefly comment on the applications, which are numbered for convenience 
and discussed further in Section 3.3. 

1. Admission Reporting. This refers to the recording and reporting of admission 
activity by offender and corresponds to the OBSCIS application of the same 
name. Nearly all of the projects either have or are planning this application. 

2. Offender Record Retrieving. This corresponds to the OBSCIS application 
known as cross index retrieval and refers to the ability to retrieve an 
offender's records using keys other than the agency's assigned identification 
number (e.g., name or FBI number). 30 systems have this ability and 12 more 
are planning it. 

3. Classification/Program Assignment Reporting. This encompasses and extends 
the OBSCIS offender profile application. It consists of the maintenance of 
offender profile data in a form in which it can be promptly retrieved and used 
as a basis for assessment, classification, and/or program assignment. It also 
includes the production of other reports such as a listing of programs for which 
an individual is eligible or a listing of individuals due to be reclassified. For 
example, in one state (Texas) this application consists of a computerized 
inmate job matching system which matches inmate's skills and traIning to jobs 
available throughout the prison system. This is one of the few applications 
which may directly benefit the offender, in the form of improved classifica
tions and assignments; at least one (Missouri) of the twelve states having this 
application has reported such a result. 16 additional states are planning this 
application. 

4. Problem/Special Needs Monitoring. This application is an expansion of the 
OBSCIS diagnostic problem reporting application. It involves the production of 
reports identifying medical or psychological problems or special situations 
(e.g., enemies, educational skills, and religious dietary requirements) which 
may affect the placement and/or assignment of offenders. Four systems have 
some form of this application (i.e., reporting on some subset of the possible 
problems or needs) and 13 are planning to add it. 

*This refers to question 4.3 in the SOCI that is contained in Appendix A. Other 
SOCI references in this report are similarly noted. 
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ALABAMA 

ALASKA 

."'RIZONA 

ARKANSAS 

CALIFORNIA 

COLORADO 

CONNECTI CUT 

Exhi bit 10 

Offender-Based ACDS App1icatio~ 

• 

Does The ACDS Include The Following Application Areas? 
(Y=Yes, N=No, P=P1anned, S=Separate System) 

l=Admission Reporting, 2=Offender Record Retrieving, 3=C1assification/Program 
Assignment Reporting, 4=Problem/Specia1 Needs Monitoring, 5=Test Scoring, 6=Program 
Participation Reporting, 7=Discip1inary Reporting, 8=Offender Tracking, 9=Movement 
Reporting, 10=Transportation Scheduling, 11=Paro1e/Discharge Eligibility Date 
Calculation, 12=Lega1 Status Reporting, 13=Paro1e Hearing Scheduling, 14=Nationa1 
Statistical Reporting, 15=Inmate Accounting, 16=Hea1th Services Tracking, 
17=Visitor Control Reporting, 18=Victim Restitution Reporting, 19=Probation Status 
Reporting, 20=Paro1e Status Reporti~g, 21=Tota1 "Yes" Replies 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 \19 20 121 
. il 

Y I Y Y N Y 1 Y ! Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y N N N N Nil Nl l12 

Y Y N N YS N Y N I Y N P Y Y Y N N N INN Y I 9 

Y Y YS I N I N P N 1 Y I Y N INN N I Y PS N N N 1 N I Y I 7 

Y I Y I Y ! P yiN I Y I Y I Y Nip Y P Y YS N" N Y N Y 1 12 

I DELAWARE 1 pip I P ! pip 1 P P P P N P P P P N PiN Nip 1 P II 0 

I '( ! Y ! P N I N 1 Y I Y Y Y N I Y I '( N Y YS PiN Y Y I Y I 13, I FLORIDA 

I Y I '( I piN I YS I y Y N yiN Y I Y Y Y P PiN N Y Y I ,21 GEORGIA 

HAWAI I 

: IDAHO I yip I N INN I PiN ply 1 N 1 N Y P N N N I N I N I Nip !I 31 
, 
I 

I iLLINOIS 

i ,NOlANA 
I 

IOWA ! 'I i N l jj I N I Nip I P : Y ! '( ! Nip i yiN I Y N 1 N INN I NY, 6 ! 
I KANSAS ; Y I yiN I N I N I y N! y I Y N I N I Y Y 1 '( I p Nip I N IN! '(!I 9 

I KENTUCKY ! p \ P ! pip I Nip I pip 1 p N IN! pip I yiN I ~I I N iNN I ~I! 1 I 
, -. I' I! I! ! I 1 I I I I I iii 
i, ~LO~U~IS~I~AN~A~ __ ~!~y~:~y~l~p~! ~p~!~N~I_Y~I~N~:~Y_I~y~I~N~I~N~'~Y-rY~S~Y~Y~s~l~p-r1 ~N~I~N~I~Y-rl~Y~I~"1 
l:"AHIE I '( iN! yiN I N i '( 1 N j Y ! yiN I yiN N I yiN 1 N I N i II I y I y II 91 

i ;4ARYLAIID i y : Nip I pip i pIp I Y 1 yiN I pip pip N I Nip pip i p II 3J 
I 1 I! I I ' I MASSACHUSE7TS : y ~ PIN I N I N I N I /I ! pIp I N IN! N IN! N P, P : N IN, N • P I 1 \ 

! I 

, '~ICHIGAN ,{ , P ; Ii ! P i '{ i '{ p, P 1 piN I p ; y : y 1 Y I '( ! y S ; P , ~I ! N I ~I I 3 1 

1 

I HINtIESOTA 

Iy y;yiylylyiy!y\yiN!Nlyly IplNiylvlY!15 i I :~ISSISSIPPI 
Y I '( I yip ! II ' y I y I y I yiN I y i yip I pip \ 'I I N I N I q ! 
'( y! yIN i N \ y I ;rv I yiN I y i y I Y , II : ~ I y f Y :, 13: 

I 
; '4ISSOURI 

, ~"ONTANA 
I '( I '( : "I I ~ i y I y y \ y yIN I y I 'j j Y i y iys I Nip I yiN i '( :j 14 I 

! ~IESRASKA ,I I i II ' 
~ , , I I '" .. I N I ." !, N i ," \ N : .. I Y I "I I " I N 'I', N I N I, N 'I 1 i , ;IE'IADA N • ~I : N • N , :'1 ~" ,': I.' " ., ,'" 

'Alaoama Board of Pardons and Parole has a separate computer system wnich provides this application, 
usina :he same data oase as the OSSClS system. 

'';DPlication exists but is not bei!lg used. 
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Exhibit 10 

(Page 2 of 2) 

Does The ACOS Include The Following Application Areas? 
(y=Yes, N=No, P=P1anned, S=Separate System) 

l=A~mission Reporting, 220ffender Record Retrieving, 3~Classification/Program 
Assl~n~ent Reportlng: 4=Prob~em~Special Needs ~onitoring, 5=Test Scoring, 6=Program 
Partlc~pation Reportlng, !2D1sClp1inary Reportlng, 8=Offender Tracking, 9=Movement 
Reportlng, 10=Transportatlon Scheduling, 11=Paro1e/Discharge Eligibility Date 
Calculation, 12=Lega1 Status Reporting, 13=Paro1e Hearing Scheduling, 14=Nationa1 
Stat~s~ica1 Reporting, 15=Inmate Accounting, 162 Hea1th Services Tracking, 
17~Vlsltor Control Reporting, 18=Victim Restitution Reporting, 19=Probation Status 
Reporting, 20=Paro1e Status Reporting, 21=Tota1 "Yes" Replies 

1 2 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 i 21 

NEW HAMPSHIRE I Y V I N INN Y Y N3 N3 N y Y N Y N N N N N P I 7 
~~~;~~-r~~~~~~-r~~~~~~~~ 

NE\~ JERSEY Y p! N N N N P Y Y N P PiN I y N N N N N YS I 5 

NEW MEXICO I Y I y I y N N Y Y Y Y N Y I V y Y N N N N N N i 11 

NEW YORK Y I yiN N Nip N Y yiN N Y N Y YS YS N 1 N N N 1 8 

NORTH CAROLINA I yip I P N N Y Y Y Y P Y Y I Y Y N Y N P Y Y 1 12 

NORTH DAKOTA 11 
OHIO Y 1 V iNN YS INN Y yiN N2 Y N' Y N N N N 1 N N I 7 
r---'---------r--r-~-+--+--r~--~-+--r-~~--+_~~~4__+--+__r~~4__4 

OKLAHOMA I ply I p N I YS P Y Y I Y P N I Y I Y N P P Nip P P I 7 

OREGON I yiN I yiN I N I yiN Y Y 1 Y N I Y I Y I Y YS I N I N I Y Y I Y II 131 
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-Application exists but is not being used. 
JOnl y one institution or facility has ~his application. 
'~ashington has three separate computer systems which perform the various applications. 
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" 5. Test Scoring. This corresponds to the OBSCIS application of the same name 

and refers to the automatic scoring of answer sheets for psychological, 
vocational, and intelligence tests. It is interesting to note that five of the 11 
systems which have this application run it on a separate microcomputer 
system (using a proprietary software package), which is not linked to the main 
ACDS. Further study should be undertaken to determine the advantages and 
disadvantages of such a separate system. Five systems are planning to add 
this application. 

6. Reporting of Program Participation. This corresponds to the OBSCIS program 
reporting application and refers to the collection of information on program 
participation and the reporting of program participation by program and/or by 
offender. 22 states have this application and 14- more are planning it. It is an 
important application in that, in addition to meeting administrative needs, it 
provides potentially useful information for program evaluation. 

7. Disciplinary Reporting. This corresponds to the OBSCIS application of the 
same name and involves the collection and reporting of data on disciplinary 
infractions. Although associated with the individual offender's records, the 
information collected for this applicatin has also been used to pinpoint trouble 
spots in the institution. (A similar, non-offender-based application which was 
reported by two states is an incident-based reporting system which reports all 
incidents, including fights, accidents, escapes, etc.) 18 systems have this 
application and 13 are planning to add it. 

8. Offender Tracking. This also corresponds to the OBSCIS application of the 
same name and covers data gathering and file updating for records reflecting 
changes in the status and location of offenders. This application is present in 
35 systems and planned for 10 more; for many of them, it represents the core 
or primary function of the ACDS. 

9. Movement Reporting. This corresponds to the OBSCIS application of the same 
name and includes the reporting of offender movement between institutions 
and between status categorie~, Nearly all the systems either have this 
application or are planning it. Since New Hampshire has only one major 
institution, it feels that there is no need for this application. 

10. Transportation Scheduling. This involves scheduling and/or reporting of 
transportation of inmates transferring both within the correctional systems 
and outside of it (e.g., to court, to a doctor's appointment, etc.) Although this 
is a designated CMIS application, we have included it here because it deals 
with service provided to the individual offender and thus is offender-based. 
Only three states have even a limited form of this application and each of 
these only produces a transfer report; no explicit scheduling is done. Five 
states are planning to develop this application. 

11. Parole/Discharge Eligibility Date Calculation. This corresponds to the OBSCIS 
application of the same name and involves the partial or complete computer 
calculation of dates on which the individual offenders are eligible for parole 
or discharge. Although many agencies claim that this function is too complex 
to be computerized, 20 agencies have done so and 9 more are planning to do 
so. In most cases, not all calculations can be done by the system; the more 
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complex and involved calculations must be done by hand. In the case of the 
Federal Bureau of Prisons' SENTRY system, the computer is used as an aid and 
the resulting dates are not automatically entered into the offenders' records. 
It should be emphasized that in many of the states which have successfully 
cor:nputer~zed. this application, the sentencing laws can be extremely complex. 
ThIS appllcation has reportedly been a major time saver for at least four 
agencies. 

12. Legal Status Reporting. This corresponds to the OBSCIS application of the 
same name a~d includes the reporting of offenders eligible for parole hearings 
?r other. reVIew processes and the provision of relevant status and history 
infOrmatIon for those hearings. 37 systems have this application and 8 more 
are planning to add it. 

13. Parole Heari~g Schedu,ling. This could involve scheduling of parole hearings 
and/or reportmg of outcomes of those hearings. It extends and builds on the 
legal status reporting application. 19 systems have this application and 13 are 
planning to add it. 

14-. National Statistical Reporting. This corresponds to the OBSCIS application of 
the same name and involves the generation of data for the NPS and/or UPR 
programs; it is one of the special requiremetns of the OBSCIS program (LEAA, 
1978~). The data may be generated either in the form of printed reports or in 
machme readable form. 28 systems have this application and 10 more are 
planning to add it. 

15. Inmate Accounting. This involves the processing of inmate bank accounts and 
commissary purchases; it is a planned CMIS module. 12 state agencies and San 
Diego County have this application; however, in six of these agencies it is a 
separate system rather than a pa,rt of the ACDS, a situation which is not 
unreasonable since an inmate's financial records are generally not relevant to 
most purposes foC' which the ACDS is used. 

16. Heal~h Servic~s .T~acking. This includes the recording of medical treatment 
:eceIv~d by mdIvI~uals. Of late, there has been a growing interest in 
Improvmg th~ qualIty of heal,th care in corrections; for example, the July
AU5ust 1979 Issue of CorrectIons Today was devoted to correctional health 
care. In the same issue, Thomas ( 1979) argued that the development of an 
ACDS health care component should offer significant benefits. Five systems 
have developed such a component (one of which has a separate health care 
system) and 13 are planning for this application. 

17. Visitor Control Reporting. Also a planned enhancement of OBSCIS under the 
CMIS program, this includes the tracking of who is allowed to visit an offender 
and/or how many visits an offender has received. Three agencies now have 
this application and five are planning it. 

18. Victim Restitution Reporting. This includes the recording and tracking of an 
offender's participation in a victim restitution program. In many states there 
are no victim restitution programs and where programs do exist they are 
frequently administered by agencies other than the corrections agency. The 
1978 Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics (Parisi et coJ., 1979) lists 12 
stat~ d,epartment of c~rrections or public saiety adrni.:lstering victim 
restItutIon programs; SiX of these states have the victim restitution 
application on their ACDS while four more are planning to. 
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19. Probation Status Reporting. This involves the tracking and reporting of the 
status of individual probationers, including violations. 14 state agencies plus 
St. Louis County and San Diego County have this application; all of the 16 
agencies have responsibility for probation supervision. Five more states are 
planning for this application. 

20. Parole Status Reporting. This corresponds to the OBSCIS application of the 
same name and involves the tracking and reporting of the status of individual 
parolees, including violations. 22 of the 33 corrections agencies responsible 
for parole supervision and having an operational ACDS have this application. 
Additionally, two ACDSs in state agencies which are not responsible for parole 
also provide this application for the parole agencies and one (Alabama) 
provides the data base which is accessed by a separate set of programs in the 
parole agency. This type of cooperation is in fact one of the special 
requirements of the OBSCIS program (LEAA, 1978a). 10 more systems are 
planning to develop this application, two of which are in agencies not 
responsible for parole supervision. 

Exhibit 11 provides a statistical !)IJmmary of Exhibit 10. It is seen that, out of a 
maximum of 20, the average number of implemented applications per each of the 49 
ACDSs identified in Exhibit 10 is 7.9; if the number of planned applications is included, 
then the average would increase to 11.8. 
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Exhibit 11 
Distribution of Offender-Based ACOS Applications 

Key: Implemented Planned 
Ui ••••••••••••••• 

1. Admission Reporting 41 4 e 
~ .. ,,-----. ---------------<1 ....... . 

2. Offender Record_ Ret~.!~~.1D.~ __ , ____ _ 42 30 
-{-_. __________ .----t •••••••••••• 

3. C}assification/Program Assignment ReportinL-._I--_____ 1~ ••••.•••••••••• ~e 

4. Problem/Special Needs Monitoring 4 17 '---f---. •• ••••••••••• 
1 1 16 

--..-. .. '--. - ~~- ~~-......... . 
. ~ Progra~£a rt i c: i p~! !~~_ R~p~rt i n~ __ _ 22 36 - ... -.. - .... -~-"-- -----_4 •....•......•.. 

7. Discipl_inar_y Rep.o_r_t~i_n~g~ ______________________ -4 ________________ 18 31 
- ............ . 

8. Offender Tracking 33 43 -----------------1 .....••..•• 
9. Movement Reporting 40 47 

~---------~--~--_____ -----------_-----+-_----____ --____ ------__ -----1 ••• ••••• 

J Q.:....Jrans.QQ.rJa ti on .~ch.,g.9u lin.9..._. __ ' ._.,,_._. 3 8 
.-e •• a •• 

]1. ~Q.r.Ql~IQjsch.Qrgg .n igtQjLi.tLDgt~_!;Qli;l!l~tiQIL 20 29 ------ --- -------f. _ ••••••• 
. 1L.l,gg~ L~ta t!!.s...J~gRQ rt i ng _ .. _______ --------,1.-- .. _. _. __ . _ ... _ . ___ . __ .. ----------1.: ..... . ~ 5 

13. Parole Hearin~cl1~9Uli!l.9. __ ., __ ._. ____ .. 19 32 --- .......... -..... . 
14:.-l@t.jQm!1..st~ti~ti~Ql .R~RQrtir1g_ - ~ .... -~- ._ ... _----+_.-_._------------_ ......... . 26 36 

15. Inm~t~ Accounting 13 27 --- .. - .. --- .------+-----------e _ •• ••••••••••• 
16. Health.Services Track~ ___________________ -+-_---l •••••••••••• :a 
17. Y is i t9 r . CODlfQ LB~frQr.tilliL. __________ ._~ 3 6 

--.. •••• * 

.1L~.i~tim R!;S.tit4tion Reporting _. .~_.~. _ .... _______ ~ •••• l 0 

J 9. Proba t i Qn .Status .RepQr't i 09 ___ ._. __ ._~ ._. _'_ .. ~- ----e ••••• 
16 2 1 

24 34 
20~p~rQleStatus ReP-Q~-------------------r--------------------••••••••••• 

IIIII1 II 111+111 tit III H+tHt+f*H III1 II11II1IIIII 
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3 SYSTEM ISSUES 

The issues contained in this section are based on our collation and analysis of the 
Structured Data Collection Instrument (SDC!) results (which are summarized in 
Appendix A); they represent a culling and systematizing of the more important issues 
that were initially identified in the Preliminary Sample of 4-7 ACDSs and subsequently 
detailed in terms of the ~'6 systems in the Analysis Sample. While we address some 
three dozen ACDS issues in this section, there are, of course, many more possible issues 
that can be considered; some of these are also alluded to in the SDCI summary in 
Appendix A. In addition to the system issues highlighted in this section, we discuss 
some closely related issues in Sectionlt from a more general, policy-oriented perspec
tive, and then, in Section 5, consider a range of evaluation issues. 

We have found it convenient to group the ACDS issues into four categories -
input, process, outcome and systemic. The input issues focus on the system's 
background and development; the process issues focus on the system's operation or 
performance; the outcome issues focus on the system's immediate impacts, especially in 
relation to Its users; and the systemic issues focus on the system's broader impacts, as 
gauged from a total systems viewpoint. This four-category framework is not only 
logical from an ACOS development perspective*, but also from a program evaluation 
standpoint (Tien, 1979); Section 5.2 suggests that the same four categories can serve as 
the measures framework in an ACOS evaluation. 

In discussing the four sets of issues in the next four sections, respectively, it 
should be noted that while our observations are not based on extensive evaluations, we 
do feel that they are valid, at least valid enough to be considered as test hypotheses in 
any formal ACDS evaluation. It should also be noted that in order to present an issue in 
more vivid terms, we provide accounts of explicit experiences; however, we have 
withheld the identities of those whose experiences were told to us in strict confidence. 

3.1 INPUT ISSUES 

11 issues are considered in this section: they are grouped into ACOS planning, 
ACOS design and ACDS implementation issues. 

ACOS PLANNING 

The four ACOS planning issues include needs assessment, user involvement, LEAA 
funding, and SEARCH Group, Inc., activities. 

Needs Assessment 

In the development of any automated data system, it is first necessary to 
undertake a needs assessment; that is, an assessment of the needs of the organization 
for automation, including what data shculd be automated; how up-to-date the data 
should be; what would be the demands on the data by potential users (i.e., planning, 
management, operations, research and statistics staff); and what applications programs 

*In fact, the SOCI questions are, for the most part, also grouped in accordance 
with the four categories. Moreover, when we were on site, we were able to conduct our 
structured, SDCI-based interviews with relative ease; the four categories provided a 
convenient manner in which to structure the questions and to elicit the responses. 
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are required. The needs assessment effort is a necessary first step in the development 
of a technical "functional specification" document, which is in essence a blueprint by 
which hardware and software requirements can be identified. In our request for 
documentation from the ACDS agencies, we specifically requested material on needs 
assessment and/or functional specification but received no such formal documents 
(some informal, planning type reports were received). Our site visits were no more 
successful in this regard, but they did confirm our suspicion that this critical first step 
was, for the most part, ignored in the ACDS development process. 

It is our considered opinion that the absence of a formal needs assessment or 
functIonal specification effort can be identified as one of the major reasons for ACDSs 
-- especially their earlier versions -- to have failed or not to have lived up to 
expectation. Moreover, we feel that it is never too late for such an effort since all 
automated systems are either being redeveloped or being modified (to take advantage 
of new technologies or to meet new demands from users who are becoming more 
sophisticated in both using the computer and understanding its potentia!). In fact, the 
needs assessment or functional specification document should remain alive and be 
constantly updated. 

User Involvement 

A very important aspect of the above identified needs assessment effort is the 
involvement of potential ACDS usc;-:; in carrying out the effort. The importance of user 
involvement in the development of automated systems has long been recognized; 
Section 4.1 contains an expanded discussion of this subject, including a literature 
review. Our fmdings in this study also strongly indicate that user involvement is 
necessary if the system is to meet the users' needs and to receive their support. Lack 
of user involvement has been a primary cause of difficulties in ACOSs. 

Less than half of the 29 systems for which we have information on this subject 
had users actively involved in the planning of the system (SOCI, 2.6(A», and only 9 that 
we know of had users i,nvolved in any facet of the ACOS testing phase. Without this 
involvement, it is difficult for data processing staff to know the needs and desires of 
the users, especially since, in most cases, the data processing staff do not have 
corrections b~ckground (SOCI, 1.14), and in at least 16 cases, they are not even 
employed by the corrections agency (SOCI, 1.15). 

The reasons users have not been involved are indicated in SOCI, 2.6(C); all but one 
are forms of communications failure within the agency, including a lack of awareness 
on the part of agency administrators that the data proce!'sing technicians and the users 
must work together to provide a viable and useful ACDS. The one exception was a 
similar situation in that the ACDS was a part of an overall criminal justice system and 
the developers made assumptions about corrections' needs rather than consulting with 
corrections staff. 

The effects of insufficient user involvement are quite serious, as shown in SOCI, 
2.6(0). In 9 cases where the users were not actively involved in the planning phase, the 
resulting system was not satisfactory and/or the users were unwilling to utilize it and to 
therefore support it (from both the data input and data utilization perspective). 

Because of these findings and because of our prior experience in the field, we 
recommend that much greater emphasis be placed on user involvement at every stage 
of ACDS development from the initial planning stages through the continuing mainte
nance of the system after it is operational. User involvement is needed throughout the 
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i ACDS effort because people tend to mistrust that which is new and unfamili~r. 

Involvement makes the system familiar and gives the user a sense of owners.hlp, 
Furthermore, involving the users in the planning and execution of the system test gIves 
the users the opportunity to prove to themselves that the system re~lly does work. 
Finally, involving users in the post-implementayon s-:ages helps to lflsure that the 
system will continue to meet their needs and receJ.ve theIr support. 

LEA A Funding 

It appears that LEAA funding -- in particular, OBSCIS funding -- has acted as a 
catalyst in the development of ACDSs. Data processing managers from at least 13 
states claim that ACDS development would not have taken place without LEA A fundi~g 
(SDCI, 1.19(A». From Exhibit 8, we see that 22 states secured LEAA fu~ds for theIr 
first ACDS 14 of which received OBSCIS funding, and, in total, all but fIve of the 50 
states (l.e.,' Kentucky, Mississipi, Oregon, Texas, and Washington) have received LEA A 
funds during the course of their ACDS development and/or redevelopment. Th7 other 
benefits and effects of LEAA funding are indicated in SOCI, 1.19(A); they mclude 
enabling the implementation of more ambitious systems, influencing the support of 
other funding sources (l.e., state legislatures), and enabling corrections, rather than the 
central data processing agency, to have control of the ACOS. 

Given the imminent demise of the LEAA and the curtailment of large scale ACDS 
funding by the federal government, what would happen to t~e LEA A supported .ACOSs? 
Only 8 states have indicated that termination of LEAA fundmg has caused or wlll cause 
termination of ACDS activities, for the reasons stated in SOCI, 1.19(C). In general, the 
continued funding of ACOS by the states is encouraging; it would ap~e~r to in~icate a 
certain degree of approval for the ACOS, at least on the admmlstrator s level. 
However, a few of the funding takeovers by the state have resulted in considerably 
reduced ACDSs. In Indiana, the system was virtually terminated in 1975, save for the 
maintenance of a skeleton master file, pending refinancing of the system through the 
State Planning Agency -- this refinancing has yet to occur. In Arizona, although the 
funding for operating the system was continued by the legislature,. ~o funds for 
programming staff were allocated. Nevertheless, most states have suffICIent funds to 
maintain their ACOSs without assistance from the LEAA (SOCI, 1.19(B}). Several, 
however, have indicated that without LEAA support, they would not have funds for 
system development or expansion. Our recommendations regarding futLlre federal 
support of ACOSs are discussed in Section 4·.2. 

Finally, in regard to the 35 OBSCIS supported ACOSs (i.e., those of 34 states and 
Washington, D.C.), it should be stated that there are no significant differences in terms 
of either characteristics or performance between OBSCIS and non-OBSCIS supported 
systems. This finding is not surprising since i) many states had some form of an ACDS 
before even joining the OBSCIS program, and ii) the OBSCIS program requirements and 
guidelines were, for the most part, not enforced. Although one might d:aw the 
conclusion that OBSCIS and other LEAA funds merely saved the states money, It should 
be stated that, as noted earlier, some states would not have initiated an ACOS, and we 
feel that the general progress in ACOS development would not be as advanced as it is 
today without federal funding support. Moreover, because OBSCIS material are widely 
available, the possibility that the OBSCIS program has influenced the developments of 
the non-participating agencies almost as much as the participants, should not be 
overlooked. Additionally, as discussed next, the BJS/LEAA-funded activities of 
SEARCH Group, Inc. in support of the OBSCIS program have also contributed to ACOS 
development. 
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SEARCH Group, Inc. Activities 

Another part of the federal or LEAA support of ACOS development has been. the 
activities of SEARCH Group, Inc., which, as noted in Exhibit 5, has been funded Since 
1973 by the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) to undertake ACOS-related efforts (i.e., 
OBSCIS, SCRMS and CMIS). SEARCH's ACOS-related activities have been directed in 
four areas: publications, meetings, the Basic OBSCIS Software Package (BOSP), and 
technical assistance. Each of these four areas are discussed next, followed by some 
general com ments. 

Publications 

In 1975, SEARCH published its first report (i.e., Volume l) on OBSCIS (SEARCH 
Group, Inc., 1975), followed by a series of supplemental reports (l~e., Volumes 2. t~rough 
8) dating through 1979. SOCI, 2.1 summarizes some of the agenCIes' use and opmlOns of 
these publications, while our comments follow. 

Although the data element dictionary contained in Volume 3, with an updated 
version in Volume 7, was for the most part not used by some 15 agencies (SOCI, 2.1), an 
analysis of the data elements collected by those agencies would probably be very 
similar, as the SEARCH published dictionaries were developed after consultation with 
several of those same agencies. 

The implemenation plan in Volume 4, with a theoretical example of its use in 
Volume 5, provides excellent guidelines for ACDS planning, development and 
implementation. Most of these guidelines would apply to any software development 
project. Unfortunately, vel:-y few of the ACOS projects made use of them (SOCI, 2.1); 
in fact, many of the problems discussed in this report could have been mitigated or 
avoided had these guictelines been followed. Thus, while OBSCIS has provided 
significant assistance to the states, it has not prevented them from falling into the 
same problem areas and subsequently "reinventing the wheel". Perhaps, SEARCH 
should have played a more active role by not only disseminating but also helping with 
the enforcement of the OBSCIS guidelines. 

The application definitions in Volume 2 have been useful to a majority of the states 
(SDCI, 2.1). As discussed in Section 2.3, many of the offender-based application areas 
developed by the majority of the states correspond closely to those defined by OBSCIS. 

The remaining volumes in the OBSCIS series are not directly useful in that th.ey 
contain very general information. Volume 1 describes the OBSCIS approa~h, whlle 
Volumes 6 and 9 provide some summaries and case histories. The apparent mtent of 
these volumes was to stimulate interest in and enthusiasm for the OBSCIS model and 
the Basic OBSCIS Software Package (BOSP). As such, however, they tend to portray 
the experiences of certain states (especially Iowa) as being much more successful than 
we have found them to be. It is important to distinguish between OBSCIS and BOSP: 
OBSCIS refers to any system funded by the LEAA OBSCIS program, while BOSP is a 
specific OBSCIS-based software package which has been u~ed in only a small (but 
increaSing) number of OBSCIS states. All the documents dIscussed above ~xcept f~r 
Volume 8 are pertinent to OBSCIS. Volume 8 and several small pamphlets (I.e., BaSIC 
OBSCIS Administrator's Guide, Basic OBSCIS Implementtation Strategy, and Basic 
OBSCIS Small Computer Installations) refer to BOSP; although BOSP is co~sid7red in a 
later subsection, the BOSP pamphlets deserve further comment at thIS tIme. In 
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general, they are promotional literature, and, as such, convey s?me impressions which 
are not only inaccurate but, in our opinion, potentially detrImental to an agency 
planning an ACDS. The pamphlets suggest that BOSP can be successfully implemented 
in 90 days' it would however be very poor practice to implement such a major system 
in such a ~hort tim~. The Io~a system, which was barely implemented in 90 days, has 
been far less successful than is claimed in these volumes, partly because the sp.eedy 
implementation precluded user involvement in the process. The user 5~pport claImed 
for the Iowa project does not exist. In addition, the Administrator's G~lde stat~s that 
SEARCH can provide pre-installation planning, training, and software mstallatlOn and 
validation. It would be to an agency's disadvantage to allow these ta~ks. to be d~ne for 
them without close coordination and understanding. Moreover, It IS questlOnable 
whether SEARCH would be able to provide software validation, as no standard test 
package exists. These misrepresentations are importa~t because in order to adeq~ately 
plan, agency administrators must have an accurate ~dea of what reso~rc~s wIll be 
needed to build the system. For example, an agency mtent on transferrmg m a BOSP 
system should be apprised of the fact that the documentation from the sending agency 
may not be up-to-date and that the programs may have problems which would have to 
be "debugged". 

In sum the value of the SEARCH publications depends on their use. If they are 
viewed as a'starting point for discussion between data processing and user staff in 
determining the latter's needs, they can be very useful. In a few cases, however, they 
were used as a substitute for analysis and discussion of the state's ownt needs; to employ 
these publications in such a manner is extremely poor practice and should be more 
explicitly discouraged within the text of the publications. 

Meetings 

The OBSCrS User's Group meeting have been held once or twice yearly for a 
number of years. In addition, there was an OBSCIS project seminar held in September 
of 1977. Several states reported that these meetings are the most valuable of the 
SEARCH activities. These states found the opportunity to exchange ideas and discuss 
problems informally with other state staff extre.mely helpful. It seer:ns t~at the formal 
sessions at these meetings have been less useful m that the presentatIons m manr. cas~s 
reflected, in the words of one attendee, "the ideal rather than the real systems. ThIS 
is particularly evident in the OBSCIS Compendium, which is a published report of the 
proceedings of the OBSCIS seminar. The reports in this volum~ d~scribe ma.ny.of the 
systems as much more extensive and more successful than our fmdmgs have mdicated. 
In spite of this fact, many states would like to see the meetings continue. 

Basic OBSCIS Software Package (BOSP) 

The Basic OBSCIS Software Package (BOSP) was developed f'Jr SEARCH by a 
subcontractor, Stochastic Systems Research (SSR) Corporation, using a Xerox 
computer. Before designing the system, SSR spent several days in each of 8 or 9 states 
to get an idea of what their needs were and how they varied from state to state. 
According to SSR, the system was designed with an awareness of the need. for the 
system to be adapted for each individual state, and built to make th~se adapta~lOn ~asy, 
thus resulting in a much more flexible system than would be possIble were It WrItten 
within a single state environment. This being the case, the packag.e is bound to become 
less and less flexible as it is transferred from state to state, smce each state must 
make changes to meet its own needs. 
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Iowa was the first state to install the original batch version of BOSP, putting it 
into operation in July 1978. Before it was completely debugged, Iowa's version was 
transferred to Connecticut where it was extensively modified and on-line data entry, 
editing, and retrieval was added. SSR was contracted by Connecticut to help make 
the needed changes. However, due to a number of problems, this is not yet operational. 
Iowa's version was also transferred to Kansas where it was also extensively modified 
and implemented on an IBM system 34 minicomputer. Kansas' version also has on-line 
data entry, editing and retrieval; it has been operational since December of 1979. 
Kansas' version has been transferred to Idaho; Connecticut's version has been 
transferred to South Dakota and Utah; and South Dakota's version has been transferred 
to Alaska. Copies of South Dakota's version have also been sent to Utah, Connecticut, 
Vermont, Montana, California and Australia for examination. One other version of the 
system exists on SEARCH's Data General Nova minicomputer. 

A problem area with these transfers has been that everyone of them has taken 
place before the system being transferred was put into operation. Because of this, 
there is much duplication of debugging effort going on. Furthermore, contrary to the 
impression given by SEARCH's promotional literature, there is no standard BOSP. Each 
existing BOSP installation has updated the system to meet its own needs without 
considering transfer isues and whhout updating the BOSP documentation. It has been 
suggested that SEARCH maintain a prototype version in a state; it is our impression, 
however, that the states' needs vary too much for this to be practical. Nevertheless, 
there should- exist some means of communicating "bugs" found in one 80SP version 
which may exist in other versions; SEARCH should playa key coordination role in this 
area and should also provide technical assistance in debugging BOSP. Although there 
were many bugs when BOSP was first introduced, South Dakota claims most have been 
cleaned up. The reports of the degree of difficulty in modifying BOSP programs vary; 
Iowa and Kansas, however, d) claim that the package was able to reduce the time 
needed for implementing a system. Two other BOSP deficiences require attention, 
perhaps SEARCH attention. One minor deficiency is the lack of a provision for purging 
files. The other, a major deficiency, is the poor BOSP documentation, especially the 
lack of detailed program documentation. Further, the installation guide should be much 
more specific, especially in the areas of installation-dependent program changes, file 
initialization, and conversion (which is not ever. mentioned); it would be of great benefit 
to future users to provide more information in these areas. If BOSP documentation is 
to be useful, however, it must reflect the current, up-to-date versions of the system. 
Again, SEARCH could playa key role in this regard. 

Technical Assistance 

SDCI, 2.2(A) indicates that 8 states have made use of SEARCH's technical 
assistance. Half of these found it very u::;eful, while two found it not useful at all 
(SOCI, 2.2(C». 

The area in which the assistance was found to be most helpful was that of 
presenting staff and resource needs to the administration (SDCI, 2.2(8». Frequently, it 
takes outside consultants to convince administrators of what their staff have been 
telling them all along. The area in which the technical assistance has been weakest is 
that of softwarE: debugging and modification (SDCI, 2.2(8»; this fact is especially 
unfortunate since, as noted in the above BOSP discussion, we feel that software is an 
area of critical technical assistance need. 
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General Comments 

The activities of SEARCH Group, Inc., in corrections have proved valuable to 
many states; the OBSCIS model publications and the OBSCIS User's Group meetings 
have been especially helpful. SEARCH's role as a middleman in the development and 
dissemination of BOSP has been useful, while its technical assistance efforts have had 
limi ted success. 

However, SEARCH has a tendency to oversell its own products and to claim 
success for projects which are either not yet completed or are having difficulties. This 
may unduly influence states toward adopting a system which may not be the best for 
them. Along with OBSCIS and BOSP information, SEARCH should also provide 
information about systems which were not developed under the OBSCIS model to states 
planning an ACDS development or redevelopment. Information such as is found in 
Section 2 of this report should be kept up-to-date and made available to anyone building 
or modifying an ACDS. 

Additionally, as elaborated on in Section 4.2, we feel that the federal government 
should continue funding i) basic ACDS research and development efforts, ii) ACDS
related technical assistance assignments to states which require them, and iii) a 
national clearing house for ACDS-related information, including a yearly national 
meeting for ACDS administrators to meet each other and to be exposed to recent ACDS 
developments. The fact that SEARCH is carrying out some aspects of the above three 
activities in its current CMIS program may augur for it to continue in such a capacity. 
However, although we feel that SEARCH has in general carried out its responsibililties 
with diligence, we are of the opinion that the federal government (i.e., BJS) should 
competitively award such a grant every, say, five years. 

ACDS DESIGN 

The four ACDS design issues include computing facilities, data clarification, 
codification and standardization, data base design and data base creation. 

Computing Facilities 

In considering an ACDS's computing facilities, two related issues stand out: the 
location of the mainframe and the configuration of the hardware. 

Mainframe Location 

Exhibit 9 identifies the mainframe location of the various ACDSsj if we were to 
cross-tabulate this information with the problems reported as a result of this arrange
ment (SDCI, 2.5(B», we would get Exhibit 12. The three "other agencies" referred to in 
the last column of the exhibit are a state university, a social services agency (which is 
not an umbrella agency to corrections), and a computer installation run by prison 
industry. From the exhibit it can be seen that only 6 agencies have their own 
computers; the majority (30) use the services of state data centers. 

Because our SDCI data are incomplete, no firm conclusions can be drawn; 
however, some overall observations, based not only on the collated data but also on 
conversations with state agency staff, can be stated. More specifically, it is our 
impression that the most satisfactory arrangement is for the corrections agency to have 
its own computing facility. Most of the problems shown in Exhibit 12 would not occur 
or can be easily solved if corrections has control over the computer. There are several 
additional disadvantages to using computer services outside the agency. First, there is 
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Exhi bit 12 

Mainframe Location and Associated Problems 
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~ often a lack of freedom to choose the most appropriate teleprocessing package, data 

ba~e manageme.nt. syst~m,. or any other s?ftware package. For example, one agency 
WhICh uses a crImmal Justlce data center IS unable to run certain research applications 
because the computer center does not have a standard statistical analysis software 
package. A second problem is the fact that the corrections agency does not have the 
po,:"er .to augment insufficient resources or to control data processing expenditures. 
ThIrd, m .some .cases the computing facility staff must approve the corrections agency's 
plans; thls reVIew procedure substantially delayed ACOS development in at least one 
state. All of these problem~ may have an inhibiting effect on the development and 
operation of an ACDS. 

.. There i~ one disadva~tage to a corrections agency owning its own computing 
faCIlIty; that IS, the correctIons agency must bear the complete cost and responsibility 
for .the.~urchase (or rental) and operation of the equipment. However, with the current 
?vallabIllty of smaller, less expensive, but still powerful mini- and microcomputers, this 
IS less of a burden than it was in the past. Section 4-.5 addresses this issue further. 

Hardware Configuration 

Although there are various hardware configurations which are suitable for an 
ACOS, mo~t agencies h~v: no choice as !o the type or configuration of computers they 
may. us~, smce. state p~hcles generally dIctate that they must use existing data centers, 
as hIghlIghted m ExhIbIt 12. This may partially explain why none of the current ACDS 
hardware configurations is unusual. Aside from the five exceptions to be discussed, all 
the ACOSs run on large scale computers with either single or multiple-linked main
fra':T1es or central processing units. Six systems also have minicomputers to run 
penpher.al. systems such ~s inmate fund accounting and psychological test scoring; one 
has a mII1lCOmputer servmg as a remote job entry terminal. Exhibit 9 lists the current 
ACDS hardwares. 

Thr~~ (i.e., Idaho, Kansas and Oklahoma) of the five exceptions are systems which 
run on mIniCOmputers. The Kansas and Oklahoma systems are on-line; the Oklahoma 
system ~upports 4.4- .terminals. The. current Idaho system is extremely rudimentary; the 
agency IS now workmg on transferrmg Kansas' version of BOSP. Kansas and Oklahoma 
both report success with their systems. 

The fourth exception is t~~ Illinois ACDS. Illinois has one system running on the 
state .central co~pu~er. (pro~Idmg release date calculation and various types of 
repo:tmg for all InstitutlOns In the state) and another -- inmate tracking __ system 
runnmg on Hewlett Packard 3000 minicomputers in five institutions. These minicom
pute:s are not linked to each other but they are linked to the central computer and can 
receIve data from it. While admission data are automatically transmitted to the minis 
all other data must be entered into each system separately at the present time. Th~ 
software for the minicomputers was written by contractors to the Tllinois Law 
Enforcement Commission for use in the Cook County Jail, then transferrred to the 
state institutions. 

. . The last exception is the Michigan system, which has three Burroughs 1860 
mmicompu~ers .. Currently, a 13 year ol~ ~aste.r Tape System (which actual1y no longer 
us~s .tape) IS bemg run on one of the mIniS whIle the other two are being tested. The 
MIchIgan system was originally planned to have a distributed data base and to run on a 
network.o.f five minicomputers in a star configuration; however, this plan proved to be 
too ambltlOus. The plan now is to have a central data base on one of the minis, and to 
~se th~ ot~er two for ba~kup and as front-end processors. In the meantime, the system 
IS runnmg m a test mode m the central office. 
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Two other states have plans for distributed processing systems. Wisconsin is 
planning to implement some applications on IBM 8100s in the institutions. It is planned 
to link these to each other through the large central computer. Minnesota expects to 
put up a similar. system within a year; plans call for having !exas I~strument 900 Model 
las in five institutions and the central office -- these wIll be lmked to each other 
through an IBM mainframe. It is also planned that an inmate's record would be 
transferred automatically when the inmate transfers. 

Although it is encouraging to see states adopting such nev: technologies as 
minicomputers and distributed processing (which together can potentIally solve several 
of the problems confronting ACDSs today, as indicated in Section 4.5), we feel that 
evaluations are warranted to better understand the impact and potential of these new 
technologies. These evaluations should be funded by the federal government and should 
be initiated before the new systems are installed so that before-after comparisons can 
bp. made. 

Data Clarification, Codification, and Standardization 

Before a process or system can be automated it must be completely specified and 
all arbitrary elements must be removed. This often means clarifying and codifying 
existing definitions and procedures and, in the case of a system where diverse entities 
such as correctional institutions are involved, standardizing definitions and procedures 
among them. The process of clarifying, codifying, and standardizing is often, in itself, 
beneficial to the organization. 

This has certainly been the case for corrections agencies; at least 20 agencies 
have had positive effects resulting from the codification, clarification, and/or standard
ization of their data elements and procedures (SDCI, 2.11), including 7 cases where the 
organization claims to have benefited from the added centralization achieved through 
new standards and procedures (SOCI, 6.2). These benefits have been derived even in 
states where the ACDS was considered to be unsuccessful or is no longer running. In 
one such state, part of the reason for the lack of success was the fact that 
standardization did not take place until the system was already running when difficul
ties maintaining the data base due to the lack of standardization became overwhelming. 
Judging from comments made by agency staff, the standardization resultin.g from ACDS 
development has been particularly valuable in the areas of date calculatIon (one state 
discovered that each institution's records office was computing the release date 
differently) and offender numbering systems On at least three agencies, the separate 
offender numbering systems for each institution made following an offender's progress 
through the system extremely difficult). 

Part of the planning of an ACDS should be the review and revision of data 
elements, forms and procedures. In order to avoid creating resistance among the users, 
this process should be a joint effort. The production of a manual should be a required 
product of such a process. The result of this process should be improved funct~on~ng of 
the agency even before the ACDS is implemented, as well as smoother fun~tI~nIng of 
the ACDS when it is implemented. Additionally, the process should be a contlnumg one, 
with the manual being continually updated. 

Data Base Design 

ACDS files generally contain a great variety of interrelated data. A typical 
ACDS may contain identification and demographic data which appear once for each 
offender, sentence data which may occur several times (once for each sentence 
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received), data about the· programs in which the offender has participated, data 
regarding the offender's transfers between institutions, disciplinary incidents in which 
the offender has been involved, etc. Every offender who is currently in custody or 
recently released would have a record containing all or a portion of these data 
elements. The manner in which this diverse information is stored affects both the type 
of information which can be obtained from the system and the ease and efficiency with 
which it can be obtained. In the following paragraphs, file structures, access methods 
and the use of data base management systems (DBMS) are discussed, followed by some 
comments regarding historical data. 

SOCI, 3.9 lists some of the potential characteristics of ACOS data bases. 
Although it is very inefficient to obtain information about individuals from sequential 
files, five ACOSs have sequential files. Fortunately, most of the ACOSs use more 
modern file structures which allow individual records to be accessed without having to 
read the entire file up to the point where the desired record resides, as is the case for 
sequential files. Some of these data bases have all the information about an offender in 
a single record with segments which recur as many times as needed for information 
such as sentence data or program participation data. Other data bases such as that for 
BOSP have the individual's information spread through several files. Exhibit 13 shows 
the data base structure for BOSP. 

As is discussed briefly in Section 2.2, 19 ACDSs make use of available DBMSs, 
which allow more complex file structures and thus the ability to extract. data in 
different configurations more easily and efficiently, all without increasing the complex
ity of the programming task. SOCI, 3.10 identifies the responses of 7 systems regarding 
the effects of using a DBMS; it should be noted that all the reported effects are 
positive. The experience of one agency, however, highlights some possible disadvan
tages to using a DBMS. In this agency, while the DBMS i) enables the storage of more 
repetitions of data such as transfer information, ii) reduces the amount of wasted disk 
space, and iii) provides the ability to add new data fields without having to modify the 
programs, certain costs have been incurred as a result of the DBMS, including 1) 
overhead for functions which are not used, ii) overhead for maintaining certain types of 
summary information, and Ui) programs which were at first prohibitively slow and 
expensive (many were rewritten once agency staff learned more about how to use the 
DBMS). On balance, the agency in question feels that the advantages outweigh the 
disadvantages. It appears to us, however, that the questions of whether to use a DBMS 
and, if so, which one to use are very complex, certainly deserving of a future 
"benchmark" testing study, as detailed Section 6.2. 

With or without a DBMS there is one major disadvantage to the way the files are 
set up in many ACDSs. In at least 9 cases, statistical packages cannot be run directly 
against the ACDS files (SDCI, 3.12); this is unavoidable as, in most systems, statistical 
packages cannot be run against DBMS files or files with variable length records. 
Several systems get around this problem by creating an extract file at regular intervals 
for use with statistical packages. The same problem also exists for historical files in at 
least 8 cases (SOCI, 3.12); it is a significant problem because the primary use for 
historical data is in statistical analysis and reporting. For 10 out of 12 agencies 
responding, historical data are not structured so that statistics and trend data can be 
easily obtained (SDCI, 3.11(E», and historical data are aggregated in only 3 of 17 
systems (SDCI, 3.1l(F». It would be beneficial for agencies to give more attentlon to 
the design of their history file when planning their ACDS. 
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Exhibit 13 

Basic OSSCIS Software Package: Data Files 

Master Fi 1 e Sentence Fi 1 e 

Ke~ Segment: contains osscrs number Contains one record 

Name Segment: 
, for each sentence for 

contains name and each individual 
alias indicator 

Ident~fication & OescriQtion Segment: 
contalns basic identification and 
demoQraphic data 
Sentence Segment: contains most 
serious offense and aggregate Movement/Location File 
release date 
Movement & Location Segment: 

Contains one record 
contains ~ for each movement for 

current location and status, and each individual 
most recent movement 
Parole Summar~ Segment: contains 
parole eligibility and conditions 
~stem Pointer Segment: contains 
• painter to the individual's first 

record on the Sentence File; ~ Translation Table Fi1e 
• pointer to the individual's most 

recent record on the Movement File; I- Contains all codes 
• space for painters to other files used by the system and 

which have not yet been developed their decoded (English) 
(Name/Alias File, Institutional values 
Program File, Program Experience 
File, Detainer/Warrant File, 
Infractions File, Parole Chronol-
ogical Action File, Parole Informa-
tion File, !'1edical/Diaqnostic File) 
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It should be mentioned that at least 31 of the ACDSs contain histori,cal, data 
(SDCI, 3.11(A»; they are kept on the active file in 8 cases and on a separate fIle m 23. 
In most cases, the historical data are used when an offender is recommitted to form a 
part of the newly created record (SDCI, 3.11(B». 

As the years p~ss, it is obvious that the amount of historical data will grow until 
at some point the size of the files will become a problem. It is surprising that .no 
agencies have developed purging criteria (SDCI, 3.ll(C», and only two hav~ ever purged 
their files. Both of these purges were carried out under a court order WhICh man,da~ed 
the removal of those records of individuals who had been pardoned or whose convIctIOn 
had been overturned. Although the size of most ACDS files h~s not yet, caused 
problems, it is not too early for corrections agency staff to begm considermg a,nd 
implementing suitable purging criteria. In ,this re~ard, it would be u~eful f?r agencIes 
to monitor the use of records from the hIstory fIle to help determme WhICh records 
could be appropriately purged. Typical criteria might be the age of, the, offender, or 
the amount of time since the offender was last released, or some combmation of both. 

Data Base Creation 

The creation of the initial data base for an ACDS is a major undertaking and one 
whose difficulty is frequently underestimated by data processing staff. ,In building the 
data base, records are created for all inmates present as of a certam date. Some 
agencies have been a.ble to do this in the course of a .w:eke~d; ~ther~ h~ve taken as long 
as a year. At least 8 agencies have encountered dlfficuities In buildmg the dat~ base 
(SOCI, 2.10), and in at least 2 cases these difficulties have caused delays In the 
completion of the ACDS project (SOCI, 1.12(B». 

The most common source of problems is the condition of the records to be 
converted. When planning the conversion, ACDS devel~pers should ,take into accou~t 
the fact that tl)e manual records may be scattered, Inaccurate, mcomplete, or In 
nonstandard formats. It may be advisable for an agency to first improve its manual 
records before attempting conversion. (Even if an automated file is being converted, 
the same type of problems may be present, as was the case in at least one state.) 
Another problem has been insufficient data entry staff or facilities. Building the data 
base requires much more time than the ordinary day-to-day ~aintenance. effort ~ould 
require. Agencies planning to do a large amount of da~a ent~y, m a short tIme (as is the 
case when building an ACDS data base) should consIder hIrmg temporary data entry 
staff and equipment to avoid delays. 

ACDS IMPLEMENTA nON 

The three ACDS implementation issues include system testing, system documen
tation, and user training. 

System Testing 

One of the foundations for success in any automated development effort is the 
conduct of a comprehensive system test: that is, a test in which all elements of the 
system are tested as interrelated components (Rosove, 1967), as opposed to a test of 
individual programs or system procedures. A well thought out and carefuliy executed 
test can prevent problems by detecting program errors so that they can be corrected 
before the system is put, into operation, and by convincing users of the reliability of the 
system. 
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One very effective means of system testing is to run the new system in parallel 
with the old one for a period of time; that is, the same data is input to both the old and 
the new system and their respective outputs at'e compared. In addition to parallel 
testing, a test using prepared input with known results should be done; such a test is 
known as a benchmark test, which is detailed in Section 6.2. 

Further, user involvement in testing is important for several reasons. First, the 
users' view of the system is very different from the programmers' view. Consequently, 
the users must participate in the test design to insure comprehensiveness. Second, 
users must participate in the execution and review of the tests as they, because of their 
knowledge of the operation of the agency, could discover discrepancies and problems 
which may go unnoticed by the data processing staff. Third, by participating in the 
test, users can satisfy themselves that the system works as it should. Finally, user 
involvement in testing can be an additional training device as it increases users' 
familiarity with the system. 

Although at least 19 agencies performed some type of system testing, only about 
half undertook parallel testing (SDCI, 2.8(A». While some agencies tested using live 
and/or artificial data, it does not appear that any prepared an elaborate test package 
with known results (i.e., benchmark). At least three agencies have had no system test 
whatever, preferring to install the system and see what happens. In one of these, it was 
claimed that the manual system was so inaccurate that it was useless for verification of 
the automated system. User involvement in testing, particularly in the planning and 
development of the test, has not been widespread, as can be seen from SDCI, 2.8(B). 

In our opinion it would be extremely beneficial to ACDS projects to expand and 
improve system testing and user involvement in all phases of the preparation and 
execution' of such tests. A very useful tool which could be developed to help bring this 
about would be a prototype test package or benchmark with known results, and a guide 
instructing agencies in how to modify the prototype for use in their system. As noted 
earlier, such a benchmark could also be employed to comparatively assess different 
DBMS packages. 

System Documentation 

The importance of good documentation cannot be underestimated. Good user 
documentation makes the user's job easier and affects his/her attitude toward the 
system. It also saves work for the programming staff as the users need their help less 
often. Good technical (system and program) documentation is invaluable in maintaining 
or transferring the system. In sum, good documentation of both kinds acts as a cushion 
against staff turnover and against some of ~he problems which may occur when the 
system is developed outside the user agency. 

Good user documentation (i.e., user's guides, terminal operator's guides and/or 
coding manuals) should contain instructions which are written clearly and without 
jargon. They should also contain explanations of the error messages provided by the 
system and the procedures needed to correct the errors. 

Good technical documentation should contain up-to-date flow charts of the 
overall system and of the individual programs. There should be a list of the files and 
their descriptions and, for each program, the input and output files should be indicated. 
Also for each program the important data areas should be noted and explained, and all 
the error conditions which can occur should be listed along with their causes and 
solutions. If there are computational algorithms used in a program, they should be 
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described in the documentation. There should be an operations manual which contains 
all the information needed by the computer operators to run the system (without 
consulting the programmers), and there should be an installation guide which clearly 
explains system start-up procedures. Finally, in order to be useful, documentation of 
all kinds must be accurate and up-to-date and must have an index or table of contents 
and numbered pages. 

As can be seen in Exhibit 7, we received pertinent documentation from 29 
agencies, including some that are not yet operational. Of the agencies that did not send 
us documentation, at least 6 had no documentation; some were in the process of 
developing documentation. Of those which did provide liS with documentation, none 
met all of the criteria for good documentation listed above; in fact, none came close to 
meeting the criteria. Further, none of the agencies provided us with all the types of 
documents listed above (i.e., user's manual, system/program documentation, operations 
manual and installation guide) except for Iowa which provided us with the BOSP 
documentation. The BOSP documentation, however, does not reflect Iowa's system. 
For example, the operations manual shows the run control statements in the control 
language of the Xerox computer; this would obviously not be of any use to the operators 
of Iowa's IBM computer. Documentation from 9 of the agertcies could be judged to be 
very poor, and none could be considered good. There may be at least one exception to 
these observations among the agencies which did not provide us with documentation. 
The Minnesota Department of corrections claims that its OBSCIS system documentation 
fills three file cabinets. Although the documentation added substantially to the time 
and cost of developing the system, Minnesota does admit that the programs have been 
very easy to maintain because of it. 9 agencies reported difficulty in maintaining the 
ACDS due to poor or nonexistent documentation (SDCI, 3.20(A», and four reported that 
good documentation has eased system maintenance (SDCI, 3.20(B». 

In the data processing field in general, documentation is the most often neglected 
facet of system development and maintenance. Most programmers do not like to write 
and many managers view the time it takes to write documentation as unproductive, 
since it does not contribute to getting the system running in the first place. I~ is 
obvious that ACDS developers have been no better than the rest of the field in this 
respect. It would, however, be very helpful to the future of ACDSs if this attitude 
could be changed. One way to encourage this change would be to add documentation 
standards to program requirements for any future funding in the ACDS area. It might 
also be helpful if project managers budgeted time and money for documentation when 
planning the system and refused to let overruns on other parts of the project usurp that 
time and money. The OBSCIS Implementation Plan includes the preparation of 
documentation; as recommended earlier, closer adherence to this plan would have been 
beneficial and should still be encouraged. 

User Training 

Training may consist of anything from a brief overview of the system, to detailed 
instruction in its use, to intensive education in how it works. Training may be limited 
only to the staff who are directly using the system or to all levels of the organization. 
Properly executed training would not only teach people about the system, it would also 
gain support for and increase the utility of the system by making workers throughout 
the organization aware of what the system can do for them and how they can benefit 
from it. 
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It appears that ACDS agencies have not been making the maximum use of 
training. Of 22 agencies, only 10 offered intensive training to any of their users; 7 
offered orientation sessions; and 5 gave no training at all (SDCI, 2.7). Lack o.f training 
has been pinpointed as a cause of lack of user support in at least three agenCIes (SDC!; 
5.7). In one agency, where there was no training, the institutions refused to use the 
terminals provided for them. Those terminals were eventually removed and returned to 
the central office. In another agency, where there was no training initially, previously 
apathetic users have begun to support the system as a result of recently instituted 
training. In still another agency, where training was minimal, errors were introduced in 
the files when a "zero" was erroneously used instead of a blank to signify "unknown"; 
adequate training would have prevented this type of problem. 

In sum, we believe that the amount of training for ACDS agencies should be 
incr~ased. Further, training should not be restricted to those who directly use the 
system but should also be given throughout the organization so that staff at all levels 
can be aware of the potential benefits the system can provide to them and to the 
organization as a whole. 

3.2 PROCESS ISSUES 

9 issues are considered in this section: they are grouped into ACDS support and 
ACDS performance issues. 

ACDSSUPPORT 

The five ACDS support issues include organizational factors, data processing 
staff, software maintenance, system security, and system cost. 

Organizational Factors 

There are many organizationally-related factors which affect the performance 
and operation of an ACDS. 

First, as noted in Section 3.1, the organizational location of the ACDS mainframe 
can affect its performance. Second, the position or rank of the ACDS administrator 
within the corrections organization is a critical factor; the higher he/she is, the more 
ability he/she has to resolve conflicts between users and data processing staff. Because 
of their common data interests, records and data processing staff should report to the 
same administrator. Indeed, three agencies which have combined their records and data 
processing administrator positions into one have found the change to have alleviated 
many problems. Third, the turnover in ACDS administrators presents a problem, 
particularly when an administrator who supports the ACDS is replaced by someone who 
is disinterested (as has been the case in at least three states), or is not replaced at all 
for a long period of time (as has been the case in several states), or is replaced by 
someone with a different philosophy regarding what purposes an ACDS should serve (as 
has been the case in at least three states). An interesting statistic is the fact that 
during the two-year period of this stu.dy, the heads of 16 ACDSs (i.e., nearly a third of 
the ACDSs in the study) that we know of, were replaced. Fourth, a much more severe 
turnover problem is that of the data processing staff, who, in the words of one ACDS 
administrator, "are trained by us and then lured away by private industry's much higher 
pay scales". Another reason for high turnover is the rigidity of some civil service 
systems which often make it impossible for staff to advance within their own 
organizational unit. The high level of staff turnover has contributed to i\CDS delays in 
at least 7 states (SDCI, 1.12(B)) and to a staffing shortage in at least S states (SOC!, 
1.16(B». 
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Industry-level pay scales would obviously ease the turnover rate*j additionally, as 
indicated in Section 3.1, good system documentation can also ease the transition of 
responsibility from one :;taff member to another. Fifth, frequent reorganizations within 
the corrections agency have also affected ACDS operation (SDCI, 6.l(C». 

Finally, while ACDS developers have little control over the stability of their 
or~anizational environment, one step which can be taken to minimize the deleterious 
effects of instability is to build a broad base of support within the agency, so that if one 
administrator or manager leaves the agency, the ACDS project will be carried on by 
others. 

Data Processing Staff 

The background of the data processing staff is a factor affecting the kind of 
ACDS that is developed. If the system is designed and programmed by staff who are 
experienced in the working of the corrections agency, good results are more likely to 
occur. As reported by Tomlin (1970), we have also found that internal recruiting tends 
to achieve better cooperation from existing employees, who are also the users of the 
system. Administrators from the four agencies with data processing staffs who have 
corrections background (SOCI, 1.14) commented that their systems were more practical 
than they would have been had they only employed non-corrections-oriented program
mers. There was one negataive comment about programmers with corrections 
background from a data processing manager On a state where less than half of the 
ACOS staff were from corrections) who felt that the programmers with corrections 
background were far less competent than the others. This has apparently not been true 
in other states. A few states (Connecticut, Pennsylvania, and Washington) have in fact 
used inmates to program their systems. Only one problem was reported with this 
arrangement; high turnover due to transfer or parole. 

The problem of programmers being reassigned by the state data center is one of 
several which can occur when the programming staff is provided by an agency external 
to the corrections agency, as was the case for 14 ACOSs (SOCI, 1.15). As with the 
ACDS mainframe location, all of these problems boil down to one: that of lack of 
control over the system which is being developed and the way in which it is developed. 
Consequently, corrections must negotiate to have at least some administrative control 
over those progra'Tlmers assigned to its work. One state avoided this problem by close 
cooperation and oy using the LEAA grant funds as leverage. Two others hired 
contractors to design the system as they felt they would have more control over 
contractors than over the state data center staff (SOCI, 1.14(C). 

Contractors were hired for various reasons by at least 23 states (SOCI, 1.17(A». 
The reasons are known for 9 of the 23, the most common ones being lack of or inability 
to fill data processing positions (SOCI, 1.17(B». However, less than half of the reported 
effects of using contractors were positive (SOCI, L17(C)): the cited advantages 
included increased speed, lower cost, and better control over the system, while the 
disadvantages included unuseable or over ambitious designs, unfamiliarity with the 
system by agency staff, and lack of control over the system design. The fact that 
agency staif was unfamiliar with the system developed by outside contractors was 

*One agency reported that the hiring of retired U.S. armed forces personnel with 
data processing background solved its staff turnover problem. 
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cited as a case of difficulty in program maintenance. Agency staff from three states 
pointed out that contractors cannot know the needs of the agency and thus must spend 
too much of their time learning about corrections. On the other hand, personnel from 
another state felt that contractors were useful because they have more freedom than 
state staff. Those that would hire a contractor in the future and those that would not 
were evenly divided (SOCI, 1.17(0». Several of those that would gave the condition 
that close supervision of the contractor would be necessary. It is our feeling that such 
supervision would help to mitigate the problems associated with the use of contractors. 
Another helpful step would be stringent documentation requirements. In summary, 
better results can occur if the agency hiring the contractor is sensitive to the fact that 
ultimately it will be taking over full responsiblllty for the system. 

Software Maintenance 

The problem of software maintenance is one which is often overlooked; it is very 
important, however, because it has a direct bearing on such items as the quality and 
currency of the data in the system. As examples of the importance of the problem, 
consider the following: four states developed a new ACDS because the old one was too 
complex and hard to maintain (SOCI, l.10(B»; delays in the completion of ACDSs were 
caused by difficulties in program maintenance in three cases (SDCI, L12(B»); errors in 
the data base were caused by program errors in four cases; and one state reported that 
delays in correcting program bugs caused user support to disintegrate. There are two 
important considerations in regard to maintenance: one is the characteristics which 
make a system easy or difficult to maintain; the other is the administrative procedures 
connected with system maintenance. 

SOCI, 3.20(A) and 3.20(B) identify factors which have affected the ease or 
difficulty of maintaining ACDSs. The prominence of documentation in both questions is 
notable. Also notable is the fact that design and programming techniques such as top
down design, modular programming, and especially structured programming have helped 
to ease maintenance. On the other hand, administrative procedures for system 
maintenance are noticeably absent: we did not find any state where such procedures 
were evident. It is very important, once the system is up, to have established 
procedures by which the users can report system malfunctions and request system 
enhancements. Section 4.1 discusses this in more detail as it is an aspect of 
maintaining user involvement in and support of the system. 

In sum, we recommend that agencies which are developing ACOSs make use of 
techniques such as structured programming which would make the software easier to 
maintain; that all ACDS projects develop good documen'tation, as discussed in Section 
3.1; and that all ACOS projects develop explicit administrative procedures for system 
maintenance. 

System Secur i ty 

In order to safeguard an offender's right to privacy (which is further considered in 
Section 3.4) and to minimize misuses and abuses of ACOS data, the entire ACOS (i.e., 
hardware, software, data, and communications) must be secured or protected against 
accidental or intentional damage. Privacy and security are of concern for any 
automated system. They are of special concern for ACOSs because the individuals 
whose information is stored in the system have shown themselves to have a lesser 
regard for laws and regulations, and the information stored may affect their life and 
liberty. 
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The various types of measures which have been made available in ACDSs to 
provide security are shown in SDCI, 3.21. Measures dealing with the physical security 
of the central computer site are omitted as they are not peculiar to corrections and 
thus are beyond the scope of this discussion. No single measure listed is sufficient to 
thoroughly provide security. In fact, to be assured of absolute protection, all of the 
measures shown should be implemented. This has obviously not been the case. The 
most commonly implemented provisions (making the equipnnent inaccessible to 
offenders and limiting access by password and/or terminal identification) do, however, 
provide the greatest measure of protection. At least 9 agencies are aware of current 
LEA A regulations on privacy and security (LEAA, 1978b) and are attempting to comply 
with them (SOC!, 3.22(B», but we have been unable to determine to what degree. 
Among the LEAA regulations is the stipulation that computer programs should be used 
to prevent, detect, and record unauthorized attempts to access the system, and that 
people working with or having physical access to the system be screened and informed 
of security regulations. In regard to this stipulation, 11 agencies keep a log of all 
attempted accesses, while 7 agencies inform users of security regulations (SDCI, 3.21). 

In a few states, the security precautions are extremely inadequate. At least two 
states have on-line systems with no password protection; in one of these, terminals are 
located in the Department of Social Services offices where they are accessible to 
anyone. Although such lax security invites abuse, in practice, however, we are aware of 
only two security breaches. One of these was the destruction of computer terminals in 
the New Mexico prison riot; however, no data were lost because an alert computer 
operator in the state data center disconnected the terminals from the system when he 
realized there was trouble at the institution. The other problem occurred when a 
parolee, who had been inadvertantly employed by the central records office, changed 
his own records. This problem could certainly have been prevented had the records 
office staff been screened before hiring. 

Although most agencies seem fairly complacent about the adequacy of their 
security precautions, we believe that there is a potential for serious problems in this 
area. We therefore strongly recommend that all projects implement at least the 
following minimum five precautions: 

n Terminals and keypunches or other data entry equipment should be inaccessi
ble to offenders and should be key operated (with the key removed whenever 
the terminal is unattended); 

ii) For on-line systems, access should be limited by password and terminal 
identification, and care should be taken to see that the passwords cannot be 
obtained by unauthorized persons; 

iii) A log of all accessess and attempted accesses should be kept (this allows the 
agency to detect illegal accesses and to provide, if necessary, the offender 
with information as to who has received his/her records); 

iv) All staff involved with or having access to either the automated system or the 
manual records should be screened and informed of the security and privacy 
regulations; and 

v) Periodic security audits should be conducted to see that each terminal site is 
adhering to the security regulations and that unforseen problems are not 
developing. 
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One state data processing director indicated that he did not want to implement 
security and privacy precautions because they would make the system more 
complicated to use, which in turn would increase the users' resistance to the system. It 
is our opinion that the precautions listed above would not complicate the system 
greatly, and would not present a problem where other steps have been taken to assure 
user support. We believe the cost of these precautions is justified by the potential for 
abuse that exists were such steps not to be taken. 

System Cost 

Although some ACDSs have been in operation for a number of years, it is 
unfortunate that little seems to be known about what it costs to develop or operate 
them. Reliable cost data have been uniformly unavailable. The data are not being 
withheld by the states; rather, they simply do not have the costs of the ACDS separated 
from their other corrections-related costs. 

In order to develop a useful cost model, it is necessary that the system costs be at 
least broken down into the categories specified in SDCI, l.l9(C) and 1.20. We also 
recommend that corrections agencies begin to separate ACDS-related costs from their 
other costs. 

Finally, it should be stated that we are, of course, disappointed that no reliable 
cost data have been forthcoming since an important aspect of an NEP Phase I study is 
to discuss cost-related issues. 

ACDS PERFORMANCE 

The four ACDS performance issues include data redundancy, data quality, data 
currency, and data utilization. 

Data Redundanc1 

One of the objectives of the OBSCIS program is the reduction of redundant data 
collection. The same data are collected, usually independently, by various agencies 
within the criminal justice system. For example, the data collected for the pre
sentence investigation (by probation in most states) are also collected by corrections 
when the offender is admitted to prison, and again by parole when the offender is 
paroled. Redundancy of this sort can only be eliminated if the systems can share the 
same data base through electronic interface, as discussed in Section 3.4-. 

Even within the corrections agency, the same data may be collected and 
maintained separately by various offices. For example, the institution's records office, 
the central records office and the caseworker may each maintain a file on the offender. 
An ACDS can eliminate the need for some of this redundancy by making the same files 
available to various parts of the agency. An additional form of redundancy occurs in 
agencies which have an ACDS that duplicates the information in the manual files. 
Redundancy in the latter case is not necessarily bad; rather the two parallel systems 
form a back up against the possibility that one or the other is destroyed, as was the 
case during the riots in New ~exico when a portion of the manual records was 
destroyed. 

For the most part, ACDSs have not yet succeeded in reducing redundant data 
collection wi thin the corrections agency. 20 of 25 manual systems completely 
duplicate the ACDS files (SDCI, 3.7(A», and data collected for the ACDS are also 
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collected independently for other automated correctional appUcations (usually research) 
in at least five states and for non-automated applications in at least two (SOCI, 3.8). In 
a few cases, the ACOS has djsplaced or is expected to displace more than 10 percent of 
the paper-based system (SOCI, 3.7(B); in these cases, what have been displaced are 
primarily index files and tickler files, all of which were time consuming to maintain. 
The reasons why duplicate files which could be displaced have not been are mostly ones 
that will be overcome with time as the ACDS becomes more available and rellable 
(SOCl, 3 .. 7(C». In four states, the manual system provides backup either when the 
computer is unavailable or where there are no terminals. In one state (North Carolina), 
the computer actually maintains the manual system; transactions are keypunched and 
entered into the ACOS which produces reports to be filed in the manual files. Having 
the computer do this has eliminated the need for many subsidiary files and saved a 
great deal of time for the records office staff. 

It should be noted that to some degree manual files must duplicate the ACOS 
files; manual files need to be maintained for legal documents and items (e.g., 
psychological reports) which are not suitable for computerization. The expense 
involved is not substantially increased if the manual files also contain the information 
on the ACDS files, especially if the ACDS aids in the maintenance of the manual files 
and the extra protection of additional file backup is gained. The type of redundancy 
which 1s a problem is that which occurs when, instead of using ACOS files, staff within 
the orranization collect and maintain their own redundant manual files. This can only 
be eliminated through training so that staff know what ACDS data are available and 
how tOlccess the data, and by having clear paths of communication between the users 
and the data processing staff so that the users' needs can be met by the ACDS as they 
arise. 

Data Currency 

The requirement for timeliness of data in an ACDS varies according to the use to 
which the data are put. For research purposes or for reporting on the past functioning 
of the system, it is immaterial if the files are a month or even two behind. On the 
other hand, if the system is used for locating inmates or for establishing an inmate 
"count", nothing less than up-to-the-minute accuracy will be useful. The currency of 
the data is dependent on two related issues: the frequency with which the data files are 
updated and where the data are entered. 

File Updating 

An extremely controversial issue is that of the use of real-time file updating for 
ACOSs. In a system which has real-time file updating (known as a real-time system), 
the files are updated at the time of data entry through the terminal. In systems which 
are not real-timt!, data which are entered (either on-line or in batch mode) are stored 
until the next file update takes place. Exhibit 1 q.(a) shows the predictable relationship 
between the frequency of update and currency of ACDS files. While real-time systems 
are more costly to program and to operate than other types, they do provlde the 
advantage of having information available as soon as it is entered onto the system, 
which is very useful under certain circumstances. Although 19 of the ACOSs in this 
study are real-time systems, Exhibit 14(a) shows that at I.east four of those projects do 
not enter data in a timely enough fashion to derive any benetit from the real-time 
capability. 

When we asked ACDS staff whether they felt that real-time file updating was 
necessary for certain functions, the results show that the majority felt it was not 
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Exhibit 14 

Currency and Accuracy of ACDS Files 

Frequency of Update 

Real-time File Updating 

Niq~tly or Daily File Updating 

Less Frequent Updating 

Currency of Files 

No more than 24 hour'S out of date 
No more than 1 week out of date 
1-2 weeks out of date 
3-4 weeks out of date 
> 4 weeks out of date 

No more than 24 hours out of date 
No more than 1 week out aT date 
1-2 weeks out of date 
3-4 weeks out of date 
> 4 weeks out of date 

No more than 1 week out of date 
1-2 weeks out of date 
3-4 weeks out of date 
> 4 weeks out of date 

(a) Currency of Files By Frequency of Update 

Location of Data Entry Currency of Files 

Central Office No more than 24 hours out of date 
No more than a week out of date 
1-2 weeks out of date 
3-4 weeks out of date 
> 4 weeks out of date 

Institutions No more than 24 hours out of date 
No more than a week out of date 
1-2 weeks out of date 
3-4 weeks out of date 
> 4 weeks out of date 

(b) Currency of Files By Location of Data Entry 

Location of Data Entry Data Error Rate 

Central Office < 5% 
6-20% 
> 20% 

Institutions < 5% 
6-20% 
> 20% 

(c) Accuracy of Files By Location of Data Entry 
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needed (SDCI, 3.17). Those that felt it was necessary were from agencies which also 
had jurisdiction over detainees, in jails where the turnover rate of the population is very 
high (e.g., an offender may enter, be transported to court, and then released within an 
hour's time). In such an environment, information which is even a few hours behind has 
very little utility for operational purposes. SDC!, 3.18 list~ the reasons why some 
agencies have chosen not to go to real-time: cost-related reasons predominate. 

In general, we feel that real-time file updating cannot be cost justified, except in 
situations where an ACDS is required to render real-time assistance -- as examples, 
tracking detainees, tracking inmates and taking the "count" (a procedure that must be 
carried ~:...it every few hours within an institution), and scheduling transportation runs. 
Actually, because the count and transportation processes represent real needs and 
because they are highly visible applications, we recomr(lend in Section 4.4 that such 
real-time applications be given serious consideration. In all other situations, we see no 
reason why dc . .ta which are updated within 24 hours (as can be provided by daily batch 
file updates) would not be adequate. However, we recommend that an evaluation be 
undertaken t) determine the cost-effectiveness of real-time file updating. 

Data EII'!!:y 

Severall')f the causes of delay in getting data into the ACDS can be eliminated by 
having data entered locally at the institutions rather than centrally, as can be seen in 
Exhibit 14(b). One advantage to local data entry is that it eliminates the time delay 
needed for transportation of forms to the central office. It also shortens the time for 
error correction, as the person who submits the data may be the one entering it locally. 
Local data entry can also eliminate the time-consuming process of filling out forms by 
allowing data to be entered directly as it is coIlected; unfortunately, most corrections 
agencies do not do this, usually for the stated reasons of security and/or economy. 

There are, however, costs associated with local data entry which must be 
considered. Local data entry requires standardization among the institutions; this may 
cause resistance to the system by institution staff. The terminals and telephone lines 
required for data transmission are costly; in many institutions, however, these are 
already present for data retrieval, thus no additional cost would be incurred in such 
cases. Where there are no terminals in the institutions, the added cost may be 
somewhat offset by the benefits to be gained by the accessibility of the data base 
through the terminal. Staff from some of the corrections agencies feel that data entry 
at the instituti.ons presents problems in the areas of training and quality control because 
of the dispersion of the staff. If this were a serious problem, one would expect the 
error rates for systems where data are entered locally to be higher than those where 
data are entered centraHy; Exhibit 14(c) shows this not to be the case. 

In sum, we believe that local data entry is worth the cost not only because of the 
improvement in data currency, which it provides, but also because it helps to make 
those generating the data feel that they are involved, especially when the terminals in 
the institutions can also provide them with useful information. Nevertheless, because 
there are no formal evaluations to support our beliefs, we recommend that the local 
versus central data entry schemes be evaluated. 

Da ta Quail ty 

There are several factors which determine the quality of the data. The first is 
factual accuracy: is the information which is to be entered true? The second is entry 
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accuracy: has the data been entered into the file correctly? The third is completeness: 
how much of the data is present? A fourth factor, timeliness of the data, is discussed 
earlier in this section under data currency. Different methods are needed to assure the 
quality of the data in regard to each of these factors. The following paragraphs deal 
with the kind of quality control being exercised, the actual quality of the data in the 
ACDSs, the causes and effects of low quality data, and ste'ps to be taken to improve the 
quality of the data. 

In most cases, data about offenders are not verified for factual accuracy (SOCI, 
3.6(8». When an attempt at verification is made, it usually consists of comparison to 
records of other agencies (e.g., state police and pre-trial agency). The data for which 
validity is most important (i.e., crime and sentencing information) comes from the 
courts and are therefore not in question. Other information such as the offender's 
education level or job experience would be very expensive to verify. 

There are many ways to check for errors In data entry. The method used by at 
least 20 agencies (SDCI 3.6(C», the editing of fields for invalid or inconsistent content, 
catches an unknown proportion of the errors, but will tend to miss those cases where 
the data are seemingly sensible (but actually in error). For example, if the number of 
months a sentence is to run has been entered erroneously, but the number entered falls 
within the allowed values for that field, then the error would most likely not be caught. 
Key verification, which is done by at least four agencies, is more likely to catch such 
errors; it is generally not done, however, when the data are entered via terminal (in 
which case the operator can visually check his/her work while entering the data). The 
most reliable method of verification (also the most expensive and time consuming) is to 
check the automated files against the manual records after the automated files have 
been updated; this has the added advantage of detecting program errors as well as data 
entry errors. At least 9 agencies consider the accuracy of at least some types of data 
(generally sentence information) important enough to carry out verification of those 
fields against manual records. Finally, missing data can be detected by a program 
which examines each record for blank fields. At least 8 agencies edit the data for 
missing data items (SOC!, 3.5(C» and 6 of those make an attempt to fill in the blanks 
(SOCI, 3.5(D». 

Estimates of the quality of the data in terms of erroneous data and missing data 
vary quite widely across agencies; except in those agencies where the records are 
checked against manual records, these estimates may be very poor approximations of 
the actual state of the files. SDCI, 3.6(A) shows that of 22 agencies, six had error rates 
of 6-20%. Four out of 9 had more than 5% missing data (SOC!, 3.5(B». Several states 
reported that the quality of the data were poor initial1y due to inadequate quality 
contro~ when the data base was being bu.ilt, but that the quality has since improved 
con~iderably due to a major correction effort or due to improved attitudes toward the 
system. Several states also reported that the quality of the data has risen with the 
addition of applications (e.g., preparation of data for classification hearing, and 
calculation of release eligibililty dates) which provide incentive to those providing the 
data to see that it is accurate. It should be noted that in a few states the quality of the 
data in the corresponding manual system is not high either. In fact one state did not do 
parallel testing before implementing the system because they claimed the manual 
records were so inaccurate that they would not be usable for such a test. Another state 
which has a 20-40% error rate claims that the automated system is no less accurate 
than the manual; this state expects the accuracy of the automated files to increase 
since now errors are more easily detected and modified. 
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The causes of errors in the data base can be divided into two major groups: those 
caused by the users and those related to the system itself (SOCI, 3.6(0». Those caused 
by the users (i.e., provision of inaccurate data and user carelessness in data entry) are 
by far the most commonly reported and are a sign of lack of support for the system by 
the users, or at least by the staff which are entering the data into the system. Mo~e 
than half the time, the latter are not the same people who use the data (SOCI, 5.2); ttus 
is a situation where those providing the data have little incentive to make it accurate. 
All the other causes of error shown in SOCI, 3.6(0) result from deficiencies in the 
design or execution of the system, with the exception of hardware and software 
malfunctions which are beyond the control of ACOS staff. 

Low quality data seriously undermine the usefulness of the system. Out-of-date 
or erroneous data were reported as a cause of lack of user support in at least four 
agencies (SDCI, 5.7) and in five cases reports produced by the system were not used as a 
basis for long-term decision making because of the decision-maker's distrust of the 
system (4.l5( C». 

There are several steps which can and should be taken to improve the quality of 
the data and to insure its continued reliabllity. First, the system should be designed so 
that it offers some direct benefits to those who provide the data, thus giving them an 
incentive to provide the data promptly and accurately, as discussed in Section 3.1. 
Second, user training should be improved so that 1) the users are aware of the benefits, 
direct or indirect, which they can get from the system, and ii} the users know and 
understand the right way to enter data into the system. Third, thorough testing of the 
system and the associated manual procedures and documentation should detect most of 
the inadequacies in the system, so that they can be corrected before the system is put 
into operation. Fourth, the individuals who provide data to the system should be held 
accountable for the quality of that data. The initials or code of the submittor should be 
carried on the transaction so that those who are the'source of an inordinate number of 
errors can be identified and retrained, if necessary. Fifth, procedures should be 
establlshed for reporting and correcting program errors. Without such procedures, 
program errors may go uncorrected for long period,s of time, while the number of errors 
in the files continues to grow. Finally, periodic audits of the ACOS files should be 
conducted. Deroy (1976) describes an audit technique which she used to audit PROMIS 
files in the U.S. District Attorney's Office in the District of Columbia; this technique 
could be well suited to ACDS file audits. 

Data Utilization 

Although we have been able to obtain very little information on data utilization, 
it does support our bellef that data collected by ACDS are being underutilized (SDCI, 
3.15). On the other hand, a recent study by Friel et al. (1979) indicates that there is a 
considerable amount of demand for ACDS-related ,information that Is not being 
fulfilled; coupled with our finding, this seems to suggest that although the basic data 
may be available in the ACDS, the needed information is not forthcoming. Section 4.4 
considers the issue between data and information. 

Because the largest portion of the expense of an ACDS is that for the collection, 
editing and storage of data, we recommend that each ACOS monitors the data usage to 
determine which data elements are not being used and whether 1) the element is not 
needed, or li) the element is not in a proper format, or iii) the values of the element are 
not accurate or complete enough, or Iv) users do not know the existence of the element. 
Such a monitoring requirement is not burdensome, especially since some OBMSs are 
able to automatically record the references to each data element. 
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3.3 OUTCOME ISSUES 

7 issues are considered in this section: they are grouped into ACDS output and 
ACDS impact issues. 

ACDS OUTPUT 

The three ACDS output issues include offender-based applications, management, 
planning and research applications, and national reporting. 

Offender-Based Applications 

The individual offender-based applications are identified and discussed in detail in 
Section 2.3. In this section, we consider their impact. Although only 11 agencies 
responded, all of them felt that the various offender-based applications are useful, even 
though they themselves had not implemented some of them (SDCI, 4.3). Because of no 
available evaluation-oriented information, we are unable to validly assess the impact of 
these offender-based applications at this time. 

However, it is interesting to consider some of the offender-based applications 
which could be very useful and yet hardly implemented. First, although several systems 
create an offender's assessment profile, few report using the computer to aid in the 
assessment, classification, or program assignment decisions; thus the computer is used 
as a data repository rather than a tool. (One exception to this is the Texas Inmate Job 
Matching System which matches inmates' skills to available jobs in the prison system.) 
It has been speculated that the reason for this shortcoming is the difficulty agencies 
have in standardIzing and removing the subjective elements from the processes now 
used for assessment, classification and program assignment, so that the processes can 
be programmed in the computer. Similarly, those states with the most severe problems 
with respect to release date calculations do not have the process computerized because 
they claim it is too complex to be computerized. Again, the suspicion is that, in 
addition to the complexity of the process, there are too many arbitrary elements which 
would have to be removed before computerization could take place. 

Another application that is conspicuously absent is offender record monitoring 
(i.e., the flagging of "irregularities" or exceptions in the offender's record). An example 
of such an irregularity would be an offender staying too long in a program. One system 
reports on inmates overdue for parole hearings; however, no other similar uses have yet 
been discovered. Again, the power of the computer is not being employed. 

There are several other applications (including inmate count taking and transport
ation scheduling) which could be significantly enhanced if the power of the computer 
were to be used appropriately. Although Section 4-.4- addresses this issue in more detail, 
it should be stated here that, for the most part, we consider the current offender-based 
applications to be quite basic and operating at the "data" level (i.e., producing listings 
or summaries of data); the applications must be raised to the "information" level where 
the power of the computer could be used to produce timely and relevant information for 
either operational, management or research purposes. 

Management, Planning, and Research Applications 

The impact of ACDS on management, especially from an operational (i.e., 
tactical) perspective has in general been positive. In brief, the ACDS has helped to 
improve space utilization (SDCI, 4.11), the transfer process (SOCI, 4.12), the ablllty to 
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locate inmates (SDCI, 4.13), and several other processes and services (SDCI, 4..14). The 
accounting of a few experiences would help to understand this impact. In one state, the 
development of the ACDS has improved communications among the institutions and 
enabled them to deal more effectively with their common problems. In another state, 
where the institutions have the power to transfer individuals without obtaining the 
approval of the central office, the ACDS has enabled the central office to monitor the 
transfers. In stili. another state, the ACDS has provided the means for detecting 
~raudul~nt ac~oun~mg procedure~ practiced by the institutions (for the purpose of 
mcrea.smg their fmanclal apportIonment); although this has been beneficial to the 
corrections agency as a whole, it has not made the ACDS popular with the institutions. 
In a fourth state, the ACDS provided an unexpected benefit; when census takers arrived 
at the prisons prepared to interview all of the inmates, the ACDS was able to provide 
~ll th~ needed information, thus averting the disruption that a large volume of 
~ntervH~ws wo~ld h~ve caused. In a fifth state, the ACDS has raised inmate morale by 
lmprovmg mall dehvery through inmate location; previously, inmates who transferred 
between institutions would receive their maii several weeks li:1te. In a sixth state the 
inmate morale has also been affected by the automated sen-rence summaries ~hich 
provide each inmate with information about his/her current status with regard to "good 
time" and parole eligibility. 

In terms 0: the long-term (i.e., strategic) planning, research, and management 
needs of corrections, the ACOS has had much less of an impact, especially since most 
systems are primar~l~ operationally-oriented. Nevertheless, the ACDS has helped to 
make,tong-term decislOns (SDCI, 4.15(A» and has substantially increased the number of 
plannmg. and research questions which can be automatically answered (SDCI, 4.20). It is 
mterestmg to note, however, that most agencies intend for their ACDSs to remain 
operational or tactical and not grow to meet the more strategic needs of planning, 
r~s~~rch and management (SOCI, 4.22). This bias is quite real: when we were site 
vlsltm~, we were con~tantly in~ormed that the ACDS should be "institutionally" (i.e., 
op~ratlonally or tactIcally) orIented rather than "management" (i.e., strategically) 
orIented bec.ause "our .real users are the institutions -- we need their support". While 
we c~ncur With t~e notIon that an ACDS should first be tactically oriented, we argue in 
SectIOn 4.4 that It must then also grow to be strategically-oriented so that it can be of 
maximum utility to corrections. 

National Reporting 

. The data requirements for the National Prisoner Statistics (NPS) program and the 
Umform Parole Reporting (UPR) program are ideally suited for computer generation. 
ACDS~ collec~ th.e data needed for NPS but, unless they have the parole status 
reportmg applIcatlOn, they collect only a portion of the data needed for UPR. In 
general, corrections agencie.: feel that they receive no benefits from these programs. 

NPS requirements are met using the ACDS in 30 agencies; of these at least 17 
prod~ce machine readable data (SDCI, 6.5(A». The ACDS produces data' to meet the 
reqUIrements for UPR in 17 agencies; of these, at least 4 produce machine readable 
data (~DCI, 6.5(A» -- this low number is not surprising in that 1979 was the first year 
for w~lch UPR accepted machine readable data. Production of the reports for NPS and 
UPR IS a problem. The codes used by the reporting programs are generally not the 
same as :those used by the st~tes. Furthermore, we heard frequent complaints about 
changes 10 the report1Og reqUirements and about the fact that the figures published did 
not correspond to those sent by the states. An official from one state stated that the 
way ~PS collects data is not a true reflection of the way the correctional system 
functlOns. Part of the problem is the lack of standardized reporting formats and codes, 
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but there is no strong incentive for the states to develop the former and the latter are 
different because each state's criminal code is different from all the others. It should 
be noted that the problems discussed above are relevant whether the data for the 
reporting system are generated manually or by the ACDS. Nevertheless, increasing 
numbers of states are using the ACOS to perform this task. 

While a review of the NPS and UPR reporting programs is outside the scope of 
this study, we do recommend, as does Chilton (1978), that they clarify and standardize 
their reporting formats and that they produce timely and reliable summaries of the data 
provided them; which would serve as an incentive for corrections agencies to continue 
to report to them. 

ACDSIMPACT 

The four ACDS impact issues include time savings, user attitudes, administrative 
attitudes, and system goals. 

Time Savings 

One of the benefits expected from any computerization effort is time savings. 
The computer can perform in fractions of a second processes which would take humans 
hours or days to do. The computer can retrieve or store hundreds of records in the time 
it takes a human to do one. Of course, time savings in itself is not of much value unless 
some good use can be made of the time saved. 

ACDSs have provided a time savings to corrections agencies. They have, for the 
most part, decreased the amount of time spent collecting and maintaining offender 
records (SDCI, 4.23); the two agencies which indicated a substantial increase in this 
time are cases where data collection for the ACDS have been added onto other data 
collection functions, instead of being incorporated into them. For example, in one 
state, instead of revising the forms then in use so that they could provide the data for 
both the ACDS and the manual system, an additional form was devised for the ACDS, 
and now staff must fill out two forms instead of one. (Again, this duplication of effort 
would not have occurred had users been involved in planning the system.) 

The preparation of reports, both routine and special requests, are two areas where 
time savings have been substantial (SDCI, 4.24 and 4.25). In one state, the time 
preparing routine reports was reduced from three clerical days per day to one clerical 
hour per day. While the time to answer a special request has been reduced, the number 
now being answered has increased substantially in at least 9 states (SOCI, 4.26). At 
least four states are answering special requests that were too time consuming to be 
attempted before the ACDS was implemented. 

There have been time savings in other areas as well, as shown in SOCI, 4.27, the 
most common area being the retrieval of information about individuals. One state 
reported that this time savings has made things run much more smoothly in the 
institutions: instead of having to get an officer to cover his/her post while he/she went 
to the records office, a staff member can now retrieve the needed information 
immediately through the terminal. The area in which the ACDS seems to be saving the 
most time, aside from those already mentioned and in those states which have the 
application, is that of parole/discharge date calculation. Data calculation is not a 
process which is done once when an offender is first admitted and never redone. Date 
calculation must be done repeatedly for a multitude of reasons. Offenders gain or lose 
time frequently, according to their behavior in the institution, and each time a change 
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occurs, their projected release dates must be recalculated. Furthermore in one state, 
the dates were recalculated each time the offender transferred from one institution to 
another, prior to the ACOS. Because the statutes dealing with date calculation are 
very complex in every jurisdiction, calculating or recalculating them by hand is a very 
time consuming task. Using the computer for this task saves time even when the 
computer does only part of the calculation, as in the Bureau of Prison's SENTRY 
system. 

The time savings accrued through the use of ACOSs has not been wasted. SOCI, 
4.28 shows the uses to which it has been put in 14 states. Corrections agencies in 
recent years have been faced with continually increasing workloads and decreasing 
funds, thus the savings provided by the ACOS are particularly important. In the light of 
these findings and the fact that the power of the computer has barely been tapped by 
current ACOS applications, we must recommend the continuing expansion of the ACOS, 
concentrating in those application areas which would potentially yield the most time 
savings, as well as make the most use of the computer's power. 

User Attitudes 

In order for a system to be successful it must have the support of its users; even 
the best designed and executed system is worthless if it is not used. In order to obtain a 
true measure of user support, a survey such as the one included as a pCl.rt of the SOCI 
must be distributed to all users (or a representative sample of all users) and the results 
collected and combined to given an indication of the users' attitudes about the system. 
Although such an effort was beyond the scope of this study, we have been able to obtain 
a general feel for their attitudes through conversations with some users and the answers 
to SOC! questions 5.1 through 5.7. Subjectively, we found about one third of the 
operating ACOSs were positively regarded by their users, one third to be negatively 
regarded, and for the remaining other one third we were unable to make a determina
tion. 

SOCI, 5.3 shows the time it takes for users to react if scheduled reports do not 
appear. Note that in two cases, users never react; in one of those, no reports were 
produced for three months and no one complained. More users seem to be interested in 
expan~ing the system capabilities than are in reading the reports currently produced; 
users 10 at least 16 states are asking for expansion (SDCI, 5.4). Similarly, in 12 states 
at least some of the users provide data to the system promptly and accurately, while in 
two states none do (SOCI, 5.5). SOCI, 5.6 shows that for 9 on-line systems, users react 
within 10 minutes when the system goes down, a good indication of the dependency that 
users have on the ACDS. 

SOC!, 5.7 shows the reasons given by 17 states for lack of user support. Most of 
these reasons are discussed individually at appropriate places in this section; however 
some additional comments are in order. The largest single cause of lack of support i~ 
the absence of perceived benefits of the ACOS; in fact, although, as mentioned earlier, 
mo~t systems are operationally oriented, most users still perceive that the central 
offlce (l.e., central administration, planning, and research) staff derive the most 
benefits from the ACOS (SOC!, 5.1). Once again, we emphasize that more and better 
training is needed, so that individuals throughout the organization can become aware of 
the benefits the ACOS can provide. Also basic to this problem is the need to involve 
users in the planning and development of the system, so that the system which is 
developed does indeed provide them with benefits. 
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Ideally, an ACDS should have the support of its users even before it is 
implemented; in practice, however, many systems have gone up without support and 
gained support after months or years of operation. As elaborated on in Section 4.1, the 
best way to avoid such a situation is to view the development of an ACOS as a team 
effort with users and data processing staff working together to improve the functioning 
of the agency. One issue that stands in the way is the attitudes of the data processing 
staff toward the corrections staff and vice versa; we found these to be very negative in 
at least two states. One corrections administrator told us he used staff turnover to 
overcome this problem; we recommend the use of more active measures such as 
cooperation and training to acquaint users and data processing staff with each other's 
interests, needs and concerns. 

Administrative Attitude.§. 

No venture undertaken in an organization can expect unqualified success if it is 
undertaken without administrative support. This is particularly true of computerization 
projects which usually require large expenditures of time and money, and which 
potentially have far reaching effects. Top management should be genuinely interested 
in using the data system outputs and willing to face up to what the data may show (e.g., 
evidence of poor management). Administrative support means more than a statement 
of support -- it requires involvement by the administrator in the planning and 
development of the system. 

10 out of 24 ACOSs have suffered from a lack of administrative support (SOCI, 
4.10(A»; the effects of this have meant major problems for the systems in question 
(SOCI, 4.10(B». In fact, several of the effects shown are also among the causes of the 
general lack of user support. 

Unlike some of the problems discussed in this report, many of the causes of a lack 
of administrative support cannot be eradicated by the ACOS developers. The political 
situation within the agency which prevents support for the ACOS, for example, is 
usually beyond the control of ACOS developoers, as are unfavorable attitudes toward 
computing on the part of agency administrators. When these problems exist, agencies 
should seriously consider postponing the development of an ACDS until the climate is 
more favorable. A similar situation is when an agency such as a Governor's Commission 
or State Planning Agency wishes to develop a system for corrections; this should not 
take place without the full cooperation and support of the corrections administrator. 

Turnover in administrative staff is also beyond the ACOS developers' control. 
When an administrator favorable to the system is replaced by one who is not favorable, 
this can be a real set back for the project. As is mentioned in Section 3.1, 
administrative turnover is a common occurrence in corrections agencies. Because of 
this, support for the development of an ACOS should be shared by several of the agency 
administrators, not concentrated in one person, thus assuring a cushion against anyone 
individual's departure. 

Sy.stem Goals 

One of the tasks of an NEP Phase I assessment is to determine the goals of the 
projects 1n the topic area and the extent to which these goals have been met. In most 
ACOS projects, however, the goals have never been explicitly stated, or, if they were, 
no one now in the agency knows what they were. In those projects where the goals are 
known, they are very ambiguous and not measurable. (Actually, the goals of the 
OBSCIS programs (LEAA, 1978a) are also not easy to measure.) Because of this, it is 
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imp?ssible t? give any empirical assessment of the degree to which ACDSs have 
achieved theIr goals. We can only go by the statements of agency staff in this regard. 

. 16. agencies were ~ble to state some or all of their goals (albeit in a very 
qualltative manner); theIr goal attainment have been mixed (SOCI, 4.9(A». Some 
agencies indicated that they had attained or expect to attain ACOS functions which 
were not originally goals of the system; this explains why, in some rows of SOCI 4.9(A) 
th~ nu~ber at~a~ning and expecting to attain a goal is greater than the nu~ber fo; 
whIch It was Originally a goal. The first eight goals shown in SOCI, 4.9(A) correspond to 
those sought by the OBSCIS program (LEAA, 1978a); the remaining are additional goals 
stated by the various ACOS projects. 

Six agencies which have not achieved their goals gave the reasons shown in SOCI, 
4.9(B~. Several of the reasons shown are related to the planning process: careful 
planning should prevent the setting of unreasonably high goals. Consequently, we 
recommend that agencies developing or upgrading ACOSs devote more careful attention 
to the initial planning stages, especially to explicitly specifying attainable and 
mea.su~able goals. For example, instead of having a goal of "providing population 
statIstIcs and .repo~t~", a goal of "pr~viding monthly reports describing the population by 
off~nse, ethn.Ic OriginS, and educatIon, with a 99% accuracy" would be much more 
deSIrable, as It can be determined without ambiguity when the latter has been achieved. 
Stating goals very specifically would also make it easier to determine if the agency 
actually has the resources to attain them and to modify them accordingly. 

3.4 SYSTEMIC ISSUES 

Five issues are considered in this section: they are grouped into ACDS 
environment and ACOS influence issues. 

ACDS ENVIRONMENT 

The three ACDS environment issues include system interfaces, system transfer
ability, and system generalizability. 

System Interfaces 

As discussed in Section 3.2. under' data redundancy, many criminal justice agencies 
collect the same offender data 1 Independent of one another. This duplication of effort 
could be eliminated if the data systems of these agencies could be interfaced, either 
~anual1y or, automatically. However, as summarized in SOCI, 6.4(A), very few ACDSs 
~nterface With other criminal justice information systems, in spite of the fact that such 
Interfac~ Is one of the sp,ecial requirements of the OBSCIS program. Many states seem 
~o experience a lack of Interagency cooperation which obstructs the formation of such 
Interf~ces. Furthermore, there seems to be an unwillingness on the part of other 
agenCIes such as courts and probation to share information with corrections. In some 
cases, there are other obstructive factors such as equipment incompatibilities or in 
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one case, a sate aw against computer systems "talking to each other". In the few 
cases where such interfaces do exist, there may be problems with the protection of the 
offender's privacy; this issue is further discussed in Section 4-.3. 

We know of only three states which have somewhat of an inteorated criminal 
justice information system. In one of those states, however, and as me~tioned earlier 
the corr~ctions portion of the system was developed without adequate correction~ 
consultatlOn so that, as an ACOS, it remains ineffective. 
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In Section 4.5, we recommend that the various criminal justice information 
syst:ms of a, state. should be integrated together, in an automatic manner and with 
specIal attentIon paId to security and privacy issues. 

System Transferability 

System transfer is the process of implementing a system which exists at some 
other agency rather than developing a new system. This process may provide time and 
cost savings due to the fact that the receiving agency does not have to "reinvent the 
wheel". There are several levels of transfer ranging from the highest, transferring the 
system exactly as is (and, hopefully, making only the minimum changes to make the 
system work), to the lowest, transferring the design concept only. Obviously, the 
amount of work to be done by the receiving agency increases and the savings decrease 
as one goes from the highest to the lowest transfer level. The highest level of transfer, 
h0v.:ever, can only be ac~omp1ished under the condition that the needs and computer 
enVIronments of the sending and receiving agency are nearly identical. Lower levels 
r~quire less identity. The problems and factors inhibiting technology transfers are 
dIscussed by Kraemer (1977) and Colton and Tien (1979). 

The ACOS which has been transferred the most (i.e., 6 times) has been the Basic 
OBSCIS Software Package (BOSP); as detailed in Section 3.1, the transfer experiences 
have been mixed. Except for the BOSP transfers, there have been very few other 
transfers (SOCI, 6(A»; we know of only five other ACOS transfers -- O.C.'s CRISYS to 
Louisiana, Illinois' ACDS to Ohio, Illinois' ACOS to South Carolina, IBM's JOB to 
Kentucky, and IBM's JOB to Virginia. Nearly all of the transfers required a moderate to 
extensive amount of rewriting of the software code (SOCI, 6.6(8» and changes in some 
system components (SOCI, 6.6(F», together with help from the vendor, the sending 
agency and/or SEARCH Group, Inc. (SOCI, 6.6(C». As to the merits or time saved from 
transferring rather developing an ACOS, two out of 9 states indicated that the transfer 
saved them time; one said that it did not save any time; and six did not know (SOCI, 
6.6(D». 

Overall, as we indicate in Section 4.5, we feel that ACOS-related transfers are 
cost-effective (and should therefore be encouraged), but that extreme care should be 
exercised both before and after transfer in order to increase the chances of a successful 
transfer. Further, we recommend that, as part of our earlier recommendation in 
Section 3.1, the federally-funded technical assistance contractor should assist in such 
transfers. With regard to the development of software programs or modules for the 
purpose of installation in any ACOS, it should be noted that such modules must be quite 
basic and must be modified for each installation so as to meet the specific needs of that 
particular ACOS. 

System Generalizability 

Due to the fact that certain other organizations bear much similarity in function 
to prisons, it is possible that ACOSs or parts thereof may be useful outside corrections. 
Conversely, it is possible that information systems developed for similar organizations 
may have applications within corrections. For example, hospitals are very similar to 
prisons in that they both have the responsibility for housing, feeding, tracking, and 
providing various services to the incarcerated populations, requiring around-the-clock 
supervision, In fact, our cursory review of one medical information, acronymed MUMPS 
(Massachusetts Utility Multi-Programming System), suggests that while it contains 
certain applications which are irrelevant to corrections (such as generation of laborato
ry test orders), some MUMPS application areas can indeed be generalized to the 
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corrections setting: similarly, portions of an ACDS could probably also find use in a 
hospital setting. 

Unfortunately, the limited scope of this study precluded us from further exploring 
the above indicated possibilities; however, we recommend that ACDS developers should 
look into such possibilities. 

ACDS INFLUENCE 

The two ACDS influence issues include offender's rights and corrections issues. 

Offender's Rights 

The ACDS can impact an offender's rights in two key areas: the right to have 
his/her personal data kept private and the right to have adequate and fair treatment. 

In the first area, Chilton (I978) identifies an offender's privacy rights to include i) 
the right to know what information about him/her is being kept, U) the right to have 
such information removed or corrected if it either does not belong in the file or is 
incorrect, and iii) the right to know to whom the information has been furnished and for 
what purpose. In terms of ACDSs, SDCI, 3.23, shows that outside access to an 
offender's record is generally limited except for courts, law enforcement and state 
social services departments. Allowing unlimited access to these agencies may, 
however, be a source of problems, especially when other precautions such as password 
protection and logging of accesses to the system are absent. SOCI, 3.25 shows that only 
about half the agencies know who has accessed an offender's records. In only one state 
is the offender informed of who has accessed his/her records (SDCI, 3.26); in that state, 
the offender must sign a release before certain types of data are released. Finally) at 
least 22 agencies give offenders access to their own records on request. While we know 
of no violations of an offender's right to privacy as of this time, the fact that, as 
discussed in Section 3.2, ACDS security is, in general, quite lax is worrisome. As an 
ACDS grows and stores more personal data of the offenders, it is imperative that 
system security becomes a top priority for ACDS developers. 

In the second area, it is obvious that the ACDS could help to protect an offender's 
right to have adequate and fair treatment. For example, the automatic scheduling of 
parole hearings may help to insure that due process is followed in granting of parole; 
and the recording of the outcome of parole hearings provides a data base which can be 
examined for breaches in procedure. Similarly, the recording of disciplinary incidents 
and their punishment could create a data base which would provide the means to detect 
arbitrary or capricious conduct or racial discrimination on the part of the authorities 
and thus aid in assuring due process. Further, the recording of medical and dental 
treatment could provide a means to audit the adequacy of care given to prisoners. 
Except in helping to prove fair treatment in a handful of lltigation cases, the ACDS has, 
~o~ the r:nost part, not been used with an eye toward protecting an offender's rights, but 
It IS an Important potential development, and we recommend that such applications be a 
part of the ACDS in the near future. 

Corrections Issues 

As summarized in Exhibit 2 and discussed in Section 1.1, the field of corrections is 
currently a battlefield of different ideologies, induding whether the goal of corrections 
should be rehabilitation, incapacitation, or deterrence. No one knows what is most 
beneficial to society. The ACDS data, however, could be analysed and used to evaluate 
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some of these ideologies. While our contacts with corrections research staff have 
indicated that they would like to carry out such policy-oriented studies, they have not 
had the time to do so. However, some universities and research companies have been 
able to access ACDS data for their research efforts; most corrections agencies have a 
formal procedure for handling such requests and for "sanitizing" (i.e., deleting all 
offender identifiers from) the requested data. 

Another corrections issue which can be impacted or influenced by the ACDS is in 
the area of correctional standards. (There are currently two sets of correctional 
standards: the standards promulgated by the Commission on Accreditation for 
Corrections and the American Correctional Association (ACA), and those promulgated 
by the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals.) The 
ACDS could assist the corrections agency to gain accreditation and/or to monitor the 
agency's compliance with the standards. 

In sum, we recommend that the rich ACDS data base be analysed to shed light on 
contemporary issues in corrections, and that the ACDS be used to monitor an agency's 
compliance with correctional standards. 
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4 RELATED ISSUES 

While Sections 2 and 3 contain a l1iscussion of issues specific to our Preliminary 
and Analysis Samples of ACDSs, this section addresses critical policy-oriented issues 
that draw upon not only our understanding of ACDSs but also our experience with 
developing user-supported information systems, our recognition of the general cut-back 
in federal funding of public programs, our knowledge of privacy and security issues, our 
awareness of the difference between data and information, and our vision of what an 
effective automated correctional information system could be. Thus, in this section, 
we consider the ACDS-related issues of user support, federal support, privacy and 
security, data versus information, and an alternate system. 

4.1 USER SUPPORT 

In this study, as well as in our previous experience with automated data systems, 
we have frequently seen implemented systems which are operating without the support 
of their users*. This problem is so important that it has also received a great deal of 
attention in the literature. Organizations cannot derive the benefits planned from their 
a.utomated systems if those systems do not have user support. 

In fact, implementing an automated data system without user support can have 
far reaching detrimental effects. When employees have a negative attitude regarding 
the system, error rates increase and acts of sabotage may occur (Anderson et al., 1973). 
Specifically, i) data are not supplied to the system (eventually the files become out-of
date or inaccurate); ii) the system is not used or is used improperly; and iii) staff 
continue to use the old methods while being expected to keep up the new system (thus 
they feel overworked and their resentment of the new system is increased). These 
conditions may cause morale to drop and staff turnover to rise, ultimately decreasing 
the productivity of the organization. 

The problem of lack of user support stems from the way in which an automated 
system is implem~nted, the effects of an automated system on the organization, and 
the users' perceptions of the system and its effects. It has long been recognized that 
any change in the organization creates uncertainty which generates resistance (Whisler, 
1970a). In the introduction of an automated system, there are other causes of 
resistance as well. Among them is the fact that automation or computerization always 
necessitates the transfer of some power from the user department to the data 
pr~cessing department (Lucas, 1973b). Also managers resist because functional lines, 
WhiCh were formerly clear, become blurred by the introduction of the automated 
system (Huse, 1967). Further, the increase in volume of data brought about by 
computerization overloads managers with data and data prol.<:~ssing-related tasks 
causing a decrease in their job performance, at least by traditional standards (Guthrie: 
1972). Users at all levels of the organization are afraid of the way in which the system 
may change their jobs, especially when their skills (which have been developed over the 
years) are no longer needed and new skills must be developed (Whisler, 1970a). In 
addition, the automated system may make the users' work harder: the users are 

*For the purposes of this discussion, users refer to all staff who provide data to or 
use information generated by the system at every level of the organization. In terms of 
corrections, users would include institutional, central office, planning, research and 
administrative staff. 
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frequently inadequately prepared for the changes beforehand; they do not understand 
how the system works; they feel the system is not compatible with their way of doing 
things; and they do not have confidence that the system works properly. Furthermore, 
the users frequently feel that the system has been imposed upon them from above and 
that it provides no benefits to them as individuals. (The largest single cause of lack of 
user support found in this study has been the lack of perceived benefits (SDCI, 5.7).) The 
user may be justified in these complaints in that, particularly in government, automated 
systems may be introduced because of requirements by state or federal legislatures or 
other government agencies, without support from the installing agency's administration. 
Similarly, within the organization, impetus for the development of systems may come 
from the data processing department which has become a "skill bureaucracy" (Danziger, 
1976), and thus powerful enough to introduce a system which may not be desired by the 
users. Finally, certain characteristics of the automated system itself may tend to 
irritate users and thus reduce their support; among them are rigidity of the system, 
obscure input and output codes, and errors in the system (Lucas, 1973b). 

The many conditions just detailed which cause a lack of user support need not 
occur. Various steps can be taken to mitigate or eradicate these problems; they are 
discussed below in four groups (i.e., those that apply through all the phases of planning, 
developing and implementing the automated system, those that apply principally at the 
planning phase, those that apply principally at the development phase, and those that 
apply principally at the implementation phase). 

ALL PHASES 

One condition which is vital in generating and keeping user support is administra
tive support and involvement; what is needed is not just a superficial gesture (i.e., 
giving mild approval and attending a monthly meeting), but rather active participation. 
It has been noted that high levels of management support for and participation in the 
automated systems' actIvities result in favorable user attitudes (Lucas, 1975). 

Another item of extreme importance is user participation. Users should partici
pate throughout the entire project, from the initial planning to the final implementa
tion. This will result in a better system, as well as make acceptance of the system 
easier by creating a sense of "ownership" of the system (Lucas, 1973a). One of the 
chief argumeilts against user involvement in the development of automated systems is 
the additional time required for such involvement; there is evidence to show, however, 
that use!' satisfaction has been highest in projects where the success in meeting project 
deadlines was also highest (Powers, 1971). 

In parts of the project, user participation can be effectuated by representatives 
on committees. For best results, the user representatives should be line staff, not 
supervisors. Inclusion of more than one user representative will reduce role confEct 
and increase the representatives' ability t,o gather user support (Huse, 1967). It is 
important that the ldeas of the user participants be fully considered. If suggestions are 
rejected, the reasons should be explained so that the rejections are understood and 
accepted. If people who are invited to participate are being ignored, their feelings of 
antagonism toward the system will be increased (Lucas, 1973b). 

Another step which should be taken is that, throughout the development and 
implementation phases, the attitudes toward the project of staff at all levels should be 
carefully observed and steps should be taken to maintain positive motivation (Tomlin, 
1970). 
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Lastly, users should be given a realistic idea of what the system will do, what it 
will mean to them personally, and when it will be ready. Changes in design and 
schedules should be communicated as they occur. 

PLANNING PHASE 

Involving user representatives in the planning of the system provides at least two 
advantages: a feeling by the users that they have a stake in the system., as mentioned 
above, and a resultant system which takes into account their current procedures. 
Current procedures should, however, be examined with great care and modified, if 
necessary. Overlooking portions of the manual system may result in the development of 
a system which does not account for all possible situations and at worst may not even 
be usable. One product of the planning phase should be documentation of the user 
oriented functional requirements, which should be reviewed and approved by the users. 
These specifications should be kept separate from the technical requirements so that 
the user understands how the system will perform (Blumenthal, 1969). 

Still another helpful strategy is to recruit programmers and analysts from within 
the organization when possible. According to Tomlin (I970), internal recruiting tends to 
achieve better cooperation from existing employees. (In the case of ACDSs, first hand 
knowledge of corrections by the programmers and analysts has been c1a.imed to be quite 
helpful in several projects.) 

Finally, in planning the system, certain design features which could help to 
increase user support should be included. First, the computer system and its 
accompanying manual procedures should be designed so that those providing data to the 
system can alsc.' make use of the system. The users would then have a better incentive 
to pr~vide data in a timely and accurate fashion, as well as a feeling of deriving some 
benefIt from the system. Second, the system should be designed so ichat it appears 
responsive to users rather than forcing them to be responsive to the machine. For 
example, error messages should be understandable and polite, and names rather than 
codes should be displayed (Lucas, 1973a). Third, the system should be designed to allow 
for changes, as experience points to ways to improve it. 

DEVELOPMENT PHASE 

The development phase -- during which the primary activities are i) the creation 
of detailed specifications, and ii) the coding and testing of the individual programs -- is 
often quite lengthy. It is very important to maintain user interest during the period 
between initial design and implementation; otherwise, the sense of ownership developed 
through participation in the planning phase would dissipate. 

During the development period, users can and should be involved in the design of 
forms and/or screens. In addition, if changes to the system design are found to be 
necessary as development progresses, users should be involved in those decisions. 
Another activity which should take place during this period is the development of the 
system test. Users should help develop test data and expected results for all situations 
they might encounter. 

The development phase is an excellent time to train users in the basics of data 
processing, so that the new system will seem less allen to them. It is also a good time 
to develop the user training materials and user documentation, which are also activities 
in which some users should be involved. Actual training in the use of the system, 
however, should not take place until just before the system is scheduled to go up. 
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Otherwise, the training tends to lose its impact before it is put to use. 

IMPLEMENT A nON PHASE 

The implementation phase includes the system testing, training, and data base 
conversion activities, as well as the initial months of system operation. How these 
activities are executed is very important to the maintenance of user support for the 
system. 

Before the start of the implementation phase, the user documentation should be 
completed and distributed. The adequacy of the documentation can be tested during 
the course of the training and appropriate updates issued. Documentation is not 
adequate unless the system is described in such a way that it becomeS independent of 
its designers and manageable for its users (Hartmann et al., 1968). In Section 3.1, some 
criteria for good documentation are discussed. 

System testing provides an opportunity to increase user support and to prevent its 
future loss. Two types of system testing should take place. The first, an exercise of 
the system with a benchmark (i.e., prepared data and predicted results); the users 
should cooperate with data processing staff to review the test results, comparing them 
with the predicted results. When this testing is completed, the user should be satisfied 
that all discrepancies have either been fixed, or are scheduled to be fixed, or are 
actually the correct functioning of the system. The second type of testing is parallel 
testing. The new system and the old should be run in parallel for some period of time, 
and frequent comparisons of the files and outputs of the two systems should be made by 
the users. These review processes serve to build the users' confidence in and 
identification with the system, as well as to find errors which can then be eliminated 
before the system is officially in operation. It is very important that during the testing 
period (and aftel'ward as well), the lines of communication between the users and the 
data processing staff are clearly delineated so that the reporting of errors does not 
become a source of friction. 

Everyone should be aware that in a system test, it is not only the programs, but 
the operational procedures as well, that are being tested. It is also important to assure 
that the system is not put into operation without adequate back-up (i.e., manual) 
procedures; all concerned should be given a chance to review and comment, and if the 
procedures are not found acceptable, they should be revised. 

Training is another, often overlooked, area where support for the system can be 
created. Users at every level should either be thoroughly trained or receive an 
orientation (whlcn will make staff and managers aware of the system and its effects on 
the users and the organization). If the user group is large enough, training procedures 
should be pretested in a "preliminary" training session during which the trainees can 
evaluate the training material. It is also effective to have the first group of trainees be 
the trainers for the remainder of the users so that the training will be coming from 
within the user group rather than from outside the group. 

Data base conversion and the first few months of system operation can be a very 
difficult time for most organizations. The conversion process always involves large 
amounts of extra work. In addition, staff productivity always drops in the initial 
months, while staff become familiar with the system, and the bugs (not caught during 
testing) are ironed out. If at all possible, the agency should consider hiring extra 
temporary help for the period of conversion and initial implementation. Management 
should also be made aware that a drop in productivity is normal during this period. 
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According to Lucas (I973a), the initial months of operation are very crucial in 
determining the success of the system. Users often lose their enthusiasm for the 
system as they discover errors and inconveni.ences in the system and find it difficult to 
get these conditions corrected. This problem can be alleviated by the use of clearly 
defined procedures for 1) the verification of errors found in the system, H) the 
prioritization of problems to be fixed, and iii) the verification of the code produced to 
fix those errors. 

As noted throughout Section 3, many of the steps and procedures recommended in 
this section have not been followed in the development of ACDSs, with the result that 
many systems have not lived up to their potential. Careful attention to this section by 
staff in agencies developing or updating their ACDS is recommended. 

4.2 FEDERAL SUPPORT 

It is helpful to first summarize the impact that the federal -- mostly LEAA -
support has had on ACDS development to date. We can state without qualification that 
federal support for ACDS-related activities during the past decade has been very 
beneficial; the number of ACDSs would not be as many and the state of ACDS 
development would not be as advanced if it were not for federal support. Where would 
the number and state of ACDSs be if there had been no federal support? Our best 
estimates are that there would only be half as many ACDSs and only a third as much 
advancement of ACDS technology. Certainly, the limited support -- an estimated 20 
million dollars of LEAA support (which includes 11.9 million dollars for the OBSCIS 
program) - provided by the federal government could not have by itself resulted in such 
widespread impact: indeed not, what the federal support has been able to do has been 
to leverage state and local spending in this area. Thus, in this case, the federal role has 
been quite appropriate and effective; it has not only stimulated state and local interest 
in ACDSs, but also provided direction and support. 

While the federal money has, for the most part, been effectively spent, two 
activity changes would have, in our opinion, enhanced this effectiveness. First, in 
terms of the OBSCIS program, the OBSCIS guidelines -- in particular, the implementa
tion-related guidelines -- should have been better enforced; this would have prevented 
ACDS developers from falling into the same problem areas and subsequently "reinvent
ing the wheel". Second, the technical assistance provided to the states should not only 
have included ACDS audits or reviews, but also more basic assistance (e.g., needs 
assessment, functional specifications, hardware specifications, proposal review, and 
software debugging). This type of assistance, although costly, would have been cost
effective in the long-run, since many ACDS developers have been "learning by doing"; 
basic technical assistance would have shortened this learning process and, again, 
prevented much "reinventing of the wheel". ' 

Given the demise of the LEAA and the general cut-back in federal funding of 
public programs, what should the federal role be in supporting ACDS development? Our 
recommendation is that the federal government should support four types of ACDS
related activities. First, the federal government should continue to support basic ACDS 
research and development efforts, including the research of correctional data needs and 
the development of offender-based application modules (that is, basic application 
programs which must be modified to meet the specific needs of a particular agency). 
Second, the federal government should expand its support of technical assistance 
assignments to states whiCh require them; the assignments could range from general 
ACDS audits or reviews to more basic assistance, as defined above. Third, the federal 
government should expand its support of a national clearinghouse for ACDS-related 
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information; the clearinghouse should actively seek out information and should also 
sponsor a yearly national meeting for ACDS administrators to meet each other and to 
be exposed to recent ACDS developments. Fourth, the federal government should 
institute an ACDS-related evaluation program, which would provide the needed 
feedback with regard to what works, what doesn't work, and why. 

In regard to a mechanism for carrying out the above four activities, we 
recommend that the federal government (i.e., the Bureau of Justice Statistics) award -
on a competitive basis -- two five-year grants: the first to an organization which would 
carry out the first three activities; and the other to an organization which would carry 
out the fourth evaluation activity. 

4-.3 PRIVACY AND SECURITY 

For any modern society to function, even somewhat efficiently, vast amounts of 
information must be collected, analyzed, and the results utilized for the proper 
functioning of institutions within the society. The increased bureaucratization of 
modern society has resulted in larger data systems and with them have emerged 
potential problems concerning the misuse and abuse of such systems. And within a 
democracy, government must concern itself with the proper balancing of the 
individual's "right to privacy" and the government1s (and society's) "right to know". 
Thus, any data system must be comprehensive and accurate; it must be secure from 
misuse and abuse; and it must protect the privacy of the individuals. 

Before we proceed further it is perhaps appropriate to define some common terms 
that pertain to this subject. The prevention of accidental errors is referred to as 
"protection" of the system; the term "security" denotes the measures taken to prevent 
deliberate attacks on the system; and "privacy" refers to the rights and interests of the 
individuals whose records are being maintained in the data system. There are two types 
of security measures: those that deal with the physical security of the record-keeping 
system and those that deal with the procedures for safeguarding the contents of an 
individual's files. We concentrate on the latter measures since they are very much 
related to the privacy rights of individuals. 

Ever since the establishment of statewide correctional institutions, correctional 
data systems have always existed, both to track inmates within the system as well as 
for administrative and other functions. With the computerization or automation of the 
correctional data system, access to inmate information is quicker, if not easier, thus 
compounding the privacy and security concerns. This section does not focus on privacy 
and security concerns in correctic,nal data systems per se, but on the impact of 
computerization of correctional data on privacy and security. It should be noted that 
security and privacy are concerns in any data system, manual or computerized, 
correctional or other. 

AUTOMA TED DATA SYSTEMS [[~ ~Jl' 
I . Westin and Baker (1972) classify the privacy concerns in automated data systems 
1_""'." within two major constitutional principles: the right to privacy and the right to receive 
_. due process of law. Basically, they point out that due process involves i) rules of 

[, ~:I' J conduct by authorities, ii) availability of fair hearings for every individual, and iii) the 
right to appeal. With regard to data systems, due process implies 1) the authorities need 
to have rules regarding what information is collected, who has access to the informa-

[, .. l tion, how the informativil is managed for accuracy and completeness, and how it may be 
disseminated; ii} the individuals have the right to inspect data that pertain to them and JI 'II they have the right to challenge inaccurate data; and iii} the individuals have a right to 
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appeal to "higher authorities" if the record-keeping agency refuses to correct a 
challenged item. 

The right to privacy, on the other hand, is the "right to be left alone". In fact, 
some statutes provide that government and "public" organizations* cannot compel 
individuals to disclose certain private information (e.g., religion, pOlitical beliefs, etc.). 
Further, information that has been gathered must be held confidentially (unless it is, by 
statute, part of the "public record"); that is, access to the data is restricted by set rules 
and regulations. 

In their assessment of the general impact of automated data systems, Westin and 
Baker (1972) investigated the hypothesis that computerization has increased the 
collection, integration and circulation of data. From their study of 55 organizations 
with. advanced computerization, they concluded that the scope of the data elements had 
not mcreased, but only that management was now able to more quickly access the data. 
(Only for research and evaluative agencies or groups had the scope of the data elements 
incr~ased si~nificantly.) . They noted that sensitive data, such as psychological and 
medlcal proflles, were stIll not automated and it was likely that they would always 
remain in manual files. 

With regard to confidentiality of data, Westin and Baker (1972) investigated the 
hypothesis that computerization had increased the number of people or groups who were 
~l1owed access to a given file. Here again, they found that computerization had not 
mcreased access of confidential information to a broader class of users. 

Westin and Baker (1972) also evaluated the impact of computerization on due 
process. In fact, in this case, they discovered that due process procedures were made 
m~re efficient, namely i) computerization had increased the public's awareness of the 
eXlstence of data files; Ii) computerization had not impeded the right of access and 
challenge, and, in fact, had increased the efficiency of access procedures; iii) SUbjective 
and personalized decisions were not made by computers or from computer "printouts", 
although .the. simple ~o/no-go decisions were greatly assisted by computers; and iv) 
computerIzatIon had, m general, not affected data accuracy but, in fact, had in many 
cases reduced the number of data omissions. 

Finally, with regard to data security, Westin and Baker (1972, p. 314-) noted, "We 
found no instances of complete-outsider intrusion ••• into computerized files to obtain 
information ... We found far more examples of information breaches from manual 
files •.. " 

Walker and Blake (1977) point out the various ways by which the security of 
auto:nated data sys~ems can be breached. SpeCifically, confidential information may be 
obtamed from/by: 1) waste material (t'sed printouts, etc.), Ii) residue of used tapes, ili) 
?ver-the-shoulder eavesdropping, iv) scanning someone else's output, v) theft, and vi) 
Illegal access (e.g., electromagnetic pick-up, bribery of computer operators, and 
password theft). Walker and Blake (1977) also suggest several measures, both physical 
and procedural, for securing data systems. Additionally, Ruder and Maddin (1978) have 

-lI-lIPubJic ll organizations include thos~ o:ganizations that deal with a large segment 
of the publIC even though they may be wlthm the private sector. Private educational 
institutions and credit bureaus are examples of public organizations. 
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analyzed several computer security safeguards and provided rankings, with re.spect to 
various measures, of these safeguards. The state-of-the-art in computer secunty, both 
physical and procedural, including cryptographic measures, is contained in a recent book 
by Hsiao et al. (1979). 

A common impression is that the larger the data system, the greater its 
vulnerability to external threats, an impression based on the growth in the number of 
publicized computer abuses. However, some data systems experts feel that the 
increased size has with it increased safeguards, while others believe the opposite. In 
any case, the increase in the number of publicized computer abuses could be more 
attributed to the growth in the use of computers for record-keeping in the last decade 
than to the increase in the sizes of data systems. 

Keeping in mind some of the observations that we have discussed above regarding 
privacy and security concerns for automated data systems, it is imperative that 
agencies have proper access control to their systems. Dial and Goldberg (1975) give 
guidelines for planning access control, and they contend that adequate safeguards are 
available that can be built into any data system for the protection of personal privacy 
and the confidentiality of the data contained in the system. They suggest that since the 
adequacy of the control depends on the nature of the data kept at a given organization, 
access control must be planned at the organization level. The guidelines suggested by 
Dial and Goldberg (I 975) include guidelines on i) determination of who must prepare 
data access control, ii) monitoring and inspection of data access control, iii) 
determination of what data exist and who can add to it or alter it, iv) determination of 
what data are public and what are restricted, v) classification of data by levels of 
sensitivity, vi) development of physical security (to prevent unauthorized penetration 
and sabotage) and environmental security (against fire, flooding, air-conditioning 
failure, power failure, etc.), vii) maintenance of data (including purging of data that are 
not required), viii) access of data, ix) protection of files and software, and x) automated 
audit trail. 

In particular, their guidelines on who should have access to what data (item viii) 
and automating an audit trail (item x) should be further elaborated. Dial and Goldberg 
(1975) suggest implementing user access by a "need to know" test; that is, information 
should be accessible only to users who can demonstrate a need to know that particular 
piece of information. With regard to an automated audit trail, they suggest that its 
requirements be such that i) one may be able to reconstruct the receipt and delivery of 
data files to and from the data system; ii) one may be able to reconstruct the files as 
they existed at some past point in time; iii) there exists a record of program 
modifications, and Iv) there exists a record of all remote entries or attempted entries 
into the system and the programs and files accessed. Finally, in order to maintain 
information security, they further suggest establishment of penalties for noncompliance 
with access control regulations. In sum, the monitoring, inspection and auditing of data 
access (resulting in the threat of discovery of an illegal act) and the potential penalties 
for abuses and unauthorized access, together, provide the needed level of deterrence. 

AUTOMATED CORRECTIONAL DATA SYSTEMS 

A central issue here is whether the privacy and security concerns are any 
different for automated correctional data systems (ACDSs), as compared to other 
governmental or "public" data systems which Westin and Baker (1972), Dial and 
Goldberg (1975), Walker and Blake (1977), and others have studied. On the on~ han.d, !t 
may be argued that confidentiality, and hence due process, should be more strIct wlthm 
the criminal justice system where people's lives and liberties are at stake. On the other 
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hand, there appears to be less of a concern for the privacy of the individuals wh,?se 
names are contained in these ACDSs (except for juveniles), perhaps on the assumptlon 
that much of the data in the files can be legally obtained and/or are in the "public 
record". 

However, if safeguards for privacy and security are not provided in systems 
storing offender data, abuses of the system may be prevalent. Several such abuses have 
occurred, especially with regard to the criminal history data that were stored b~ t~e 
F.B.I. in the early sixties. In view of these abuses and the fact that the pubhc IS 
generally apprehenslve about automated data systems, numerous laws have been passed, 
both at the federal level and at the state and local levels, which concern the privacy 
and security of criminal history records. A rather complete list of state legislations on 
privacy and security of data systems is available in a publication entitled Privacy and 
Security of Criminal History Information: Compendium of State Legislations (NCJISS, 
1978c). 

The former National Criminal Justice Information and Statistics Service (NCJISS) 
--, now, the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) -- published a series of guideJ.ines in the 
area of privacy and security (NCJISS, 1977, 1978a, 1978b, 1979a). These guides deal 
with, for ex~mple, i) procedures for individuals to review his/her criminal records, ii) 
procedures by which an individual can challenge data elements in his/her record, iii) 
procedures to review source documents of criminal justice agencies to determine the 
accuracy and completeness of the challenged information, iv) procedures to appeal to 
"higher authority" if a criminal justice agency refuses to correct a challenged record, v) 
procedures to correct information which has been disseminated but has been shown to 
be incorrect, vi} categories of information that are closed to the public, open to the 
public, or have restricted access, vii) procedures to purge unwanted data, viii) methods 
for physical and environmental security or record-keeping equipment, ix) training. of 
staff on privacy and security safeguards, a',1d x) monitoring of research and evaluatIon 
activities which use this data. 

Perhaps the first to address the privacy and security problems posed by 
computerization of criminal history records was Project SEARCH (System for Electron
ic Analysis and Retrieval of Criminal Histories). It identified various privacy and 
security problem areas, and recommended measures and pollcies to reduce these 
problems (Project SEARCH, 1.973), similar to those recommended by NCJISS. Based on 
recommendations of Project SEARCH, the U.S. Department of Justice (LEAA, 1975) 
issued regulations requiring that LEAA-funded criminal justice information systems 
have procedures to i) ensure the completeness and accuracy of data, H) impose 
constraints on the dissemination of data, iii) audit the accuracy of data and access to it, 
iv) ensure individual's right to access, review and challenge data pertaining to him/her, 
and v) implement personnel and physical security measures. 

The only specific privacy and security assessment of an automated correctional 
data system that has been published is the one conducted by SEARCH Group, Inc. (1979) 
for the South Carolina Department of Corrections. The study lists 61 privacy and 
security recommendations, 44 of which pertain to inmate data privacy and security and 
the others relate to security of financial data. Most of SEARCH's recommendations 
are, again, very similar to those listed above. 

In regard to ACDSs, system security issues are addressed in Section 3.2, while 
offender'S rights are considered in Section 3.4. We have noted in these sections that 
while no significant privacy and security problems have occurred to date, the potential 
is there, since system security is lax. Further, privacy and security problems could 
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become even more exarcebated in situations where an ACDS is automatically or 
electronically interfaced with other automated data systems, including other criminal 
justice systems. Fortunately, as one systems designer at a correctional institution said, 
"there just does not seem to be much market value for stolen offender data". If 
adequate privacy and security measures are not implemented and this "market value" 
rises, then it is quite possible that the frequency of privacy and security abuses would 
go up. 

4.4 DA T A VERSUS INFORMA nON 

Although it is proper english to use the words "data" and "information" inter
changeably, it is instructuve to distinguish between the two words from a computeriza
tion or automation perspective. Data reflect the most basic knowledge; for example, 
data on the heights of five individuals could be 68", 69", 69", 72", and 75", respectively. 
Information reflects a higher level of knowledge: it is data put through some type of 
analysis or processing -- or, in our words, information is "analysed or processed data". 
Using the same example, the answer to the question "What is the height of the tallest 
person?" represents information; that is, it requires an analysis --albeit a very easy one 
-- of the five-point data set in order to yield the answer 75". 

In terms of the operational and management (including planning and research) 
needs of corrections, it is obvious that both data and information are needed. The 
operations staff at the institutions must be able to access the raw offender-based data 
for a number of reasons; they may, for example, require a listing of the names of all the 
inmates -- a simple data utility program can perform this function. In another example, 
they may require the names of all the inmates in a specific prison program; although 
this is also a listing, it would require an application program to go through the offender
based data base to extract the names of those inmates whose records indicate that they 
are enrolled in the specified program. The particular application program is, in 
essence, an analyser or processor of data; thus, its output is information. Consequently, 
the operational need to make tactical decisicns require both data and information. 

The management (including planning and research) need, on the other hand, is 
more strategic in nature: it requires, almost exclusively, information rather than data -
- that is, management's strategic decisions would typically concern groups (or may be 
the entire population) of offenders rather than individual offenders. It should obviously 
be noted that when we say that only information is required, we do not mean that data 
would not playa role (indeed, it does, since information is analysed or processsed data), 
but we simply mean that a higher level of knowledge is required. 

Given our definitions for data and information, what are possible analysers or 
processors of data? We have already indicated that application programs serve to 
process data into information; thus, the application programs which respectively 
support all the various offender-based applications that are discussed in Sections 2.3 
and 3.3, are data processors. There is, however, a more powerful and more general data 
processor, called a data base management system (DBMS). Although there are several 
available DBMSs (e.(7., IBM's Information Mangement System OMS), MRI's System 2000, 
Cullinane Corporations's Integrated Database Management System (IDMS), Cincom 
System's TOTAL, Software AG's Adaptable Data Base System (ADABAS», their 
objectives are the same: namely, to facilitate data organization and data acce~s 
(Tsichritzis and Lochovsky, 1977). A DBMS offers a number of advantages over a baSIC 
data utililty program, including 1) a user's view of the data that is usually quite 
different from the way data are stored in the computer; ii) a data language which 
allows the user to retrieve, update, insert, and delete data from the data base; iii) data 
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independence, whereby the application programs are protected from changes in the 
hardware, operating system, and data storage devices; iv) data sharing, whereby aU the 
applications use one. copy of the data base; v) security, whereby only' authorized 
individuals, terminals, and programs can perform specific functions; and vi) data 
integrity, whereby hardware and software defects would not make the data base 
inconsistent. DBMS technology has evolved to the point where there are two 
approaches to data representation and manipulation: a network (or hierarchical) model 
and a relational model. In general, network DBMSs would be employed in applications 
that are well structured and where efficiency is critical, while relational DBMSs would 
be used in evolving environments where adaptability and ease of change are of primary 
concern. It is interesting to note from Exhibit 9 that the majority of the 19 ACDSs 
which possess DBMSs has a network type of DBMS; one reason could be that network 
DBMSs have been available much longer than relational ones. 

In considering the historical development of ACDSs, we have, in general, noted a 
gradual, three-phase process. As illustrated in Exhibit 15, first the corrections agency 
loads a selected set of offender-based data (usually, just an offender's name and a few 
other identifiers) on an available (usually belonging to the state data center) central 
processing unit (with operating system); the outputs are restricted to simple listings 
made available by a basic data utility program that is typically provided as a part of the 
operating system. Then, after some experience and the allocation of an explicit budget 
for data processing activities, the agency enters into a second phase in which the data 
base is expanded to include many more offender characteristics and programmers are 
hired (or loaned from the state data center) to develop special application programs for 
specific analyses or applications (e.g., the offender-based applications in Exhibit 10). 
Most agencies with ACDSs are obviously in this phase of their ACDS development. 
Some agencies, however,. having had more experience and having allocated a larger 
budget for data processing activities, are entering into a third phase in which they 
acquire a DBMS* so as to facilitate the organization of an ever-increasing data base, as 
well as to minimize the need to write application programs for an ever-increasing 
number of demands~ including those identified by Friel et ale (1979). It should be noted 
that in describing the three phases of ACDS development, we are not advocating that 
every corrections agency go through the three phases; in fact, except for the learning 
experience, time and money are wasted when an agency goes through the individual 
phases, especially if it was always intended that the ACDS should be of the type 
represented in the third phase. Instead, what we advocate is that an agency should 
undertake an intensive needs assessment effort to determine the type of ACDS that 
would meet its needs, and then to develop a multi-year plan -- subject to budgetary and 
technological constraints -- for achieving the desired ACDS. 

In overlaying our concepts of data and information on the three-phase ACDS 
development process, we can state that a phase one automated system is clearly a data 
system, a phase three system is clearly an information system, while a phase two 
system represents a hybrid version of the two indicated systems. As illustrated in 
Exhibit 15, we feel that an information system should have some sort of a DBMS which 
would allow for an easy access to and processing of the data; further, we feel that an 
Information system should have some capability of on-line, ad hoc queries (for which 

*The DBMS box in Exhibit 15 is purposely shown to be larger than the "data utility 
program" box (which it replaces in the third phase) because, as noted earlier, it is much 
more powerful than the latter software program. 
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Exhibit 15 

Development of An Automated Correctional Data/Information System 

Data System ---.:o.~"'1, ..... <~--Information System--~:1~ 

Ad Hoc Queries 

Specific Applications Specific Applications 
. 

Simple Listings Simple listings Simple Listings 

Application Programs 

Appl)cation Programs Data Base Management 
System 
(DBMS) 

Data Utility Program Data Utility Program 

Operating System Operating System Operating System 

Central Processing Unit Central Processing Unit Central Processing Unit 
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DBMSs are especially well suited). Given this more stringent definition for an 
information system, it is clear that most, if not all, ACDSs are indeed data systems; it 
should be noted that none of the 19 ACDSs which possess DBMSs have implemented a 
systems-wide capability for on-line, ad hoc queries (a few have this capability for 
central office staff only). However, it should just be a matter of time before one or 
more of the current ACDSs become a complete automated correctional information 
system (ACIS). As an ACIS, the system would serve both the operational and 
management needs of corrections, while, as all ACDS, the system would primarily serve 
the operational need (although not half as effectively as would an ACIS). Consequently, 
we recommend that, subject to budgetary constraints and individual needs, the current 
ACDSs (which are tactically -- or operationally --oriented) should grow into ACISs 
(which would be both tactically and strategically -- or management -- oriented) so as to 
be of maximum utility to corrections. 

Actually, the above recommendation that ACDSs become ACISs is nothing more 
than recommending that the power of the computer be used. While ACDSs are, for the 
most part, automated analogs of previous manual procedures and processes, ACISs are 
more proactive and attempt to improve on those procedures and processes, by making 
available useful (i.e., timely and relevant) decision-oriented information. (In another 
N~P Phase I ~t~dy, C;0lton et al. (!981) a~so found that the power of the computer is 
bemg underutIIIzed; m that case, It was m the law enforcement area.) For example, 
with real-time file updating of an inmate's location, the ACIS's DBMS can be directly 
us~d to take an inmate count at any time of the day. Another real-time application 
usmg the ACIS could be transportation scheduling, which, because of the large daily 
volume,of transfers (including transfers due to reclassification, medical need, disciplin
ary actlOn, and court appearance), represents a real need in corrections*. In this case, 
how,ever, an application program containing a scheduling algorithm -- see, for example, 
Bodm and Berman (1979) -- would have to interact with the ACIS's DBMS in order to 
produce an appropriate and up-to-the-minute schedule. Actual1y, because the inmate 
c?~nt and ~ran~portation processes represent real needs and because they are highly 
VISIble applIcations, we recommend that they be given serious consideration. 

Finally, it should be cautioned that our strong endorsement of a DBMS-based ACIS 
should be tempered by cost considerations. A DBMS is costly to implement, and its 
maintenance would require an almost full-time data base administrator. Further, it is 
unclear as to which type (i.e, network or relational) or which available DBMS is best 
suited for corrections. Consequently, we recommend that an evaluation be undertaken 
to assess the various DBMSsj this would first require the development of an appropriate 
an? comprehensive correctional "benchmark" which could then be employed to compar
atIvely evaluate the performance of the various DBMSs. Section 6.2 recommends the 
development of such a benchmark, which, as indicated in Section 3.1, could also be used 
to test any ACDS. 

4.5 AN ALTERNATE SYSTEM 

In this section, we attempt to answer the question: Given our current knowledge 
o~ ACDSs, what ,COUld be an effective automated correctional information system? 
Smce the effectiveness of current ACDSs seems mixed, at best,we have tried to 
identify an alternate approach to ACOS development. OU!" driving force has been the 

, , *One correctio~s agency, in fact, informed us that as many as 10 percent of all 
its mmates are sometimes "on the road in anyone day". The two ACDSs which claim to 
do something in the transportation scheduling area (SOCI, 4.7(A» merely issue lists of 
those requiring transport --no actual scheduling is done by the computer. 
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realization that current ACDSs lack user support. Aside from taking the various steps 
recommended in Section 4.1 to gain and maintain user support, we have noted that i) 
users have a need for decision-oriented information (not just listings or summaries of 
data elements), and ii} users have a need to "control" their data (and not to give it up to 
a distant data storage device that is under someone else's -- mos,t likely data 
processing's __ jurisdiction). The latter need is based on th7 perceptI~m ~hat da~a 
constitute power; Westin and Baker (1972) have found that thiS perceptlOn is held m 
many organizations, both public and private organizations. 

Fortunately, the state of computer technology is such that the above two needs 
can be very appropriately met. First, as we have discussed in Section 4.4, the DBMS 
can be a very effective analyser or processor of data into information. Second, a 
distributed network of computers (including mainframes, minicomputers and microcom
puters) can allow for a data base in which data are geographically distributed, with each 
data set residing in a computer (or "node") at or near the location where it is en~ered; 
yet, aU the data in such a network can still be viewed as one data base and are available 
from all nodes, subject to the access constraints of the network. Further, the 
processing of data can also be carried out locally, on a distributed basis. There are 
three main approaches to organizing a distributed network (Breslin and Tashenberg, 
1978). The hierarchical (or star) approach consists of a central node with various levels 
of minor nodes; the central node provides operational and developmental services on a 
shared basis, and each node can operate in a stand-alone fashion. The ring approach 
consists of a number of equal-capability nodes connected together like in a ring; since 
each node is capable of providing the same processing service as any other node, the 
computing or processing load can be distributed ,t? nonbusy nod~s wher: necessary. The 
topological approach consists of ,differe~t-capabi~lty nodes; eacn n~de is usually ~ble ~o 
provide a specific set of processing serVices. ~hIchever appro~ch ,is used, t~e object is 
still the same -- that of storing and processing data on a distributed basls, under a 
system-wide management program (which controls data base definition, operating 
procedures resource use, security, data access, and data and program transfers 
between ;odes). It should be noted that the political realities of an agency's 
organization chart can, ior example, be represented by an hier,archical network, such as 
the one proposed by Shin et ale (1981). 

In sum and as identified in Exhibit 16, the system that we feel would be effective 
in the corrections environment, especially in a large environment, is a distributed 
automated correctional information system (DACIS). Although we are confident that 
OACIS, jf properly implemented, would enhance user support, we have obviously n,?t 
been able to fully develop this alternative system; such a developmental study IS 
recommended in Section 6.2, which also recommends an evaluation of a possible 
implemented version of DACIS. 

A key consideration is whether and how to interface DACIS with other criminal 
justice data systems. We feel that any aU,tomated co~re::tior:al ~ystem should be 
electronically or automatically interfaced With other crImmal Justice data, systems, 
especially if they require some of the same data elements. The problems of privacy and 
security although real, can be overcome by limiting access and monitoring all 
intercha'nges between systems. In fact, as summarized in Exhibit 17, a~th,ough, so:ne 
national automation efforts are directed at specific components of the Criminal JustIce 
system, others are aimed at sp~nning over or, in,terf~cin~ the various components. In 
regard to a DACIS interface With another ~r~mInal J~stl~e data system, DACIS could 
treat the other system as just another node (If it contams Just one comput~r) ,or a~ot~er 
network (if it itself is a distributed system); thus, one day an automated crImmal Justice 
information system could be characterized as a multi-network system. 
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Exhibit 16 

A Distributed Automated Correctional Informa~ion System 

Hardware 

• Distributed Set of Computers (Including Minicomputers and/or 
Microprocessors) 

• Distributed Communication Network' (With Distributed Data Bases) 

• Storage Devices, Printers, CRT's, and Other I/O Devices 

Software 

• Operating System 
• Data Bnse M1.'I.nagement Systp

"" fDBMS)2 
• Application Programs 
• System-Wide Management Program 

Applications 

• Ad Hoc Queries 
• Real-Time Offender-Based Applications 3 

• Other Offender-Based Applications (Which Cannot Be Handled by DBMS) 
• Administrative Applications 

Other Features 

• Efficient and Accurate Data Entry4 
• Interface With Other Criminal Justice Data Systems 
• Good System and Program Documentation 

lRequires a developmental study and an evaluation: Should it be a hierarchical 
(or star), ring, or topological network? And what hardware configuration is 
most cost-effective? 

2Requires an evaluation: Should it be a network or relational DBMS? And what 
features should it have (i .e., which available DBMS is best)? 

3Requires an evaluation: Which applications (e.g., inmate count taking and 
transportation scheduling) would be cost-effective to require real-time file 
updating? 

4Requires an evaluation: Should data be entered locally or centrally? 
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Exhi bit 17 

National Automated Criminal Justice Data Systems -
CRIMINAL JUSTICE COMPONENTS 

z --;-;;-t----. 

0 ~I ...... z o· 
t- o ...... 

ACRONYM INITIAL => ...... t-
UJ u t- U lLJ 

(YEAR NAME ORIGINAL FUNDING u UJ t- c:s:: UJ -' 0::: ...... ....J Vl 0::: en 0::: 0 UJ 

BEGAN) DEVELOPER AGENCY 1 ....J ...... 0 ::> 0 0::: 0::: :r: 
0 c:s:: 0::: 0 0::: 0 ~ t-
o.. r-:> 0.. U 0.. U 0.. 0 

-

NCIC National Crime Information FBI FBI 
~ ~ (1960s) Center 

PRO~nS Prosecutors Managen~nt INSlAN, .lEAA 
(1971 ) Information System Inc. 
CCII Computerized Criminal SEARCH BJS 
(1973) History Group, Inc. 
SJIS State Judicial Information SEARCH BJS 

~ (1973) System Group, Inc. 
OBSCIS Offender Based State Cor- SEARCH BJS 

~ (1974 ) rections Information System Gt'oUP, Inc. 
OBTS Offender Based Transaction BJS BJS 
('1975) Statistics 
POSSE Police Operations Support SEARCH BJS ~, 

(1979) System -- Elementary Group, Inc. 
CMIS Corrections Manage~nt SEARCII BJS ~ (1979 ) Information System Group, Inc. 
JAMS Jail Accounting Micro- SEARCH BJS ~ (1979 ) computer System Group, Inc. 
SCRS Standardized Crime SEARCH BJS 

~ (1980) Reporting System Group, Inc. 
MICRONYM System for Identification SEARCH BJS ~ (1980) Processing Group, Inc. 

-

llEAA=law Enforcement Assistance Administration, BJS=Bureau of Justice Statistics (Formerly, 
National Criminal Justice Information and Statistics Service, lEAA), FBI=Federal Bureau 
of Investigation 

2State identification bureaus. 
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5 EV ALUA nON CONSIDERA TrONS 

A requirement of the NEP Phase I program is the development of a single project 
evaluation design: in this case, a design for evaluating an ACDS project. Before 
developing such an evaluation design in Section 5.2, we consider some evaluation issues 
in Section 5.1. Section 5.3 remarks on our limited assessment of the developed design. 

5.1 EVALUA nON ISSUES 

In developing the ACDS evaluation design, we became aware of five critical 
differences between the ACDS environment and the typical social program environ
ment; these differences make it more difficult to develop and conduct an evaluation in 
the former environment than in the latter. There are, of course, certain aspects of an 
ACDS environment which would make it easier to develop and conduct an evaluation in 
it than it would be in the typical social program environment; for example, the fact 
that an ACDS can easily mcnitor itself is invaluable, as very few other social program 
interventions can monitor th~\mselves, especially in an objective, automated manner. 

The six issues which make an ACDS evaluation quite difficult include i} ACDS 
evaluations are nonexistent; Ii) ACDS staff are unfamiliar about program evaluation; iii) 
ACDS goals are ambiguous; iv) ACDS, as a program intervention, lacks integrity; v) 
ACDS environment is not well defined; and vi} ACDS benefits are hard to quantify. The 
six issues are briefly discussed in the next six subsections, respectively; they are further 
considered in Section 5.2. 

ACDS EVALUATIONS ARE NONEXISTENT 

We have already stated several times that there have been no previous evaluations 
of ACDSs. However, have there been any related evaluations of information systems? 
In our limited review of the pertinent literature, we have found two distinct groups of 
evaluations. The first group contains strictly technical evaluations of computer 
performance (Ferrari, 1978), while the. second group contains more broad-based 
evaluations of information systems (Hemmens, 1973; Carlson, 1974; Keen, 1975; King 
and Rodriguez, 1978). While both groups of material are helpful, especially from an 
evaluation measures perspective, perhaps the evaluation which is most related to the 
ACDS area, was one undertaken by Lyman (1977), who evaluated a criminal justice 
information system that was implemented in Santa Clara County, California. He 
evaluated the system along four performance dimensions (i.e., intergovernmental, 
organizational, and administrative; operational; technical; and security and privacy); 
most of his evaluation findings were based on "ratings II provided by 70 "stakeholders" 
who were interviewed on some 60 criteria. 

ACDS STAFF ARE UNFAMILIAR ABOUT PROGRAM EVALUATION 

Perhaps because of the fact that there have been no ACDS evaluations, the ACDS 
staff are uniformily unfamiliar about program evaluation. When the word "evaluation" 
is mentioned, they instinctively think about the narrow area of computer performance 
evaluation. Would this unfamlllarity result in a negative reaction if an ACDS 
evaluation were to be conducted in their respective organization? We think not, at 
least none of the individuals we came in contact with during this study were negative 
about the possibility of being evaluated. In fact, one data processing administrator 
stated, "I would welcome an evaluation; it would show my bosses what a good job we're 
doing, despite our recent cut-back in funding". 
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ACDS GOALS ARE AMBIGUOUS 

As discussed in Section 3.3, the ACDS goals are ambiguous, and, for the most 
part not measurable. A related problem has also been when a corrections agency's 
info;mal goals are in conflict with those of the ACDS funding source {i.e., LEAA? In 
such a case, the data processing administrator would usually try to IIwalk a mIddle 
ground". In terms of an evaluation effort, however, it would be very difficult, if not 
impossible, to get the administrator to explicitly state his/her set of goals. 

ACDS, AS A PROGRAM INTERVENTION, LACKS INTEGRITY 

In a social program environment, the intervention (or treatment) is usually stable, 
distinct and applied at a point in time; that is, it has integrity. In an ACDS 
environment, the intervention (which is the ACDS itself or a part of it) lacks integrity. 
As observed throughout the report, the ACDS is in a constant state of change 
(undergoing either a development, or an upgrading, or a modification, or a 
redevelopment); the ACDS then, as an intervention, is unstable, amorphous and not 
bounded within a period of time. Further, the fact that most ACDS mainframes are 
located in state data centers makes it very difficult to identify the ACDS intervention 
from the overall operation of the state data center. 

ACDS ENVIRONMENT IS NOT WELL DEFINED 

While the social program environment is relatively well defined (from a program 
intervention perspective), the ACDS environment is typically hard to define. Because 
the principal output of an ACDS is information (including data), it is very difficult to 
define an environment of potential ACDS impact, since information is so pervasive. 
Additionally, it should be pointed out that no two ACDS environments are alike: they 
differ in terms of simple operational procedures to more complex legal statutes. 

ACDS BENEFITS ARE HARD TO QUANTIFY 

Since most ACDS benefits are derived from the outputted information, the 
question arises: What is the value of information? This age old qu7stion ha.s defled 
quantification. Although most researchers have assesse~ the value of mf~rmatIOn from 
an econometric approach (Gould, 1974), we propose In the next sectlon to use a 
multiattribute utility approach. 

5.2 EVALUATION DESIGN 

The evaluation design developed in this section has been shaped by four key 
considerations. First, the design is sensitive to the issues or problems addressed in 
Section 5.1; in fact, the design attempts to overcome or minimize these problems. 
Second, the design assumes that the intervention being evaluated ~s either the entire 
ACDS or a part of it (e.g., distributed processing, DBMSs, real·-Ume offender-ba:ed 
applications, and data entry locations). Third, the design .attempts .to be comprehenSIve 
or systemic in its outlook; Tlen (1979) defines a systemiC evaluatIOn to be at once an 
audit, formative and summative evaluation. Fourth, the design is based on a purposeful 
evaluation design process advanced by Tien (1979). 

The process is illustrated in Exhibit 18; it is based on a dynamic roll-ba~k 
approach. The "roll-back" refers to a three-step sequence: the sequence rolls back m 
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Exhibit 18 

Evaluation Design Process: A Dynamic Roll-Back Approach 

.- Design Threats to 
.; 

Program Char-
~, 

Elements Validity acteristics 

J 
tion of the threats (i.e., problems and pitfalls) to the validity of the final evaluation; 
and to lii) a more immediate identification of evaluation design elements. The logic of 
this sequence of steps should be noted; that is, the anticipated program characteristics 
identify the possible threats to validity, which in turn point to the design elements that 
are necessary to mitigate, if not to eliminate, these threats. The "dynamic" aspect of 
the approach refers to its nonstationary character; that is, the components of the 
framework must constantly be updated, throughout the entire development and imple
mentation phases of the evaluation design. In this manner, the design elements can be 
refined, if necessary, to account for any new threats to validity which may be caused by 
either previously unidentified program characteristics or changing characteristics (as is 
the case in ACDS). In sum, the dynamic roll-back approach is a systematic method of 
developing more purposeful and valid evaluation designs. 

Before discussing the program characteristics, threats to validity and design 
elements, it should be noted that the evaluation design provided in this section must 
necessarily be at a general level: a specific design can be easily derived by applying the 
contents herein to a specific ACDS project. 

PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS 

The ACDS characteristics are contained in Sections 2 and 3, and they include the 
six problematic characteristics identified in Section 5.1. 

THREA TS TO VALIDITY 

As indicated in Exhibit 18, a careful consideration of the program or ACDS 
characteristics results in the identification of potential problems or threats to validity. 
Tien (1979) has identified 20 explicit threats which can be grouped into the following 
five categories: 

o Internal validity refers to the extent that the statistical association of an 
intervention and measured impact can reasonably be considered a causal 
reI a tionship. 

o External validity refers to the extent that the causal relationship can be 
generalized to different populations, settings, and times. 

o Construct validity refers to the extent that the causal relationship can be 
generalized to different interventions, impact measures, and measurements. 
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o Statistical conclusion validity refers to the extent that an intervention and a 
measured impact can be statistically associated -- error could either be a 
false association Ge., Type I error) or a false nonassociation (i.e., Type II 
error). 

o Conduct conclusion validity refers to the extent that an intervention and its 
associated evaluation can be completely and successfully conducted • 

The six issues or problems identified in Section 5.1 can be considered to be threats 
to validity; they pose a threat to the validity of any resultant ACDS evaluation study. 
More specifically, both the first issue (ACDS evaluations are nonexistent) and the 
~econ~ is~ue (ACDS staff are unfamiliar about program evaluation) represent a political 
Infeasibillty threat to conduct conclusion validity; the third issue (ACDS goals are 
ambiguous) represents a design instability threat to internal validity; the fourth issue 
(ACDS, as a program intervention, lacks integrity) represents an intervention integrity 
threat to statistical conclusion validity; the fifth issue (ACDS environment is not well 
defined) represents a test-setting sensitivity threat to external validity; and the sixth 
issue (ACDS benefits are hard to quantify) represents a measures sensitivity threat to 
construct validity. As illustrated in Exhibit 18, the design elements that are developed 
in the next subsection attempt to mitigate these threats. 

DESIGN ELEMENTS 

The various evaluation design elements can be grouped into five components, 
including test hypotheses, selection scheme, measures framework, measurement meth
ods, and analytic techniques. Although the design components are obviously interrelat
ed, they are mutually exclusive in scope. Each component is discussed next in terms of 
its essential elements (i.e., items which must be addressed in the development of an 
evaluation design) and, if applicable, its potential for mitigating the various threats to 
validity. 

Test Hypotheses 

The test hypotheses component is meant to include the range of issues leading up 
to the establishment of pertinent test hypotheses. The test hypotheses are related to 
the rationale or goals of the project and are defined by statements that hypothesize the 
causal relationships between dependent and independent measures; and it is a purpose of 
evaluation to assess or test the validity of these statements. 

In terms of an ACDS project, we have identified in SDCI, 4.9(A) several possible 
ACDS goals which could be used to develop appropriate test hypotheses. The problem 
that ACDS goals are generally ambiguous (and may, in fact, be different than those 
stated), requires patience and care in soliciting and establishing the actual goals and 
related test hypotheses. Nevertheless, it is likely that the overall goals of an ACDS can 
be defined and agreed upon. 

Selection Scheme 

The purpose of this component of the evaluation design is to develop a scheme for 
the selection and identification of experimental and control groups. Because no two 
ACDS environments are alike, it is, of course, impossible to develop an experimental 
design in which one ACDS environment acts as a control for another. Instead, we 
recommend a quasi-experimental, pretest-pasttest design in which an ACDS environ
ment acts as its own control over time. 
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It should be noted that the pretest-posttest design or scheme is suitable for either 
the case where the intervention is the entire ACDS or the case where it is a part of the 
ACDS. In the former case, the pretest-posttest comparison could be a comparison 
either between a manual system and an ACDS or between two entirely different 
versions of an ACDS. In the latter case, the comparison would be between two time 
periods, which are linked by a sufficiently long transition period during which the ACDS 
improvement or change takes place. In either case, the pretest-posttest scheme should 
allow for a valid evaluation. 

Measures Framework 

The purpose of this component of the evaluation design is to identify the various 
measures that would be used to define the test hypotheses. Four sets of evaluation 
measures are identified in Exhibit 19. Although the first three sets -- input, process, 
and outcome -- have been proposed and discussed at length in the evaluation literature, 
the literature is not consistent regarding their respective definitions. For this reason, 
Exhibit 19 explicitly lists the possible measures in terms of an ACDS project; in fact, 
the alert reader would recognize these as the topic areas covered in Section 3. It 
should be noted, for example, that performance measures are a part of the process -
not outcome -- measures. Thus, data utilization is a process measure, which may 
impact an ACDS user's attitude which is an outcome measure. In general, the input and 
process measures serve to "explain" the resultant outcome measures. The outcome 
measures reflect the ultimate results or impacts of the ACOS. The fourth set of 
evaluation measures -- the systemic measures -- can also be regarded as impact 
measures but have been overlooked to a large extent in the evaluation literature. The 
systemic measures allow an ACDS's impact to be viewed from a total systems 
perspective, and include such issues as its transferability, its generalizability, and its 
impact on an offender's rights. 

Actually, the items contained in Exhibit 19 represent gross measures: their 
detailed counterparts can be found in the SDCI, which contains over 200 questions 
seeking information on the detailed measures. A group of process measures that is 
missing from both Exhibit 19 and the SOCI is that pertaining to computer performance 
(e.g., response time, turn-around time, central processing unit time per transaction, 
memory storage utilization factor, etc.). Another missing group of process measures is 
that pertaining to cost (e.g., mainframe cost, software cost, installation cost, etc.). 
(Both groups of measures are missing from the SOCI because, although they were 
originally a part of the SOCI, we decided, for reasons of space, not to include them in 
the final version of the SDC! since we received no responses for them.) These two 
groups of process measures are, of course, very important and should be included in any 
ACDS evaluation effort. 

Finally, an outcome measure which is indirectly addressed in the SDCI, but which 
requires more attention is that of the value of the information derived from the ACDS. 
As indicated in Section 5.1, much has been written about how to derive this measure or 
quantity. The traditional approach of using an economic or regression type model is, we 
feel, too aggregate an approach; the subtleties and relationships among the independent 
variables (which serve to explain the dependent variable of value) are lost or "assumed 
away" in such an approach. We recommend employing a multiattribute utility approach 
in which the administrator who makes use of the ACDS information is asked (through a 
series of lottery type questions) to provide his/her utility function of the various 
attributes or variables which constitute value. In this manner, the administrator could 
more explicitly provide his/her subjective feelings regarding the trade-off between, for 
example, the time until his/her request for information is fulfilled and the accuracy of 
the information. 
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Exhibit 19 

ACDS Measures Framework 

INPUT 

Needs Assessment 
User Involvement 
LEAA Funding 

SEARCH Group, Inc. Activities 
Computing Facilities 

Data Clarification, Codification 
and Standardization 

Data Base Design and Creation 
Management Support 
System Testing 
System Documentation 
User Training 

PROCESS 

Organizational Factors 
Data Processing Staff 
Software Maintenance 
System Security 
System Cost 
Data Redundancy 
Data Currency 
Data Quality 
Data Utilization 
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OUTCOME 

Offender-Based Applications 
Management (Decision Support), Pl anning 

and Research Applications 
National Reporting 
Time Savings 
User Attitudes 
Administrative Attitudes 
System Goals 

SYSTEMIC 

System Interfaces 
System Transferability 
System Generalizability 
Offender's Rights 
Corrections Issues 
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MEASUREMENT METHODS 

An ACDS evaluation effort should be guided by four criteria in its selection of 
measurement methods: i) a commitment to a multi-measurement approach whereby 
each test hypothesis is assessed using at least two different methods or sets of 
measures; ii) a commitment to quantitative evidence wherever possible, realizing that 
the evaluation must also include qualitative measures (e.g., user attitude); iii) a 
commitment to undertake only needed measurements; and iv) a recognition that the 
purpose of any measurement method is to mitigate the various threats to the 
evaluation's validity. For example, we recommend a multi-measurement approach to 
mitigate the problem posed by the ACDS being in a constant state of change. That is, 
the ACDS administrator must, of course, first make a commitment to postpone any 
ACDS changes until after the formal evaluation period, and then a multi-measurement 
approach could be employed to monitor this commitment. 

Five primary types of measurement methods should be employed in an ACDS 
evalution: software programs (for self-monitoring of computer performance), special 
data collection instruments, observations, structured interviews, and questionnaire 
surveys. In regard to the length of the evaluation period, we recommend at least an 18-
month period (i.e., a six-month pretest period, a six-month transition period, and a six
month posttest period). A much longer time period would not necessarily increase the 
validity of the evaluation, since extraneous threats to validity may occur. It should be 
noted that, unlike a typical social program where a one-year posttest observation is 
required at a minimum On order to account for any seasonal effects), an ACDS's impact 
should not have any seasonal variation. What is important, however, is that an adequate 
transition period be allowed for an ACDS intervention to take hold (i.e., after all the 
bugs have been worked out). 

Analytic T echnigues 

Tests of significance should, of course, be applied to the test hypotheses, subject 
to an appropriate level of significance. In terms of an ACDS evaluation, a very 
important technique is cost-benefit analY5is. Although there are numerous references 
which list potential costs and benefits associated with computing (see, for example, 
Exhibit 20), there are very few actual cost-benefit analyses of computing. One problem 
is, as noted in Section 3.2, the difficulty in acquiring cost data. The other problem 
concerns representation of the various benefits by a single outcome measure of benefit 
(or value of information); as suggested earlier in this section, we recommend a 
multiattrIbute utility approach to this problem. Thus, a cost-utility analysis should be 
undertaken in an ACDS evaluation. 

5.3 DESIGN ASSESSMENT 

As indicated in Section 1.2, the data processing personnel from the Assessment 
Sample of five ACDSs helped to develop and refine the evaluation design presented in 
Section 5.2, as well as the extensive structured data collection instrument (SDC!). 
Although initially they were unfamiliar with program evaluation, they indicated an 
interest and willingness to participate -- mostly by phone and mail -- in our evaluation 
design effort. They reviewed our design efforts and assessed our products, including the 
user attitude questionnaire contained in the SDCI. In fact, one data processing 
administrator indicated that he was going to distribute the questionnaire at the next 
users' meeting. In the end, they f(;{t quite comfortable with our proposed design. When 
asked if they would allow an evaluation of their ACDS using such a design, they replied 
in the affirmative but felt that the evaluation should not start until they had completed 
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Exhibit 20 

Potential Benefits and Costs Associated With Compu~ 

List of Potential Benefits from Computing 

Reduction in per-unit processing costs 
Improved accuracy in calculations 
Improved ability to change variables and values in programs 
Increased speed in calculating and printing 
Ability to automatically collect and store records 
More systematic recordkeeping 
Reduction 01 space and cost lor storing of records 
Standardization of records and recordkeeping 
Improved records security 
tmproved record portability 
Faster record retrieval 
Better access to records in large data bases 
Grealer lJexibility in moving records around in dala bases 
Ability to capitalize on telecommunications linkages among dala bases 
Ability to keep ongoing records of data base use 
Improved ability to audit recordkeeping and use activity 
Ability to quickly make global changes in records 
Ability to manage large data files 
Ability to create new files through merge and sort of other files 
Improved ability to perform complex calculations quickly 
Capacity lor solving simultaneous equations 
Ability to simulate complex phenomena 
Ability to aggregate large amounls of data for planning 
Ability to automalically conlrol physical processes 
Improved capacity to collect data on system performance 

SOURCE: King and Kraemer, 1980, pp. 3-4 

List of Potential Costs Associated with Computing 

Cost for consultants to assist in decision and design 
Equipment purchase and lease costs 
Equipment Installation cost 
Cost to modify equipment site and other facilities 
Cost of capital to undertake the operation 
Cost of management and staff time for decisions and initiation of computing 
Cost of operating system software 
Communications systems Installation cost 
Start-up personnel and consultant costs 
Costs of hiring and training 
Costs associated with the disruption of normal activities 
Management costs for starl-up 
Applications software costs 
Modification costs for existing applicalions 
In-house application development costs 
Costs of interaction between users and computer professionals 
User training costs 
Data collection and preparation costs 
Documentation preparation costs 
Management costs for applications development 
System maintenance costs 
Utilities costs 
Depreciallon on hardware and facllllies 
Operations staff costs 

. .' ... . ,. 
\ " " ., . . 

-------------------,-~--~---~-----
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their respective upgrades. In sum, it can be stated that an ACDS evaluation can be 
carried out and that the evaluation design presented herein is viable. Perhaps, the most 
obvious indication .of the design's viability is its partial application in this study; both 
the SDCI and our View of ACDS issues are based on a part of the design detailed herein. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of this section is to draw conclusions from the material presented in 
Sections 1 through 5. The present state of knowledge is presented in Section 6.1; future 
development and evaluation activities are recommended in Section 6.2; and specific 
policy questions are answered in Section 6.3. 

6.1 STATE OF KNOWLEDGE 

Exhibit 21 summarizes our state of knowledge regarding automated correctional 
data systems (ACDSs) in terms of the issues, gaps, and recommendations that are 
contained in Sections 2, 3 and 4. A quick review of Exhibit 21 reveals that most 
recommendations can and should be implemented by corrections agencies and/or ACDS 
developers. A second set of recommendations concern the conduct of future develop
ment and evaluation activities, which are further addressed in Section 6.2. A third set 
of recommendations is directed at the federal government; these recommendations are 
developed in Section 4.2 and briefly summarized in Section 6.3. 

6.2 FUTURE ACTIVITIES 

Two development and four evaluation activities are recommended in this section. 
All six activities deserve immediate attention; they should be funded by the federal 
government and carried on in coordination with each other. It should be noted that 
either one or all four of the evaluation activities could be carried out as an NEP Phase 
II effort. Alternatively, the NEP Phase II study could be an intensive evaluation of any 
ACDS, especially one that will be implemented at some future date so that the pretest
posttest scheme proposed in Section 5.2 can be employed). In sum, we strongly 
recommend that an NEP Phase II effort be carried out: we must begin to evaluate 
ACDSs so that we can determine what works, what doesn't, and why. 

DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 

We recommend the development of a benchmark for ACDS testing purposes and a 
detailed design for a distributed automated correctional information system (DACIS). 

Benchmark 

One of the most striking findings of our study is the absence, in almost every 
case, including the prototype OBSCIS system, of an element which could be an 
extremely valuable tool: a prototypical test package or benchmark. Testing, at the 
system level, serves a multitude of purposes. The one most commonly thought of is to 
verify that the programs are free of bugs; however, a well designed benchmark should 
also serve i) to assure that the system performs as the users expect it will; ii) as a 
vehicle for training users and generating their trust in the system; iii) as a test of 
associated manual procedures as well as the computer programs themselves; iv) to 
monitor system performance and accuracy as changes are made in the course of normal 
maintenance; v) as an aid to debugging when problems arise; and vi) as an aid to 
evaluating different systems (e.g., DBMSs). 

The benchmark mark should have three components: input data, processing 
instructions, and expected results. The input data should be carefully constructed to 
include the most common examples of all types of offender-based transactions, all 
possible valid field values, and all types of errors, each in every possible combination. 
The processing instructions should be extremely complete and explicit; they should 
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Exhi bit 21 

State of Knowledge: Issues, Gaps and Recommendations 

I 
GAPS I 

I 
The absence of a formal needs assess-I. 
ment ~nd related functional specifi
cation) effort has been a major reason 
for ACDSs--especially their earl ier 
versions--to have fa i1 ed or not to 
have lived up to expectation. 

The lack of user involvement thrOugh-I' 
out the ACDS development process 
(i .e .• planning. designing, testing, I 
implementing, operating and maintain-I 
ing) has resulted in a lack of user 
support of ACDS at both the data in- I 
put and data utilization ends of the I 
ACOS. I 

• While LEAA--in particular OBSCIS-- I' 
funds have been critical in the I 
development of ACDSs, they have not I 
prevented the "reinventing of the I 
wheel". I 

j 

I 
i 

\~hile SEARCH Group, Inc., has carried)' 
out its LEAA/BJS-funded activities 
(to support OBSCIS and related 
developments) with diligence. it has 
had this role si~ce 1973. 

I 

! 
I 

RECOMMENOATIONS 

I 

Inasmuch as ACOSs, like other auto- ! 
mated systems, are constantly being I 
redeveloped or modified, a needs I 

assessment/functional specification; 
effort is never to 1 ate, and the ' 
resultant document should be 
contantly updated. 
User involvement should not only be ; 
encouraged but 1,Iandated at every 
stage of the ACDS development--and 
redevelopment--process. 

Despite the demise of LEAA, the 
federa 1 governmen t s hou 1 d con t i nue , 
to help states by funding i) basic : 
ACOS research and development . 
efforts, i i) ACOS- re 1 a ted techn i ca 1 I 

assistance assignments to requestin~ 
states, iii) a national c1earinq- i 
house for ACDS~related information ! 

(including a yearly national meeting 
for ACOS administrators to meet each 
other and to be exposed to recent I 

ACDS developments), and iv) an ACDS~ 
related evaluation program. : 
The federa 1 government (i. e., the I 

BJS) shQu1d award--on a competitive i 
basis--two, five-year grants to carr~ 
out the above recommended activi
ties: one grant to carry out the 
first three activities; the second 
grant to carry out the fourth eval
uation activity. 

Several problems can occur when the 
corrections agency does not have 
direct control over its ACDS main
frame. 

I, As some are currently planning, cor~ 
! rect;~ns agencies should consider . 

Several problems can occur ',o/hen data , 
elements and procedures are not first! 
clarified. codified and/or standard-
ized. 

In regard to data base design, prob
lems can occur if data files are 
seQuential; if the data base manage
ment system (DBMS) is not well under-: 
stood; if the historical data file 
cannot be directly accessed by sta
tistical analysis packages: and if no~ 
purge criteria exist for historical 
data. 
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the use of mini~ and microcomputers 
(especially in a linked network of 
distributed processors)--the impact 
and potenti a 1 of these new techno 1 ~ ; 
ogies need to be evaluated. 
Data elements and procedUres should 
be continually clarified, codified, 
and/or standardized. and a manual 
should be produced and updated 
accordingly. 

Data files should be structured for 
random access; DBNSs snould be com~ , 
paratively evaluated by using a 
ubenchmark" testing procedure; his
torical data should be aggregated in 
a ~anner that allows direct access 
by statistical analysis packages; 
and suitable Durge criteria snould 
be developea. 

ISSUES . 

I' 
I 

Exhi bit 21 

(Page 2 of 4) 

GAPS 

Creation of an initial data base for • 
an ACOS is a major undertaking and 
one whose difficulty has frequently 
been underestimated. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

• ACDS Implementation) • User involvement and elaborate 
approaches to ACDS system testing 
have been minimal. 

The manual records should be in good 
condition before attempting a ccn- : 
version, which may require the hir- ! 

ing of some extra, temporary data I 
processing help, I 
User involvement should be a require1 
ment in system testing; and the ; 
above recommended benChmark (i. e., al 
test package with known results) fon 
comparative DBMS assessment could I 
also be used in system testing. 

, PROCESS 

• ACDS Support 

. ACDS Performance 

I 

I 

i 
System documentation has been poor to!· 
nonexistent, causing problems in 
system operation and maintenance. 

!. Most agencies have not carried out 
intensive user training, which in 
turn has contributed to decreased 
user support. 

ACDS performance has been negatively 
affected by the relatively low rank 
of data processing administrators, 
the high turnover of data processing 
staff, and frequent reorganizations 
within the corrections agency. 

ACDS operation has been negatively ,. 
affected by impracticai designs, 
programmers reassigned to other task~I' 
and contractors who are unfamiliar 
with corrections. i 

Lack of software maintenance has 
resulted in some severe problems . 

Documentation should be mandated. 
and documentation standards should 
be added to the requirements of any'/ 
future funding in the ACDS area. I 

User training should be intense and: 
should be given to all members of 
the agency. 

Records and data processing staff 
should report to the same adminis
trator; data processing staff shouldl 
receive industry-level pay; and ACD~ 
developers should build a broad bas~ 
of support within the corrections i 
agency. I 

i Data processing staff should include 
individuals with corrections back- I 

ground; corrections should negotiate 
for administrative control over pro~ 
grammers assigned to do its work; 
and contractors should be closely 
supervised and required to produce ' 
good dOCUmentation. 

Techniques (e.g .• modular orogram
ming and structured programming) 
which make the software easier to 
maintain should be employed, and 
good system documentation, as well 
as explicit administrative proce~ 
dUres for system maintenance, shoul~ 
be developed. ' 

System security has been quite lax 
and the potential for misuses and 
abuses of offender data exist. 

" A minimum set of security require- , 
ments shou 1 d be t'equi red of all ACDSs, 
--Such a set is contained in Sectioro 
3.2. 

Reliable system cost data have been 
uniformly unavailable. 

I' Although for legal and practical 
reasons the manual files must dUDli
cate at least a portion or the ACDS 
fi 1 es, redundan t manua 1 fil es (wh i ch . 
could ~e displaced by the ACDS) have 
been maintained. 
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Corrections agencies should separate 
out ACDS-related costs. 

User training and better communica
tion between users and data process
ing staff should be required. 



ISSUES 

I 

I 
I OUTCOME 
I 
I • ACDS Output 

I 
I 

! 

, • ACDS Impact 
I 

S,(STE!1IC 

• ACDS ~nvironment 

• 

Exhibit 21 

(Page 3 of 4) 

GAPS 

• Real-time (versus delayed) file up
dating and local (versus central) 
data entry have been topics of 
conroversy. 

• Although improving, data quality--in 
terms of factual accuracy, entry 
accuracy, completeness, and time1i
ness--has been a problem. 

Most offender-based applications have 
been operating at the "data" level, 
producing listings or summaries of 
data. 

• While the operational or tactical 
needs of corrections are being met 
(at least par·'ally), the more 
strategic neeus of planning, research 
and management have, for the most 
part, not been met. 
While they have been reporting to the 
NPS and UPR reporting programs, cor
rections agencies have problems with 

I the reporting formats and see no 
, benefit in return for their efforts. I 
/. While the ACOS applications have 
; resulted in significant time savings 
II for corrections staff, they have 

barely begun to make use of the power 

I of the computer. 
• The attitudes of users toward ACOS 

I have, for the most part, not been 

! 
positive, primarily because of a lack 
of perceived benefits of the ACDS. 

i 
The attitudes of some admlnlstrators 
toward ACDS have been less than I 
positive and have caused some severe / 
problems. I 
ACDS goals have been surreal, ambig- ," 
uous and not measurable; their 
attainment have been mixed. I 

i 
I 

RECOfotllENDATIONS 

• Real-time file updating and local 
data entry should both be evaluated. 

• The ACDS should be designed to be 
useful to those who enter data into 
it; user training should be improved; 
thorough system testing should be 
undertaken; those entering data inte 
the ACDS should b~ held accountable; 
procedures should be established for 
reporting and correcting program 
errors; and periodic audits of the 
ACDS'files should be conducted. 

• Offender-based applications (inc1ud 
ing inmate count taking and trans
portation scheduling) should opp.ratE 
at the "informcltion" level where thl' 
power of the computer could be used 
to produce timely and relevant 
information. 

• ACDS development should continue to 
meet the tactical needs of correc- 1 
tions but should also concentrate 0 
meeting their strategic needs. 

I 
• The NPS and UPR should clarify and I 

standardi ze the report; ng formats I 
and should produce timely and 
reliable summaries of the data I 
provided them. I 

• ACDS should continue to be developed 
in those areas 'l'Ihich would poten- i 

tially yield the most time savings " 
as well as those which make the 
most use of the computer's power. 

• More user involvement and user 
training should be initiated and 
carried out. 

ACDS developers should, if posslble H 
secure the support of most, if not I 

all, corrections agency administra- ~ 
tors. i 

ACDS goals should be realistic, 
specifi~ and measurable. 

I , , 

Very few ACDSs have interfaced with 
other criminal justice information 
systems. 

:. An ACDS should be automatically 
I interfaced with other criminal 

justice information systems, with 
special attention paid to security 
and privacy issues. 
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ISSUES 

• ACDS Influence 

EVALUATION 

• ACDS Evaluation 

Exhi bit 21 

(Page 4 of 4) 

GAPS 

i i' Transfers of ACDS technology have 

I been few (i .e., mostly BOSP transfers, 
with mixed results. 

I 
I I 
I· There has been no technology transferl' 

from other environments similar to \ 
that of corrections. I 

I 

treatJ. I· Except in helping to prove fair 
ment in a handful of litigation 
cases, ACDSs have not been used to 
protect an offender's right to have 
adequate and fair treatment. 

I 

I 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Transfer of ACDS technology should 
be encouraged and the above recom
mended, federally-funded, technical 
assistance contractor should assist )' 
in such transfers. 
ACDS developers should look into thJ 
possibility of accessing the data 
systems technology from other 
similar environments, especially 
hospita 1 s. 
ACDSs should develop and implement 
applications which can protect an 
offender's right to have adequate 
and fair treatment. 

I 

I 
! 
I I 

I. Except in a few cases, ACDS data have' ACDS data should be analysed to shed! 
not b~en used to shed light on cor- / light on contemporary issues in 
rections issues, and ACDSs have not I corrections, and ACDSs should be i 
assisted in the monitoring of an used to monitor an agency's compli- ; 
agency's compliance with correctional ance with correctional standards. 
standards. 

i 
It should be noted that i) ACDS i· 
evaluations are nonexistent; ii) i 
ACDS staff are unfamiliar about pro- I 
gram evaluation; iii) ACDS goals are! 
ambiguous; iv) ACDS, as a program I 
intervention, lacks integrity; vI I 
ACDS environment is not well defined;i 
and vi) ACDS benefits are hard to \ 
quantify. j 
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A purposeful. systemic evaluation 
design should be able to mitigate 
the various threats to the validity 
of an ACOS evaluation. 



include all data cards and/or control cards to be changed, the names and locations of all 
files, and any other information which might be needed. The preparation of the 
expected results should be closely coupled with the preparation of the test input, and 
may constitute the major portion of the test development; in effect, the developer must 
take the input and must (almost manually) carry out the processes which the computer 
will perform (i.e., build on paper the files which the computer will build on storage 
devices, keep tallies and counts, and produce the reports which the computer will 
produce). In addition, the benchmark should contain tests for batch, on-line, and, 
possibly, real-time applications. Further, the benchmark itself should be field tested as 
a part of this development effort. 

DACIS 

The DACIS concept is outlined in Section 4.5. In order to provide a detailed 
DACIS design, it is obvious that a specific corrections environment must be identified; 
it should be an appropriate corrections agency which has a genuine interest in 
implementing such a design. The design developer should take into consideration such 
issues as types of network, type of computers, number of computers (not every 
instltution need or should have a computed, system-wide procedures and protocols, 
maintenance, training, security, privacy, and cost. 

EVALUATION ACTIVITIES 

We recommend the evaluation of 1) DBMSs, W DACIS, iii) real-time offender
based applications, and iv) data entry location. The last three evaluation efforts can 
and should employ the evaluation design developed in Section 5.2. Since a pretest
posttest scheme is recommended, it is, of course, necessary that the item or 
intervention being evaluated must take place at some future date. 

DBMSs 

Using the benchmark produced <is a result of the above recommended development 
activity, various DBMSs should be evaluated in their respective ACDS environments. 
Since 19 states have DBMSs, it should not be difficult to select a representative sample 
of DBMSs (say, six) to carry out a comparative evaluation. It should be noted that what 
~e are recommending here is a performance -- not systemic -- evaluation; our purpose 
1S to compare the available DBMSs to see which one(s) is(are) best suited for the 
corrections environment. 

DACIS 

As indicated in Section 3.1, three states (Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota) are 
planning to implement a distributed system. Although their systems may not be the 
same type of DACIS that is produced as a result of the above recommended 
development activity, it would still be worthwhile to evaluate one or more of these 
systems, so that a initial base of knowledge about distributed systems can be 
established. 

Real-Time Offender-Based Applications 

As discussed in Sections 3.2 and 4.4, real-time file updating could be beneficial in 
certain offender-based application areas (e.g., inmate count taking and transportation 
scheduling), but, on the other hand, it is costly to support. Consequently, we are 
recommending a cost-benefit or cost-utility type of evaluation 1n this case. 
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Data Entry Location 

As stated in Section 3.2, there' is controversy about where the data should be 
entered into the computer: locally or centrally. In order to help resolve this 
controversy, we recommend conducting an evaluation of a corrections agency which is 
planning a data entry location change (most likely, from central to local). 

6.3 POLICY QUESTIONS 

In this section, we answer some key policy questions, being as brief as possible and 
without attempting to address the underlying reasons, which can, of course be found in 
the body of the report. 

What has been the size of federal support for automated correctional data 
systems (ACDSs)? 

Our best estimate is that, during the past decade, the size of the federal -
almost exclusively, the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) -
support for ACDS development has been about 20 miilion dollars, which includes 
11.9 million dollars for the Offender Based State Corrections information System 
(OBSCIS) program. 

What has been the impact of this support1 

We can state without qualification that federal support for ACDS-related 
activities has been very beneficial; the number of ACDSs would not be as many 
and the state of ACDS development would not be as advanced if it were not for 
federal support. Further, federal support has been able to leverage state and 
10caJ spending in this area. . 

How many jurisdictions have ACDSs? 

Depending on how far along in its development before a system can be 
called an ACDS, no more than 46 states have an ACDS; also, the Federal Bureau 
of Prisons, several counties and several municipalities have an ACDS. Our study, 
however~ has concentrated on state level ACDSs. 

What is the state of ACDS development? 

Some ACDSs have as few as two offender-based applications (while others 
have 10 times that numbed; some have on-line capabilities (while the majority do 
not); some have data base management systems (while the majority do not); and 
some have minicomputers (while the majority do not). In general, we feel that 
most ACDS applications are no more than automated analogs of previous manual 
operations, and the power of the computer has not been used to improve on those 
operations. However, ACDS development is continuing, although it is being set 
back by the demise of the LEAA. 

Given the demise of the LEAA and the general cut-back in federal funding of 
public programs, what should the federal role be in supporting ACDS develop
ment? 

The federal government should support four types of ACDS-related activi
ties. First, the federal government should continue to support basic ACDS 
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research and development efforts, including the identification of correctional 
data needs and the development of offender-based application modules. Second, 
the federal government should expand its support of technical assistance 
assignments to states which require them; the assignments could range from 
general ACDS audits or reviews to more basic assistance (e.g., some types of 
software debugging). Third, the federal government should expand its support of a 
national clearinghouse for ACDS-related information; the clearinghouse should 
actively seek out information and should also sponsor a yearly national meeting 
for ACDS administrators to meet each other and to be exposed to recent ACDS 
developments. Fourth, the federal government should institute an ACDS-related 
evaluation program, which would provide the needed feedback with regard to what 
works, what doesn't, and why. 
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ACA 

ACDS 

ACIS 

BJS 

BOSP 

CCH 

CDAS 

CDS 

CMIS 

CPU 

CRT 

DACIS 

DBMS 

FBI 

IBM 

JAMS 

JDB 

LEAA 

MICRONYM 

NA 

NCJISS 

NEP 

NCIC 

NIJ 

NPS 

OBSelS 

OBTS 

POSSE 

PROM IS 

REGIS 

SAC 

'SCRMS 

GLOSSARY 

American Correctional Association 

Automated Correctional Data System 

Automated Correctional Information System 

Bureau of Justice Statistics (Formerly, National Criminal Justice 

Information and Statistics Service, LEAA) 

Basic OBSCIS Software Package 

Computerized Criminal History 

Correctional Data Analysis Systems 

Comprehensive Data Systems 

Corrections Management Information System 

Central Processing Unit 

Cathode Ray Tube 

Distributed Automated Correctional Information System 

Data Base Management System 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

International Business Machines Corporation 

Jail Accounting Microcomputer System 

Justice Data Base 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 

A System for Identification Processing 

Not AppUcable 

National Criminal Justice Information and Statistics Service 

National Evaluation Program 

National Crime Information Center 

National Institute of Justice (Formerly, National Institute of Law 

Enforcement and Criminal Justice, LEAA) 

National Prisoner Statistics 

Offender Based State Corrections Information System 

Offender Based Transaction Statistics 

Police Operations Support System -- Elementary 

Prosecutors Management Information System 

Regional Justice Information System 

Statistical Analysis Center 

State Corrections Resource Management Systems 
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SCRS 

SDCI 

SJIS 

SPSS 

SSR 

UCR 

Unk 

UPR 

Standardized Crime Reporting System 

Structured Data Collection Instrument 

State Judicial Information System 

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 

Stochastic Systems Research Corporation 

Uniform Crime Reports 

Unknown (or Not Available) 

Uniform Parole Reports 
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APPENDIX A 

STRUCTURED DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENT: 

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Troy, New York 12181 

DATA SUMMARY 

Structured Data Collection Instrument 
(Revised 6/80) 

State/Project Name: 

Status: The system described in this document is 
__ currently under development 
__ in operation less than six months 

in operation six months or more 

Schoof of Engineering 
Electrical and Systems 
Engineering Department 
(518) 270- 6314 

Please indicate the date the system was or is expected to be put into operation 

Please Note: This document is for internal use only. 

The following pages contain the data collection instrument to be used by the 
research staff to summarize data obtained from documentation, telephone inter
views, and site visits. This document is strictly for internal use. Except for 
one section which is designed to be a user survey, it is not to be filled out by 
state project staff. 

Information is broken down into the following major categories which also corre
spond, as shown, to the issues and measures taxonomy: 

1. System Background: Input issues and measures 

2. System Development: Input issues and measures 

3. System Operation: Process issues and measures 

4. System Impacts: Outcome issues and measures 

5. System Users: Outcome issues and measures 
6. Broader Issues: Systemic issues and measures 

All questions should be answered or haveUnk for unknown or NA for not applicable 
recorded immediately below the question number. If there are additional comments 
on any question, circle the question number on the form and c~pend the comments, 
labelled with the question number, in the margins or on a blank sheet at the end 
of the form. 

In cases where the system is not yet operational, answers should reflect what is 
planned. For example, if a question asks what kind of systems test has been per
formed, if testing has not yet taken place, then the answer should reflect the 
type of test which is planned. 
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Documen ls on Hand: 

THle Date Date Received 

1) 49 iitl'lMilll'"d {lata CallcC'livl! IlIstroWIIClltll I,,(we completed; 
th,·r.· .11',' ('''III,dll,',1 111 ,11: "lioN.,' I' o[ t/w filial 11<'[,01'1;. 
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1. SYSTEM BACK~OUND 

AgencL Description 

1.1 What are the nan~s of all pertinent agencies and how do they re
late to each other and the state government? (Pertinent agencies 
are those that provide adult and juvenile correctional services 
and include probation, parole, and agencies which provide data 
processing services to any of the above. Also include state 
agencies. if any, responsible for local jails. Please indicate 
which functions are performed by which agencies if it is not 
obvious by their ti tIes -- an organization chart would be hell)ful) . 

1.2 ~hat is the size of the agency providing adult correctional ser
vices (f .e., how many institutions are involved, how much staff 
and what size budget)? 

1.3 

Institutions: 

maximum securi ty 
medium security -
minimum security-
juvenile -
conlnunl ty based 

total-== 

officers 
civil lan-s-

total--

annual 
budget __ _ 

What types of and how many offenders are in the state's custody 
and how many are included in the ACDS? 

detainees 
sentenced offenders 
parolees 
probationers 
youthful offenders 
other (specify ___ ) 

number in number on number on 
state custcdy active file bistory file 

1.4(A) To what degree are the correctional facilities decentralized or 
autonomous as regards the following functions: N=19 

transfer authority 
budget 
purchasing 
personal hiring & 
promotion 
records coll~ction 
"ccollnting 

not 
autonomous centra Ii zed !!..nknown apr 1 icab 1 e 

5 
__ -L-. 

-~ 
__ 11. __ 

'} .. __ -r... ... _ 

.•.. 1fl._ . 

12 
__ 7_ 
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.-.ll..
__ L_ 
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1.'1(13) I f the facil Hies are autonomous as regards any of the above men
tioned fUnctions, what effect has this had on ACOS development? 

N=W 

:'. no effect 
--45 tandards and procedures had to be imposed on the facH it les 
--jlcentralized data collection had to be Imposed 
3'central data entry unit lIIuSt compensate for lack of standard
--·-ization (e.g., recoding forms) 

1 certain functional areas have not been developed because of 
--lack of agreement among the institutions 

1 it has been difficult to get cooperation among the 
--institutions 
__ .other (specify <1 Utlk ______________ _ 

~ljstor.LQf Computerization 

1.5 Hhen was computerizatiun first introduced into corrections? 

1.6 Hhen was planning begun on the current system7 ___ _ 

1.7 When WliS progranwning begun on the current system? ___ _ 

1.8 When was the current system first officially put into 
operat ion? ___ _ 

1.9(A) If the current system is to be replaced, when was work begun 
on its replacelllent? ____ _ 

1.9(B) And when is the new syslem scheduled to begin operatlons? ___ _ 

1.IO(A) If this is not the first ACOS, how many earlier versions ~Iere 
there? ___ _ 

1.10(0) And why were earlier versions replaced? (Or. if this version 
is to be replaced, why?) N=2R 

9 to take advantage of n~re up-to-date hardware and software 
--now available 

4 earl ier vers ion' s software was too complex and/or hard 
--to maintain 

J earlier version was too expensive to operate 
19 earlier version did not provide enough up-to-date information 

8 carl ier version did not have user or administrative support 
--,~ computer center changed hardware mode I or vendor. fore ing 

extensive rewdting for conversion 
_I--to obtain improved service, agency changed to a different 

c~nputer center with a different hardwllre 
_I_earl ier version was wri tten in a language which became 

obsolete 
;) to consolidate into an integrated system 

:)l:other (specify 

1.11 (A) Is there a long tenn plan for the use of computers in correc-
tions? __ yes no 

1,11(8) If yes, how many years does the plan cover? (Get a copy 
of the plan) --

1.12(A) If the current system development was delayed, how long was it 
delayed? N=49 

o < I month 
-1-1-3 months 
-0-4-6 n~nths 
-2-7-12 months 

8 >1 year 

</ Nil 
2'1 Unk if rie7.ayl'ci 

'1 Ullk lell(/th of' delay 

1,12(0) And what were the causes of the delay? N=J8 

_'1_high turnover of data processing staff 
_2_high turnover of all project staff 
j_insufficient numbers of data processing staff 

2 organizational changes 
3 delays in delivery of equipment or software 
~oor project management 
_l ___ insufficient access to the computer 
_2_difficulties in creating the data base 

1 change in hardware n~del or vendor 
-J-difficulties in program mafntenance 

2 hardware or software incompatibility problems due to 
equipment from multiple vendors 

--other (specify ) 
1 di1fTCulties in isolating responsibility for errors in the 

--system (1 ,e., which piece of equipment or subsystem is in 
error) 

1 errors in vendor software 
~insufficient hardware capacity 
~Iack of knowledge of needed software packages by dp staff 
-z-design too ambitious to be doable 

l __ Jack of interagency cooperation 
_J_delays caused by required ,'eview proceedings 
__ other (specify _....:...1..::U~I1.:.:,k __________ _ 

Oate Processing Staff 

1.13 What is the size of the staff providing dC!.ta processing services 
for the inmate-oriented ACOS? 

progranlners & ana lys ts 
data entry staff 
operations staff 

total 

a 110ca ted 
currently filled on 
filled average 

annual 
budget 
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1. 14 

1.15 

What ilre the backgrounds of the professional data processing 
starr? N=39 

all 

computer systems analysis 
and/or progranlning ..1LL_ 
sociology 
cOlTections 
o lher (spec ify illllUl taD 

half or 
~ 

1 ess than 
~_f_ 

_3_ 
__ 1_ 
_3_ 

What agency outside corrections or what part of the corrections 
agency provides the data processing staff for the I\CDS? 

:!8 correc t Ions 
-- 24 da ta process Il1g 

I} research and planning 
records 

--other (spec ify J 
-lLstate -central data processing agency 
_oil_SPA or Criminal Justice central agency 

~!l umbrella agency 
:~other (specify ________ ) 

1.16(11.) HilS insufficient numbers of data processing staff been a 
pl'ob 1 el1l? ...lLyes . L __ no N=20 

1.16(1l) I f yes, what are the causes? N,-:15 

__ Q not enough pos it ions funded 
_!_difficulty in filling positions due to 

a civil service regulations 
=_§._a lack of qual ified appl icants 

4 inadequate salary levels 
--other (spec ify ) 

8 high-turnover of stafrduet-o--
-- 6 great demand for data processing personnel 

-Y'opportunily for advancement outside corrections 
---few oppor'tunities for advancement within the 
--organizational unit 
_ 2 oliter (specify ~"(lGdt/111/1Cllt) 

~leafACDS projecl management 
-=~other (specify • _________ J 

U~!!._oL ~0!~~!2~tor2. 

1.17(11.) Was any par'l of the ACDS development undertaken by a contractor? 
.lL~yes Jll. .no N:.-·J4 

1.17(n) If yes, why was a contractor hired? N=9 

_5_1 ack of permanent da ta process ing pos it ions 
_2_1ack of know-how in the corrections agency 
~inability to fill data processing positions 
. __ lack of available computer equipment 
~lCed for speedy development of a system 
_2_other (specify I'oell/ced coot ) 

1.17(C) If yes, what were the effects of using a contractor? N=16 

_5_correctlons agency did not have adequate control over 
system development 

3 agency staff are unfamiliar with the system 
----Ssystem was developed faster than would otherwise have been 
--pOSSible 

1 design developed was beyond the agency's resources to 
--implement 

1 lower' cos t 
4 other (specify _____ _ 

1.17(0) Would the state reconlnend the hiring of a data processing con
tractor in the future for similar assignments? J!.Jes _8~no 
Please explain N=16 

~f~_ Fundi'!9. 

1.18(A) What is the total cost for the development of the ACDS? 

1.IR(B) What are the funding sources? N=1}9 

LEAA/onSClS 32 
other LEAA 19 
s ta te funds 1.3 
other (specify _______ ) 2 

1.19(11.) What has been the effect of the LEAA related funding? N=14 

1 no effect 
-]3ACDS development would not have happened wi thout LEAA funding 
=:J~JEAA support enilbled the implementation of a lIIore ambitioUS 

system than ~lOuld otherwise have been possible 
1 LEAA support Influenced other sources (such as the state 

---- 'legislatur'e) to provide funds (sp~cify ) 
3 LEM funds enabled the purchase of equipment which would 

·----othen~ise have been impossible 
1 LEAA funds enable corrections, rather than the central data 

----processing agency. to have control of the ACDS (e.9., by 
providing funds to hire progrill1lller's 01' contractors) 

1 LEAA funds enabled excellent relationship between correc-
0_ --tl ons and s ta te cenlral dp shop 

-
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1. 9 ( A ) Con t ' d 
2 lEAA funds enabled a larger staff than would otherwise have 

--been possible 
1 lEAA funds caused interagency coopera tion wh ich woul d other

--wise not have occurred 
_ l_LEAA funds caused the loss of pos itions previous ly funded 

out of general funds 
_I_other (speci fy 

1.l9(n) What have been (will be) the effects of a tenllination in lEAA 
related funding on the following system elements? N=44 

equipment 
data processing 
staff 
addi tional 
development 
fil e 
maintenance 
other system 
opera t ion 
(spec I fy __ _ 
othel-
(speci (y ___ ) 

terminated curtailed 

1 ---
__ 1_ 

2 5 

1 

maintained unkno~m 

.14 9 

24 9 

22 _12-.. 
29 9 

1.19(C) If on tennination of lEM related funding the state did not (will 
not) assume complete funding for the ACDS. why not7 N=8 

2 state fiscal crisis 
--T-dissatisfaction with the benefits derived from the ACDS 
~-l-s ta te expected funding from other sources (speci fy 

2 lack of support for computerization in general ---
~-=other (specify ___ . ) 

~j'stem Development 

~ear£!!..2!:~j\ctlv i ties 

2.1 Please indicate the use made of each of the following Search 
Group products and the usefulness thereof. N~49 

2.2(A) lias the agency made use of Search Group technical assistance? 
_8_yes _.no N=8 

2.2(n) 

2.2(C) 

If yes. for what purpose? _______ _ 

If yes, how useful was it? N=8 
2 not useful 1 link 

-1-moderately useful 
. <1 very useful 

Computing Facilities 

2.3 For each hardware element, indicate the quantity; the type of 
element; whether it was bought or leased; the pertinent cost; 
whether it \~as obtained speCifically for the ACOS; and what the 
level of satisfaction Is (i .e .• /lot satisfied. satisfied. very 
satisfied? 

cpu's 
terminals 
printers 
minicomputers 
tape drives 
disk drives 
1 ea sed li nes 
dial-up lines 
other 
(spec! fy __ ) 

boughtl ACDS 
quantity !.YP~ leased cost specific satisfaction cormlents 

2.4(A) flow is the hardware configured? (If available. attach diagram.) 

not used 
wo'-=u· ... }d-r-c"-e--r--wo-(-.-, d -- . 

-_. -------·-u-se-dr-----~----=-----_=.--_i. -Uiikiiown 
start iug maJor 

no not useful as be 
opinion useable a starting useful 

point moderately factor in 
only useful development 

not 
sa tis fied 

_. _____ . __ ._ .. _____ .p...QJnt._~. ____ .. . .. _._---. ------- '---~ ---1------
da ta element diclionar'y .J.Q ... . .... E.._ ... _-11.._ 
onSCls illiP 1 emen tel t I on plan ~~Q..-- --J! 
appl ication definl lions I iJ. "' § -
Basic OBSCrS software ~[:. ! 
ptickaUt! 

- - . ~ - " . -.-

, ' . - . . , . '.. ' to..··. ' , . 

,: 

... _. - .-----'~~----.-.-.------'------~~-~-
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2.4(B) What problems or advantages !'esul t from this particular configura
tion? 

2.5(A) Which agency is responsible for the central processing unit? 

2.5(13) What problems have been expel·tenced with thts arrangement? 

none 
--insufficient hours of scheduled machine avai/abil Hy 
···-·slow turnaround or response time due to: 
.. -.- low priority of corrections as a user 

---saturation of the system 
--other (speci fy 

toOfiiilch downtime (how much? ) 
--not enough machine capability' to support parallel testing 
==insufficient access lo systems personnel 

insufficient disk storage space 
=~~other (specify 

~~PL !!1Y2.1 vcment 

2.G(A) To what degree was each type of user involved in making decisions 
as to what functions/data elements would be included in the 
current ver'sion of the ACOS? N:=29 

somewhat actively primary 
!:!.~el'-.!1p~ !!!1 invo I ved J!!Y~! ved i nvo I ved deci s i onmaker unknown 

-,-"-- _1_0_ --11-
__ i.- _7_ 

__ 1_ 6 _9_ 

" -!::--- 1 _9_ 

__ ff..._ __,L 

-§- I} 

;l 6 

') t, 

2.G(C) If the users have been. less than actively involved in the 
planning or data element selection of the current version. why 
was this the case? N=12 

__ uroject was managed by data processing staff who made 
no effort to involve the users 

3 users made no attempt to become involved due to 
-- ___ lack of experience with automated systems 

3 I ack of i ntere~ t 
--other reaSl)l1S (specify ) 

organizational structure made--interaction between users and 
--data processing staff difficult 

:1 conlnunicatioll problems due to 
---.. :1 lack of corrections background of data processing 

--staff 
1 lack of data processing knowledge of corrections staff 

--other reasons (specify ) 
2 time pressure did not allow user involvement 

-1-system was developed by contractors who did not involve 
--agency staff 
_1_other (specify _______ _ 

2.6(0) If the users have been less than actively involved in the 
planning or data element selection. what has been the effect? 

N=:9 
no effect 

-rneeded data elements are not collected or not collected in 
----the proper form 

1 the sys tern is j nconven I en t to use (spec lfy 
6 _users are unwilling to utilize the system ----
4 users are careless about entering data fnto the system 

-3-the system does not meet the users needs fo\' 
-- :1 information about individual inmates 

-rinformation about the population as a whole 
. ___ other (specify ) 

UseUra J.!1i!!9. 
2.7 What was the content of the training received by each of the 

following type of user? N=~J2 

no orientation intensive 
useL~ tra~i.!.'J! _2.essi,Q_n _ tra.!.!.U.lliL, unknown 

any user 5 7 _10_ 
central (ldministra-
lion 2 5 __ .i!. __ 
institutional 
admlnistr'ation 3 Ii 5 
records office ---1- -- =:-'6-- =-8 ,. 
insti tutional staff 
(officers) . ~"~ .. - . ___ L _._:1.._ . 
insti tutlonal 5 ta ff 
(ca se wOI'kers) I> ._~.)1 ~ _ .. -1. ___ 
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2.7 Cont I d 

user tv,)I? 
~_-'£I"-

research and 
planning staff 
parole and/or 
probation ~ tarr 
other 
($P"-:;~ IY _____ ) 

'i 

no orientation 
i!2.1.r!in51 session 

2 

intensive 
tl-a 1 n1 ng 

2,8(A) What kind of system testing was perfonned? N=22 

.---Lnone 
10 parallel testing 

-7-testing tlsing artificial data 
9 test'ln~ Using live data 

___ othel" (spec I fy ' ______ _ 

unknown 

2.8(0) If system testing did occu'". to what degree was each type of user 
involved in the planning (including predicting test results), 
development, and execution of the test procedure, and the subse-
quent review of the test resul ts? #=16 

not deve lop-
involved I!.la~'1ing ment execution review unknown 

any user __ 7_ 
central administra-
tion 
ins t i till lona I 
a~lIinistratlon 
records office 
institutional staff 
(officers) 
institutional staff 
(case workers) 
research and 
planning staff 
probation and/or 
parol e s ta ff 
OU1(!1" 

(spec i fy ______ J 

!J..'!ta nase_..f!.!!ation 

__ 2 __ _2 __ 

__ L_ --]--

_L __ 9_ 

__ 2 _ __ 3_ 

3 __ 4_ 1 
4 __ 5_ 1 

__ 1 _ __ 2 _ __ 1_ 

2.9(A) What lime span was planned for the data base creatfcn? ___ _ 

2.9(8) And over what time spall did the datil base creation actually t1\ke 
place? ______ ._ .. 

.. ..t,. •.• _. ?Ii _iL .-

.' 

, 
F -.-~:--;-

- .' - . 
__ .~-.L ...... ____ _ 

2,10 What problems were encountered 1n creating the base7 #=1.3 

ij none 
-T'~manual records were not in standard formats 
--T-l1Ia!1ual records were scattered, inaccurate and/or incomplete 
~-not enough data entry staff and/or facilities 
7-carelessness of staff collecting transactions 

:1 __ other (sped fy Pl'OglY11T/ pl'ob7emo ) 

2:.11 What has been the impact of the development of the ACDS on the 
following definHional (i.e., codificat10n, clarification, or 
standardization) issues? N=19 

definHion of: 

data elements 
data collection procedures 
forms 
security classifications 
accounting procedures 
specific events (e.g., head count, 
intake} , 
data calculation (i.e., release, 
paro Ie) 
l)ther (specify _______ _ 

~.Y2telll Documentation 

negative 
~~ 

no positive 
.:!EP-act imeact !!!I k now!! 

-~- _1_2 __ 
__ 3 _ _ 13 __ 
__ 4 _ _ 1_0 __ 
__ 9_ __ 2 __ 
__ 9 _ _ 2 __ 

-.1L __ 8 __ 

--L- ---L-
_---L-

2.12 For each of the following types of documentation, indicate 
whether it exists (Le., yes or no), whether it 'is up-to-date 
(i.e., yes, slightly out-of-date, extremely out-of~date). and 
how it seems to be in quality (I.e., poor, fair, !:Iood). N=26 

user's guide 
terminal operator's guide 
system documentation 
program documentation 
other (speclfy _" __ _ 

existence 
frls/No 
12/8 
TI78 
13710 
15/6 

L_ SYSTEM OP~M!.!.Q!i 

Data Currency 

3.1 How often are the files updated? 

18 on i1 real-time basis 
-Tf..nightly or dally 
. -:i-twice a week 

- if weekly 
-Tbi-weekly 

N=46 

---4'inonlhly 
''''lpther (specify .. _ !l~U{~'II!\!I.!.sL~._._. 

currency 

, 0 • f..' .... ~ '4 ~..' f 
iii' .' \ I .. 'I/" i ... ~' I;> h' I'" _ , 

LA '. I '" '-.f>.,' _ " .,. /I (0 :. • t). 
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3.2 

3.3 

3.4 

lIow current is each of the following types of data on lhe ACOS 
fil es? N=Jl 

c c. • 
'" !i~!; Ql Ql .... 
.c: .... +' ::> 
+' ","'0 Ill'" VI'" co 

VI '0 
"" '0 "" '0 '" ~"":~ 

OJ,-. OJ. OJ' ..c:..., ~ 
~ g '9 Ql .... Ql .... +,.,. 

gg: ~ 0 ~o ~~ E..c:~ • I alas 
o~i N +' ~ .... '-~. 

o<:t'g • ::> ':3 ,~ CN c~ ~ 0 _!2.2_ 
hasic identification 
da ta 2 1 

--' 
demographic data 

.- - ----
sentence data 1 1 

status and location -
changes i-
program da ta 

discipline Incident -
re~orts 

1 

parole actions --
and schedul in9 ____ --
all other da ta 11 4 2 3 5 

- -
Where does data entry take place? N=44 

12 institutions 
- 21-central office 
=-jJarole offices 

probation offices 
-!l'institutlons and central office 
--;t'institutions, central office and 
=other (specify ___ ._ 

parole offices 
--) 

'0 
QI ..... 
U 
Ql 
~ 

+'~ 
00 
cu 

--

--

---

What are the causes of delay in getting the data from the source 
onto the ACDS flles? N-=JO 

•. ..LJ 1)0 extreme delays 
_..1l!.forms must be transported from place of origin to data entry 

s ta lion 
~,..Lnot enough data entry staff or equipment to handle the load 
_.il user Ind i fference 
.. ~ delays due to lhe need for extensive errol' correction 
-.J delays due to inefficient error correction procedures 

.1 other (specify II,Idh", !lot dOlle at tht! 11(IU/'W~ ) .-- , _-..._.,...., ~ -~ .. ~--I--.----.~-- .... __ . ___ .. ~ 
Oil t~. CJ.tla 1.1 SY 

3.5(A) !low many data items per inmate ar'e reell/ired? 

3.5(B) On the average, what percentage of the data items is entered? 

1 less than 50% :.2-50- 79% 
__ 1..80- 95% 
_ .. ii_more than 95% 

N=9 

3. 5( C) I s the data edited for ml ss I ng da ta items after the initia 1 
I"Hcord is entered? ..1L..Yes _5_no N=lJ 

3.5(0) And is an attempt milde to fill In the blanks? ~es 
N=8 

3.6(A) On the aver\'ige, what percentage of the data is in error? 

11 very low (5% or less) 
6 medium (6-20%) 

-L"lgh (>20%) 

3.6(B) Itow is the data verified for factual accut'acy1 N=19 

13 not veri fled 
-verified by the inmate 

2 no 

N-n l1 
- •• t· 

_4_coo')lIilared with other (e.g., parole) records (specify ____ ) 
1 checked for reasonability 

__ other {specify ___ } 

3. 6(C) Itow is the da ta veri fieJ for accuracy 'in da ta entry? N=2.~ 

1 not veri tied 
20 fields edited for invalid or inc()nSi'5t.-~~!; CQ!1t~,ts 

'1 key verified 
. vedfied by the Inmate 
..-£_verlfied ilgainst manual records 
~_sight yer~fled by entry operator 
___ 1_certain flelds spot checked 
_1_0 ther (spec Ify _...;t:;;o:..:~;:a.:..l /J::...:a:.::lI~d.::.1:.::;to:::d:.... ________ _ 

:L6(D) What has been the cause of errors in ttle data base? N=18 

.... JUnaccurate data provided 
_.Q_user carelessness in data entry 
_ .. _1_1 nadequa te compu tel'ed it i I\g 
_..iyrogram errors 
. ..JLlnadequale data entry instructions 

2 hardware or software malfUnctions 
' __ (inadequate verification of data for factual accuracy 
_. __ inadequate verification for accuracy in data entry 
___ -extensive delays in entering data 
__ ,L.other (specify ~52.n.!l2UY'ltc,t.!.fu.L(/ ('lltl'!! I'I'Qllil'i'/1/cI/tso-__ J 

•. " 

C? 
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3.7(A) To wlJat extent do the manual files duplicate the ACDS files? 
N=2.S 

...uCLcomplete ly 
no overlap 

--only documents required by law are kept in mi'r,ual files 
--,Tinost information duplicated, but JI~!!~ !~~t! contains some 
---information not 011 the manual files (specify_,..,-_ 
_ I_other (specify Dull{ l:nEJtituciDUB keep manual filea 

3.7(B) When the ACDS is fully implemented, what percentage of the current 
parallel paper-based system could it displace? N=14 

4 none 
'-Tless than lOX 
--10-25% 
-.3-26-!JOX 
-2 _51-75% 

2 more than 75% 
----no parallel paper-based system exists 

3.7(C) If there is more dupl ic:atlon than is legally necessary, what is 
the reason? N=13 

[, mistrust of the computer system 
~-] 'to give access to records during times when the computer is 
---umlvai lable 

6 unwill ingness to give up manual records before the computer 
-- system has been stabll ized. 

2 to give access where terminals are not available 
'-}computer system is used to maintain manual files 
-~-unwillingness to give up old ways 
=_other (specify __ ) 

3.13 Is data collected for t.he ACDS also collected Independently for 
olher agencies or' other use by corrections? N=15 

1 no data is collected indeoendently for other reasons 
--'6- da ta Is coll ec ted by probation for pre-sentence loves tiga tio" 
-- a-data is collected by parol'.! officers 
'~'-data is collected for non-automated correctional appficati()ns 
. 5-data is collected independently for other automated 
.-. cOI'rectional applications 

1 data is collected independently for OBTS 
'-j" data is co" ected i ndependcnUy by a bi! fl agency 
-_f~other (specify. _______________ .• _ ... _____ . ______ J 

Oa l e B..i! ?~_ Q£.~.!l!! 

3.9 Which of the following are characteristics of the ACDS files? 

;. files are mostly sequential 
-2:T--files are mosUy direct, random access, ISIIM or VSMI 
-.liT files contain pointers to each other' 

3.9 

3.10 

Cont'd 
4 index files exist 

19a conlnercial DBMS (which? ) is used to access and 
--maintain the files 

different types of information may be easily retrieved from 
--'the files 

changes to the file descriptions may be made with minimal 
--effort 
__ other (spec I fy 

I f a cOl1Jnercial DBMS is used, what effects has it had? N:o? 

no effect 
--slower development of the ACDS 
-4-faster developlnent of the ACDS 
-3-easier prc:gram maintenance 
----more difficult program maintenance 

4 easier system expansion 
more difficult sys tern expans I on 
easier access to the data for statistical purposes 

--more difficult access to the data for statistical purposes 
--increased disk storage requirelnents 
-I-decreased disk storage requirements 
-Z-increased flexibility for storing repeating fields 

1 other (specify bettel' l'eC::Ollel't( aCtel' computel' qOf1S dOlJn 

3.11(11) Does the system contain historica'i data? ,N=32 

23 a separate history file is maintained 
8 historical data is kept on the actfve file 

_I_no historical data Is kept 

3.11(8) [s historical data used when an offender is recolllllitted? 
~es _4_no 

3.11(C) When is historical data purged? N=25 

~_no purging criteria are developed as yet 
11 never 

--after I year 
--after 5 years 
--when offender reaches age 70 
-2'-011 court order 
:=--=-_other (specify ______________ _ 

N:=21 

3.11{O) 

3.11(£) 

lias historical data every been purgC!d? ~..Jes 2 no 
N=4 

If historical data is maintained, are the files structured so 
that statistics and trend data can be easily obtained? N=12 

.l_.yes ~no 

3.II(F) Is historical data aggregated? __ 3 __ yes ~no 
N=l? 

3.12 Can statistical packages be run against the files directly? N=21 

active files 
history files 

'. .' . 
'. iii' ~ • ... ('!. \ • 

, 0) , A ( 
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3.13 What infonnation -- which was previously unavailable or not 
easily obtained -- has been made easily available by the ACDS? 

N=18 

2- none 
-ZL:current location of offender 
. ..--li,current legal status of offender 
__ lLempty bed infonnalion . 

Linmate transfer infonnatlOn 
- Q up-to-date information about the characteristics of the 
-~inlllate population 
-R-program participation inforn~tion 
~parole eligibility information 
-Linmate financial infonnation for corrrnissary 

inmate vi s itor I nfonna tion 
=_other (specify ___________________ _ 

3.14(A) Is data collected which was not collected before the ACDS? 
_Lyes ..3..-.no __ unknown N=1J 

. 3.14(0) If yes, what type? __ 

3.15 How much of the data collected by the ACDS is actually used? 

none 
--less than 25'1: 
:=-.1-.25 - 50% 
-L,51-75X 

JL more than 75% 
-all 

N=13 

3.16 How many times a year are there requests for reports which cannot 
be produced by the ACDS because needed data elements are not 
co 11 ec ted? 

!lea!:!iE~£ile Updati.!l9. 

3.17 Is real-time file updating necessary for any of the following 
functions? Please explain. N=13 

Offender tracking 
visitor control 
inmate census 
inmate financial accounting 
detainer/warrant reporting 
other (speci fy. ____ ..• ' ) 

why? 

3.18 If the system does not have real-time file updating, why was 
this decision made? N=10 

_Lreal-tlme file updating is too costly 
5 present equipment cannot support real-time file updating 

~5 'real-time file updating not needed 
__ real-time file updating would be too complex to program 
_l_data processing staff has insufficient experience in develop-

Ing real-time system 
___ other (specify __ ) 

Sof.~~a r~ .. .r:'!l...i ntenar~. 
3.19 lIow often are changes to the software required? 

more than once a day 
--more than once a week 
--more than once a month 
- once a month or less 

3.20(A) What dHficulties have been encountered in maintaining the ACDS 
softwat'e? N=16 

.~ none 
-.j-software is complex 
~docun~ntation is poor or nonexistent 
"(;s ta ff turnover ish i gh 
-1-not enough staff 
--;f--s.'lstem was developed by contractors so agency staff not 
--famll far with it 
_I_staff doesn't know t.he language the system Is written in 
_____ other (specify )' 

3.20(B) What factors have caused the ACDS software to be easily main-
ta \nE!d? N:.9 

3.21 

£ software is simple 
---a-top-down design used 
-r-documentatfon is good 

S-programs are "s tructured" 
~rograms are "modular" 
-___ 2'_ddata processing staff very familiar with system 

<1 DOMS makes changes easier 
1 other (sped fy I'igid ..f!!2!71·ammillg G t(lIIcim'<.ls 

What types of security prOVisions have been made? N=:19 

_~equipn~nt Inaccessible to offenders 
__ 2.._equipment guarded 

8 equipment key operated 
i?-access limited by password 
Hi.. access limited by terrnlna I Ident ificatl on 
11-10g of all attempted accesses kept 

1'. personnel with access to data or equipment screened 
.. Jnone (all ACDS information is public) 

t., 

'. \::I 

.\ 

" 
_-J........a...~ _____ ~ ___ ~_~ ___ . __ . ___ " 
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3.21 Conl'd 
_L.pel'Sonne1 with access to data or equipment fnfonned of 

secup·lty and privacy regulations 
~ on· 1 ine system inactivated at night 

-'2-certain transactions must be verified by supervisory staff 
-isecurity audit of terminal sites takes place periodically 
-1-'da ta is we 11 backed up . 
"T:'=other (specify sll/leddinG of obsolete pl'illtouta 

3.22(A) Is the agency aware of the LEAA regulations regarding privacy and 
security of criminal history information? _..LJes __ no 

N=9 
3.22(0) If yes, is an attempt being made to comply with these regulations? 

__ Des no N=9 

3.22{C) If no, why not? 

regulations don't apply to this agency 
----too ex pens lve 
--regulations are more stringent than needed 
--cannot enlist needed cooperation of other a!)encies 
:--other (specl fy ___________________ _ 

3.23 What access do those outside corrections have to an offender's 
records? N=22 

3.24 

3.25 

G no access 
'~all requests must be screened 
-S'law enforcement personnel have unl imlted access, all others 
--mus t be screened 

2 courts and law enforcement have unlimited access, all others 
'--InUS t be screened 

1 social services and law enforcement flave unlfmited access, 
-all others must be screened 
___ other (spectfy ____________________ _ 

What access do inmates have to their own automated records? 
N=25 

J no access 
. 20'on reques t 
--2'autolllatically given copies of part or all at certain times or 
--'-events (specify ) 
__ 0 ther {spec Hy_-_-_-_-_-_-_·_-_______ -:::::::_-___ :-_-_-_ -_ -_-} 

Does the corrections agency know who has ilccessed an inmate's 
records through the ACOS? _~_.'yes 8 no N:/G 

3.26 Is the inmate informed of who has accessed his/her records? 
_1..ye S.lQ.)lO N= 17 

3.27(A) lIave there berm any unaulhor12.ed access or lawsuits, inquiries, 
complaints, or Investigations regarding privacy or security? 

.1LYcS ....Ell..no N=M 

3.27(8) If yes, please detail 

Cosll 

3.28 Bow does the development cost -- and the funding source(s) __ 
breakdown in tenns of the following Hems? 

3.29 

equipment maintenance 
eqUipment purchase or rental 
costs (include one time costs such as pur
chases of equipment even though they may 
have occurred after the "development" period) 
equipment operation (i .e., charges for cpu 
time, etc.) 
software purchase (if any) 
progranming and analysis ~taff 
other staff 
data conversion (i.e., building the data 
base) 
other (specify __ ) 
tot,ll 

1J0w does the annual operating cost -. and the fundfng source(s} 
breakdown In terms of the following Hems? 

equipment maintenance 
equipment rental 
equipment operation 
da ta storage 
conmunlcatlon lines 
data entry 
software maintenance (I.e., data processing 
staff and cost for program compiles and 
tes ts) 
other (specify __ _ 
tota J 

BP.P) I ca t ions 

4.1 What is the primary orientation of the ACDS? N=,~O 

:I research 
:=t:management 
._LL_operat lona 1 

i' research and management 
: i:management lllld opera tiona 1 

.2 research and operational 
. __ .:other (specify _"~ __ "_' __ ' _~ ________ ) 
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4.2 L!sl the repOI'ts pl'oduced by the ACDS; how often they are printed 
h. e.. frequency); who recei ves them (1. e., di strlbution 1 1st)· 
their usefulness (I.e., not useful, somewhat useful, or very u;e
fu I): and whether they ~Iel'e produced under the prev lous Iilanua 1 
system (i.e., yes or no). 

dis trl bution 
!re~I!.m:Y lis t 

previously 
usefulness _.~oduced. 

4.3 ~or each of the following potential applications, indicate wb'.ther 
It Is in the system; planned for future addition to the system; 
not planned but would be useful: or considered to be unimplement-
ab Ie. N=.I1 

admission reporting 
cross index retrieval 
computer aided assessment, 
classification or program 
ass igrullent 

diagnostic problem reporting 
and/or monitoring inmates' 
special needs 

test scoring and/or test 
scheduling 

moniloring of irregularities 
program reporting 
disciplinary incident 
repol'ling 

offender tracking 
population OIovement reporling 
transportation scheduling 
and/or reporting 

parole/discharge date 
calculation 

legill slatus reporting 

in would be unimple-
system. planned useful mentable conments 

4.3 Cont'd 

in would be unimple-
system planned useful mentable cOllments 

parole hearing scheduling 
and/or reporting _11-

detainer/warrant reporting -L-
population prediction -L-program eva 1 ua ti on -----
use for spec ia I reques ts 

-2-. ---
and/or inquiries .----

national reporting 
Inmate financial accounting ----
health services tracking 

_.L_ 

and reporting -----
visitor control _3_ 
victim restitution ----
billing of other jurisdictions ----
for inmate care _1_ 

interstate compact reporting 
presentence investigation 
probation status reporting ----
probation case-load analysis _1_ ----
parole status reporting 
parole case-load analysis ----

_1_ 

4.4 What inhibits the introduction of applications which would be 
useful and implementable, yet are not in the system or planned 
for deve1opment1 N=.11 

2 not considered cost effective 
J funds are not available for further development 

_2_equipment could not handle additional load 
_I'_not enough staff available to write the programs 
_4_lack of administrative support for additional development 
__ other (speclfy _________________ _ 

Transportation Scheduling 

4.5 1I0w many transfers take place each yei'lr in the state? 

4.6 Must inmates stal't in maximum security institutions and work 
their way down to minimum? ...L,yes.J.!!.Jlo N=1:J 

4.7(A) Does the ACDS provide transportation scheduling 01' related 

4.7(13) 

analYSis? 2..Jes __ no N<=2 

If yes, describe the schedullllg algorithm 01' analYSis. 

---------------_._--
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4.7(C) If not, could the data base as it now stands easily provide the 
data needed for transportation scheduling or related analysis 
(i .e., is origin-destination information available? -yes _no 

~r~tems.~~!2. 

4.8(A) Were the goals for the ACOS explicitly stated at the time plan
ning and development of the ACOS were initiated? -yes __ .no 

4.8(B) Did the actual goals for the project differ from those which I~ere 
formally stated? __ yes __ no 

4.9(A) For' each of the following possible ACOS goals, indicate 1. whether 
it was initially a goal; 2. whether it has been attained; 3. if 
not, whether it is expected to be attained with further develop
ment of the system (do not include development of a new system in 
this category); or 4. whether it has been abandoned as a goal for 
the present system: N=16 

provide general, up-to-date information about 
individual inmates 

provide population statistics and reports 
provide information to be used to make decisions 
about how individual inmates should be classi
fied and routed through the system 

provide information to monitor the progress of 
imitates in terms of health, education, 
attitude adjustment, and other factors 

provide infor"~tion on program activities that 
allows evaluation of their succe5S 

provide the capabil Hy for retrieving historical 
data, giving feedback and projections for 
planning of facilities, programs, personnel, 
and funding 

provide correctional information to other state 
level criminal justice information systems 
such as OBTS/CCII, SJIS, parole systems, etc. 

provide information for NPS and UPR 
reduce or eliminate rE'dundant data collectiotl 
and/or storage and maintenance 

provide aut.omatic schedul ing of parole hearings 
to protect due process in granting of parole 

provide recording of parole hearing outcome to 
identify breaches in procedure 

provide recording of disciplinary incidents and 
their outcomes to identl fy discrimination or 
capricious conduct by authorities 

provide heal th services data to detennine 
adequacy of inmate medical care 

standardize operational information and the 
attendant data recording and storing process 

other (specify . ________ ) 

indication 

1/2/3/4 
8/8/0/0 

7/5/1/0 

6/1/4/0 

2/0/3/0 

3/1/3/0 

5/2/2/0 

6/3/2/0 

2/2/1/0 

2/3/0/0 

~L!L. 

...li2l~ 

1/1/1/0 

-.!li.Y I/O 

I/O/I/O _ 

I: 

4. 9( B) If initia 1 goa 1 s have not been atta ined, why not? N=(I 

3 goals were unreasonably high 
-2-insufficient funds were available 

4 lack of administrative support 
2 lack of user support 

--delays 
2 disappointment with initial results caused curtailment of 

continuing effort 
---1_other (spec try Zaak of legislative BUppOl·t 

Administrative Suppor'; 

4.10(A) lias the system suffered from a lack of administrative support? 
.1Q.yes ~no N=24 

4.10(8) If yes, what effect has this had? N=10 

no effect 
-2-delay in reaching project deadlines 

3 failure to acquire adequate funds or equipment 
_4_i nadequa te projec t management 
_6_inadequate numbers of project staff 

3 lack of cooperation between data processing staff and users 
1 inadequate system design 

__ other (specHy _________________ ~ 

4.1O(C) If yes, what was the cause? N=10 

~olitical reasons 
4 unfavorable attitudes towards computing in general 

-1-di sappointment in the inlt ia 1 results of the project 
-I-delays in implementing the project 
-3-system was initiated by another agency such as SPA 
--(specify ) and imposed on corrections 

2 turnover in administrative staff 
other (speci fy ________________ _ 

Operational Impacts 

4.11 What effect has a daily "empty beds" report had? 

23 no such report 
-I-no effect 
-4-better space usage 

N=R9 

-2--fewer instances of overcrowding 
--'other (specify _________________ _ 

4.12 What effect has the availability of records inl11ediately after 
trans fer had? N=2S 

18 no such availability 
_ (J_ no effect 

• : . I • • • " .\, ' • , • . )0 • .' • • ' • 
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4.12 

4.13 

Cont'd 

2 increased Inmate pi u,'''ctlvl ty by allowing Inlnedlate asslgn
--ment to programs and jQ[ .. ~ 

I decreased likelihood of lo~~ of records In transfer process 
-2-Increased inmate safety by virtue of the fact than an 
--inmate's special needs are knowl, InJnediately 
_I_other (specify abiZity to PI'crape ]'01' inmate '11 arl'itJa7. __ ) 

What effect has the ability to retrieve an inmate's current 
location through the terminal had? N=19 

.....lLno such capabi 1 I ty 
no effect 

__ Z-speeded up mail delivery 
__ E._allowed location of "enemies" prior to transfer 
--1-alded in visitor processing 
--1-decreased time spent on inmate counts 
__ other (specl fy _________________ _ 

·1.14 Aside from those previously mentioned, what aspects of the ACDS 
have had operational impacts beyond direct time or cost s5vings 
and what are these impacts? N=I8 

2 none 
-I-planning process has improved conmunications among 
--institutions 

1 Improved service to inmates in the form of classification 
--reviews 

2 report of projected moven~nts has helped agency clear needed 
--space In time 
--1-better class1fications 

1 better pretrial reconmendations 
-I-fewer transfers due to closer central supervision enabled by 
--the sytem 

2 more accurate date calculations 
I_program assignments more consistent with time structure of 

the offender's sentence 
_I_staff are using othel' automated systems more 

I Improved accuracy of inmate records 
4 other (specify __________________ ___ 

4.15(A) Are f'eports produced by the A(;DS used as a basis for critical 
long-term decisions? QJes ..l.Lno N=26 

4.15(B) I f yes, which reports are used and how are they used? ___ __ 

4.15(C) If not, why not? N,-J·J 

9 ACDS does not provide appropriate information 
--decision makers are unaware of Information availabil i ty 
--decision makers are unwilling to change established patt~rns 

4.15(C) Cont'd 

5 decision makers mistrust system outputs 
other (specify __________________ _ 

4.16(A) Does the system have a query or ad hoc report generation 
capabi 1 I ty? ~es JILno N=JJ 

4.16(8) If not, is it the Intention to have such a capacity? N=fi 
_~es (when? ) 
~no 

4.16(C) If the system does have a query capability, which staff other 
than data processing staff uses it directly? N=lJ 

4 none 
-1-central administration 
-I-Institutional administration 
-4-records office 
--institutional staff (officers) 
--institutional staff (case workers) 
-6-research and planning staff 
-1-data entry staff 
--other agency (specify ______ _ 

other (specify ___ . ________________ _ 

4.17(A) Itave any parts of the ACDS affected inmate morale? -L-Yes __ no 
N=J 

4.17(8) If yes, what parts, and what were the effects? _______ _ 

4.18 Describe the organizational relationship between research and 
planning, and the data processing unit. 

4.19 Itow many research and planning staff are there? 

none 
-4-1-2 
-2-3-5 
-7-more than 5 

N=lJ 

4.20 Itow has the number of research and planning applications changed 
since the ACDS has been In operation? N=21 

substantially reduced 
-I-slightly reduced 
-Ono change 
----1-s1lghtly increased 
'11 substantially increased 

i 
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What percentage of the research and planning applications use the 4.27 
ACDS files. or Information extracted from those files? N=20 

3 none 
--5hal f or less 
-1 --more than ha If 
lTmost 

Will the future needs of research and planning be met by the ACDS? 

~es 
;3 no 

N=18 

-4-some changes to the ACDS will be needed (speci fy 4.28 

!j!!l~ Savi,!~ 

4.23 flow has the amount of time spent collectin!} and maintaining 
offender records changed since the ACDS has been implemented? 

- N=19 

4.24 

9 substantially reduced 
~sHghtly reduced 
-Tno change 
-s-slightly increased 

n substantially increased 

!tow has the amount of time preparing routine reports been affected 

" ' 

., 
, .J i ~\' 

In what olher areas has there been time savings as a resul t of 
the ACDS1 N=11 

8 none 
--inmate census 
-I-visitor control 

8JPreparation of reports for NPS and UPR 
_6_retrieving infonnation about individuals 
~reparation of parole hearing calendars 
~reparation for classification review hearing 
_4_other (sped fy pal'ole date calculation 

What use has been made of the time saved, if any, as a result of 
the ACOS1 N=I? 

3 no time has been saved 
-ro-workload has increased without adding staff 
-:r-departing staff has not been replaced 

9 work which was not done previously is now being done 
(specify 

3 the qua l1-:-ty"'--o"'fc-o"'"'t"h-e-r-w-o-rT"k"""1hr-a-s--'-im-p-r-o'-veO""ar---------
---I--backlog of work has been reduced or eliminated 
-I-reduction of overtime worked 

other (specify _________________ _ 

5. SYSTEM USERS 

by the ACDS? N=80 User Support 

4.25 

4.26 

15 subslantially reduced 
-8-s1 ightly reduced 
---Z-no change 
---sl ightly increased 
_1 substantially increased 

What was the average tillle needed to answer a special request 
before and after the implementation of the ACDS? N=lO 

aOllld /lot be dO/le 
I day or less 
I week or less 
2 weeks or less 
I month or less 
mor;:! than I month 

before 
<1 
o 

_8_ 
_1_ 
_8_ 
_1_ 

after 

__ 6_ 
_1_ 
_8_ 
_1_ 
_0_ 

lIow has the number of special requests answered per month changed 
since the ACDS has been in operation? N=17 

substantially reduced 
-----slightly reduced 
~2.~IO change 

slightly increased 
~_ LLsubs tant ia lly increased 

5.1 

5.2 

Who are the principal entities to derive benefits from the system? 

5 none 
-r.r-central administration 
-8-institutional administration 
-r.r-records office 
-4-institutional staff (officers) 
-4-institlltional staff (case workers) 
-r.r-research and planning staff 
--data entry staff 
--da ta proces sing s ta ff 

1 parole and probation staff 
_8_1 eg i s I a tors 

1 governors 
--inmates 

N=8S 

_ other (specify ________________ _ 

Are those who Ilrovide the data also those that use it? N=86 
..1fLyes .J!Lno 
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5.3 flow soon do users react if scheduled reports do not appear? 
N=12 

the same the next within after 
lIser type _~L-~L- a week a week never cOllments 

any user 
central administration 
institutional administra-
tion 

records 0 ffi ce 
institutional staff 
(officers) 

institutional staff 
(case workers) 

research and planning 
staff 

probation and/or parole 
staff 

other (specify police 

-L _ 3_ 

-..-L .J..... 

-L ---1._ 
_ 3_ _ 1 _ 

_ 2 _ _2 _ 
_1_ _1_ 

_1_ ----
_1 _ 

----

_1 ___ 1_ 

_1_ 

5.4 Are users interested in expanding the system capabilities or 
reports produced? N=23 

user type ~ no cORlnents 

any user l.L _1_ 
central administration 1L 
institutional adminlstraticn ..L _2_ 
records office _7_ -L 
institutional staff (officers) _ 1_ _1 _ 
institutional staff (case workers) 1 _1_ 
reseilrch and planning staff lJL _1_ 
parole and/or probation staff 
other (specify 

-L -L-

5.5 Do staff provide data to the system promptly and accurately? 
N=23 

any staff 
central arnninistration 
institutional administration 
records office 
institutional staff (officers) 
institutional staff (case workers) 
r"esearch and planning staff 
proba t ion and/or parole s ta ff 
othel' (specify _____ _ 

~ 

lL 

1 
8 

_ 3_ 
_4_ 

no not applicable 

2 

2 

...L 
_3 _ 

.L 

5.6 For on-line systems: flow soon do users react when the system 
goes down? N=l1 

us~r type 

any user 
central administration 
institutional adminis-
tration 

records office 
institutlonal staff 
(officC!rs) 

instit~tional staff 
(ca se wor"kers) 

research and planning 
staff 

probation and/or 
parole staff 

other 
( specify ____ _ 

il1l1ledi - within ten within 
ately minutes an hour 

7 2 

2 

3 2 

1 

1 

1 

the same 
day never unknown 

1 

5.7 If there has been a lack of user support, what are the causes? 

5 users were not involved in planning and development 
-l-users were not involved in testing 
3-inadequate user training 
~out-of-date or erroneous data 

N=17 

--errors in the programs once system was put into operation 
3 poor service (i.e., late reports and/or, for on-line systems, 

frequent system unavailability) 
11 lack of perceived benefits of the ACDS 

3 delays in system completion 
1 delays in correction of program bugs 

--users feel that the system is difficult to use 
-1-users are unwilling to change 
-"1 other (specify aI/stems detects olJel'colmtill!l of inmates 

User Atti tudes 

5.8 

Part 1 

The User Attitudes Section consists of two parts. Part 1 should 
be reproduced and distributed to all users. Part 2 should be 
reproduced and several copies distributed to each user. 

This questionnaire is a part of an effort to assess the impact of 
your automated correctional data system (ACDS). Do not sign your name 
as your identity is unimportant for this purpose. Complete anonymity 
and confidentiality will be maintained. 
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Part 1 Cont'd 
1. Date ------------------ 2. Job titl e _________________________ _ 

3. Do you use the ACDS or reports produced by it as a part of your day to day work? ----yes __ no 
Why? _________________________________________________________ __ 

Please indicate the ~egree to which you agree or disagree with each of the following statements by checking 
the pl'oper column. If the statement does not apply to you, check the column labeled Not Applicable. 

s ta temen ts* 
History 

4. I was not involved in the planning of the system. 
5. I was not involved in the testing of the system. 
6. [did not wish to be involved in the planning or 

testing of the system. 
7. I did not receive adequate training in the use of 

the sys tem. 
Design of the Systems 

8. The system does not collect some needed data. 
9. Needed data is not collected in the right form. 
10. The system collects more data than is needed. 
11. Needed reports are not produced. 
12. The reports which are produced are not useful. 
Ease of Use 

13. The system is not easy to use. 
14. Documentation of the system is inadequate. 
E.~rfo rmanc e 

15. Response time (if applicable) is too slow. 
16. Information provided by the system is not up-

to-date. 
17. I am disappointed in the performance of the system. 
Reliability 

18. The system does not always work properly. 
19. The system is often unavailable. 
20. ~hen errors in the system are detected they are 

not quickly corrected. 
Impac ts 

21. The implementation of the computer system has not 
caused improvements in manual standards and 
procedures. 

22. [nforma tion which [ get from the system \~as pre
viously available or easy to access manually. 

23. Information which I get from the system is more 
complete and/or accurate than what was previously 
available. 

24. In spi te of the system, r complete no more work 
in a given period of time than before. 

25. Certain parts of my job take more time to perform 
because of the system. 

26. The computer system is of little benefit to me. 
n. :.1y 'Hork unit runs no ~lore smoothly as a result of 

the system. 
:8. I do not use the computer system as an aid for 

planning and/or long-term decision making. 
Attitudes 
29. [do not make a point of providing data to the 

system as quickly and ac:urately as possible. 
30. I do not notice immediately when reports produced 

by the system are late. 

not strongly 
applicable disagree disagree neutral agree 

strongly 
aaree 

~For convenience, the statements listed are all uniformly 'negative" in content. If you, ':or examole. 
strongly disagree with the statement HI was not involved in the planning of the system", then we will assume 
:nat you Here very involved in the planning of the system. 

A-17 



Part 1 Cont'd 
not strongiy 

statements applicable disagree disagree neutral agree 
strongly 
agree 

31. I do not feel a personal sense of involvement in 
the system. 

32. My job is harder to do because of the system. 
33. My job is less interesting because of the system. 
34. If I have a choice between using the automated or 

the manrlal system,- I would choose the manual. 
35. I would like to see the computer system eliminated. 

Part 2 

Thfs questionnaire deals with the utility of repol'1:s provided by your automated correctional data systl:lT1 
and is part of an effort to assess the system's impact. Do not sign your name as your identity is unimportant 
for this purpose. Complete anonymity and confidentiality will be maintained. Please fill out o~e copy of 
this questionnaire for each report you use in your work. 

1. Report name ______________ _ 2. How often produced? 

3. Would you like this report to be produced on a different schedule? 
If so, what schedule would you prefer? 

4. For each of the following purposes, please indicate how useful this report is to you by checking the 
appropriate column. 

General Information 
Organizational Planning 
Research 
Locating Inmates 
Aid in Decisions about Inmates' 
Activities 

Answering Special Requests for 
Information 

Scheduling Activities or Resources 
Other (speci fy ) 

Not 
yg£ 

Minimally 
Useful 

5. Do you feel additional data should be added to this report? 

Fairly 
Useful 

Quite 
Useful 

Extremely 
Useful 

If yes, please identify data and reason for inclusion _____________________ __ 

6. Do you feel any data should be eliminated? If yes, please identi~1 data and reason for exclusion _________________________________________ __ 

7. Date 

8. Job ti tl e __________________ _ 

A-18 
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6. ,Broader Issues 

9.!9.i!!!.i za t i Q!!i!L!!!!Ilacts 

6.I(A) Have organizational changes taken place dUring the development 
of the ACIlS? _9_yes 14 no N=2il 

6.1(B) If yes, were they caused by the ACDS? N=9 

1 caused by ACDS 
8 fndependent of ACDS 

6.l(C) If yes, what was the effect? N:.·f.i 

1 no effect 
--'sped Up project development 
-4-de I ayed proj ec t development 
-1-caused a change in personnel working on the project 
---Y-necess ita ted system changes because of 
-- 1 changed user groups 

--changed functions of user groups 
--other reasons (specify ____________ ___ 

__ other (speci fy _________ ~ _________ _ 

6.2 I~ve any organizational changes been brought about as a result of 
the implementation of the ACDS, and what has been the effect of 
lhese changes (Le., beneficial, no effect, harmful)? N=16 

central records office has been established 
n~re centralization has been achieved 

through new standards and procedures 
other (specify 

bene- no 
no ficia I effect narmful 

15 

9 7 

6.3(A) Ilave any organizational changes been brought about as a result of 
in forma ti on der I ved from the ACDS (e. g., program changes, 
revised staffing patterns, etc.)? ~es 11-..no N=16 

6.3(B) If yes, please give details ______________ _ 

~lstems Interfaces 

6.4(A) Indicate whether any of the following automated systems exist, 
and if there is an automated or lIIanual interface between them and 
the ACIlS. .v",,;,~ 

," ,'., I 

'r-LJ~ 

6.4(A) Coot'd 
doesn't exists part of manual automated 

automated system unkr.own exist without the ACDS interface interface 
i nterfa.::€: -----

OBTS/CCII #1 9 6 _4 __ 
prosecutor's in-
formation system 
(e.g., PROMIS) 

17 5 

cOLlrt lnforma-
---1:L 9 _1_ tion system 

pol ice informa- 5 15 2 4 tion system 
probation infor- __ 8 _ _ 7_ ~ _3_ Illation system 
parole informa-

7 _4 __ .J!L _2_ tion system 
other 

1 (speci fy patl'ol 

6.4(8) If interfaces do not exist between the ACDS and other automated 
criminal justice systems, why not? N=lO 

_3_lack of interagency cooperation 
_3_unwi11ingness to share data on the part of til,;! agencies 

involved 
_I_eqUipment incompatibilitie~ 
.1.._laws prohibit such interface 
_~concern about privacy or security of the data 
__ other agencies were not involved in the planning and design 

of the ACDS 
_I_lack of interest on the part of the corrections agency 

case rather than individual orientation of some other 
--agencies such as courts (speci fy 
_l_.other (specify lack of unifo1'l11 ,,-w-lIb"e-l-:·ic-llg- a-,(-s-:-te-·m---

6.5(r1) Are NPS and UPR reporting requirements met, and through what 
means? N=36 

not appl icable 
unknown 
reporting reqUirements are not n~t 
r<!porting requirements met through other sources 

than the ACDS 
the ACDS produces printed reports to n~et 

requirements 
the ACDS produces machine readahle reports to 

meet requirements 
the ACDS produces data to meet the reqUirements -

format unknown 
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605(B) ~;Ila t is the qual ity of the da ta sent to NPS/UPR? N=8 

NPS UPR 

no da ta sent 
unknown 
poor -4- 4 
fai r -1- 1 
good -r 1 

605(C) Are the codes used for NPS/UPR the same as or easily convertible 
from tiiose used by the agency? N=8 

not applicable 
unknown 
yes 
no 

~ystem Transferability 

....!L 
_5_ 

_1_ 
.-fL 

606(A) What is the source of the ACDS software? N=49 

JJ designed and prograillned in-house 
3designed and progranmed by a contractor 
-...l_joint design effort in-house and contractor, progranmed 

in-house 
-L.designed by a contractor, joint proogralT1l1ing effort in-

house and contractor 
-Ldesigned by contractor, progralT1lled in-house 
-Ljoint desi gn and progralT1l1ing effort in-house and contractor 
_LBasic OBSCIS Software Package 
_Lcolll1\ercially produced corrections software package 

(specify 
-Lso f twa I-e -:-tr-a-n-s ..... f~e-rr-e-d,--"f-ro-m-a-n-o.,.,tI,...le-r-p-ro-J.,..· e-c""'t-r( s-p-e-c-'i """fy-----
___ other (specify ____________________ _ 

606(B) If the ACOS was transferred from an alr"'ady existing syst~m (I.e., 
this includes Basic OBSCIS Software and conlllercially ava

o
i1ab1e 

packages as ~/ell as those transferred from other ACDS projects), 
what was needed in addition to the original software itself, to 
effect the transfer? N=9 

nothing 
-raid from organization providing the software 
--1-extensive rewriting 
--';roa moderate amount of rewriting 
---changes in external procedures to conform to the system 
""--j-aid from vendor in debugging compilers and/or operating 
----system software 

other (specify .. ________ . _____ . _______________________ ) 

606(C) If the ACDS was transferred from an already existing system, what 
was the transfer mechanism? N=9 

1 computer vendor 
-l-software vendor 
-4-Search Group and its sub-contractor 
-3-the receiving agency 
--the sending agency 
__ other (specify __________________ _ 

606(0) If the ACOS was transferred from an already existing system, was 
there any time savings in the estimated development effort? 

N=9 
6 link 1 no 

--less than a month 
--1-6 months 
-1-7-12 months 
--13-24 months 

1 over 2 years 

606(E) If the ACOS was transferred from an already existing system, 
does the completed ACOS meet the needs of the agency as well as 
one writlen from scratch would have? ~es __ no? link 

N=9 
606(F) If the ACOS I~as transferred from an already existing system, 

wha t a rea s were prob 1 ema t i ca 17 N=4 

1 none 
-1 -file handl inlJ 
--table handling 
--job control language 
-}-te1econmunications interface 

2 program logic 
2 adaptations due to differences in external procedures (i.eo, 

--lal/s, department rules, etc.) 
1 compilers, assemblers and/or operating system software 

other (specify ___________________ _ 

607(A) Could this ACOS or parts of the system be easily transferred to 
another agency? ~es ~o 

6.7(B) I f yes, why and which parts can be transferred? 

6.7(A) /las this ACDS been transferred to any other agencies? N=? 

~es (specify. ______________________ _ 
no 

507{B) If yes, I~hat has been the outcome? 

,!J 
•. .r 
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